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"The State of Black California Report" 
Caucus Unified in Lifting Black Californians 
The Black Voice News 
SACRAMENTO 
By Chris Levister 
Like an iron curtain members of 
the Legislative Black Caucus stood 
before a packed state capital press 
conference and vowed to attack fes-
tering conditions that continue to 
shackle CalifQrnia's African-
American population. 
Flanked by Assembly Speaker 
Fabian Nunez, (D-Los Angeles) 
Caucus members armed with a new 
break through study called "The 
State of California Report", commit-
ted to put more African-Americans 
to work, improve access to health 
care, better prepare inner-city stu-
dents for college and bring healthier 
foods to inner city communities. 
This year's nine-member Caucus 
includes newly elected 
Assemblymember Wilmer Amina 
Carter (D-Rialto), equaling the 
largest delegation in the state's his-
tory. The group commissioned the 
report in order to develop a public 
policy agenda that would improve 
the lives of Black.Californians. 
Although great strides have been 
made, the report shows that African-
Americans. still fare far worse than 
their Caucasian counterpart,s and 
other major ethnic racial groups in 
the Golden State. 
Using 2000 census data, the report 
shows that Blacks - who make up 
less than 7% of California's popula-· 
tion - lag behind whites, Latinos and 
Asians in income, housing quality, 
See CAUCUS, Page A-4 
Speaker of the House Fabian Nunez with legislative Black Caucus members during the release of the State 
of Black California report. 
health and education. Blacks are homicide victims. 
also more likely to be felons and The study found for example life 
expectancy rates were 72 years for 
Blacks, 84 for Asians, 83 for Latinos 
LEVERAGING BLACK MEDIA CAPITAL 
Publishers Discuss Issues Affecting the Black Community with· Governor 
The Black Voice News 
SACRAMENTO 
By Chris Levister 
Special to the CBMA 
Last week, Governor 
Schwarzenegger and top administra-
tion officials met with the California 
Black Media Advocates at the State 
Capitol in Sacramento. Califonµa 
Black Media Advocates (CMBA) is 
a media organization that specializes 
in outreach to over two million peo-
ple in the African American cornmu-
:nity through forty-six newspapers , 
six magazines and three radio sta-
tions. The discussion topics ranged 
from healthcare and prison reform to 
transportation and infrastructure. 
The CMBA provided invaluable 
feedback and ideas to tackle these 
challenges. The administration's 
continuing dialogue with cornmuni-
ry; leaders has helped ensure that 
their needs and concerns are being 
addressed. 
Still nursing his leg broken in a 
skiing accident the Governor stead-
ied by a single crutch, circled a long 
conference table greeting some 20 
publishers, editors and minority 
media representatives calling many 
of them by name. 
The event organized by Margaret 
Fortune, Senior Advisor to the 
·Gqvernor and Dr. Paulette Brown-
.Hinds, Director of California Black 
Media gave the group a rare audi-
ence with some of 
Schwarzenegger's top advisors 
am~mg them Richard Figueroa chief 
architect of the governor's health 
Govenor Arnold Schwarzep,egger greets Eleanor Boswell-Raines, Managing Editor of The Globe Newspaper Group and other members o~ the 
1 Black media l .. t week at • ~eflng In Sacramento. 1 . 
care, proposal, Corrections and 
Rehabilitation Secretary John E. 
Tilton, Finance Deputy Di,rector 
H.D. Palmer, Ann , Boynion, 
Undersecretary H~~ith and Human 
Services, Transportation Director, 
Will Kempton and Small Enterprise 
Officer, Sam Wallace. 
Figueroa told listeners, the gover-
nor has the .pow.er of the pen to 
reform California's 'broken' healths 
"One of the best ways for my administration to reach out to every California 
community is by maintaining a strong line of communication with California's 
local and ethnic media groups,• said Governor Schwarzenegger. "That's 
why I am excited to have this opportunity today to meet with the California 
Black Media Advocates -so I can continue to cultivate communication with 
all Californians through strong relationships with focal newspapers, maga-
zines and radio stations.• 
-- Governor Arnold Schwarzenegger 
"GROSSLY MISLEADING" 
care system while Kempton touted 
state· plans 10 aggressively address 
historical practices that largely 
exclude African-American and other 
major ethnic minorities from lucra~ 
tive transportation projects and con-
tracts. 
Kempton's assurances drew both 
praise and concern from The Wave 
Newspapers publisher Pluria 
See MEETING, Page A-4 
Inland Groups Attack 'State Of Black California' ;Report 
The Black Voice News 
FONTANA 
By Chris Levister 
A coalition of 10 organizations repre-
senting Inland Empire health, business, 
housing and education and criminal jus-
tice called 'The State of Black California 
Report" commissioned by the 
. Legislative Black Caucus "a gross mis-
representation of the facts". 
"What Inland Empire are they talking 
about?" Dr. V. Diane Woods, President 
and CEO of the African American Health 
Institute of San Bernardino County spent 
the last 10 years studying Blacks in San 
Bernardino County. She says the report 
inaccurately depicts the Inland Empire as 
a 'safe haven, with low crime, affordable 
housing and great schools and where 
Blacks fare better than whites.' 
"Our people are dying. We are in a 
state of emergenfY·" Woods issued a 
jo.int statement calling the report "inac-
curate, inadequate, misleading and dis-
torted." 
Woods and representatives from The 
[n!and Black Nurses Association, Knotts 
Family Agency, Time for Change, Victor 
Valley Chamber of Comme~ce, and the 
HIV/AIDS initiative Brothers and Sisters 
in Action were on hand at a state capital 
press conference Wednesday for the 
release of the report. 
"We were shocked by the findings", 
said Kim Carter CEO and founder of 
Time.for Change. 
The report on social and econqmic sta-
tus of Blacks in California and its major 
metropolitan areas including Los 
Angeles, ,Oakland , Sacram.ento, San 
Diego, and San Francisco found Blacks 
fare much better relative to whites · the 
Wand Empire when researchers looked 
at income, health and housing quality, 
education and treatment by the criminal 
justice System. 
Woods; a PhD. research professor at 
. Loma Linda University says researchers 
"lumped" Riverside and San Bernardino 
Counties together as the "Inland 
Empire". "When they did this they 
skewed the data." She says 
the two counties have very 
different demographics and 
social constructs. Riverside 
Co. tends to have a higher 
social economic index com, 
pared to SB County where high-
er percentages of the Black and 
Latino population ·live below the 
federal poverty line. 
"When the two counties were com-
bined the average outcome or so 
called "Equality Index" used by two 
UC researchers produced a distorted 
reflection of the severity of the problems 
facing Blacks in San Bernardino 
County." 
For example the report highlights 
"racial disp;uities in health outcomes are 
less severe in the . I .E., partly because 
there is less racial inequality in over all 
death rates and infant death rates." 
Woods says based on 6 years _of pro-
gressive health research in areas related 
to infant mortality, diabetes, prostate and 
breast cancers Blacks living in SB coun-
ty die at an alarming average 60 .3 years 
compared to 72.6 for whites. Black 
infant deaths are more than twice that of 
whites. Heart disease the number one 
cause of death in the I.E. kills Blacks 1.3 
limes more than whites. 
The report states "Blacks' standing _rel-
ative to whites in Criminal Index 
Indicators is relatively better in the I.E. 
because of less racial inequality in arrest 
rates and in victimization. The 
report quotes Inland resi-
dent, Rita Rivers 
have a low crime rate 
and great schools." 
Sixty percent of SB county inmates are 
Black , says Carter who serves on several 
state criminal justice advisory boards. 
"These findings are unfair and grossly 
misleading." She points to the 2005 gang 
retaliation murder of l lyear old Mynisha 
Crenshaw. Her shooting murder and the 
serious wounding of her 15 years old sis-
ter sparked widespread public outrage 
and led to the creation of Mynisha's 
Circle a community based effort commit-
ted to finding solutions to rampant crime 
in the SB region. 
"In 2005 San Bernardino was named 
the 'Murder Capitol of the Year" hav-
ing recorded 60 homicides of which 
20% were children under age 18. In 
2006 a child was shot .to death by a 
teen while playing basketball at a 
school playground .. Carter says 
SB has 362 registe;ed gangs 
and is listed as· one of the top 
10 counties in the nation for 
gang activity. "SB Mayor 
Patrick Morris created 
"Operation Phoenix" to 
fight the city's gang 
warfare," she said. "The 
Caucus' creditability is 
at stake. These find-
ings must be revisit-
ed," said Carter. 
Woods noted 
health officials 
from both count_ies 
including Black physicians 
from the Vmes Medical Foundation 
who read the report question the method-
ology used to arrive at the fmdings . 'The 
State of Black California Report is a 
noble but flawed effort that will be uti-
lized by many policymakers in 
California, and the nation to set priority 
See MISLEADING, Page A-4 
Culberson 
Remembered 
The Black Voice Nem 
SAN BERNARDl!'iO 
For 30 years Martha Culberson 
worked for the San Bernardino 
School District and Casa Ramona 
Child Development Center as a pre-
school teacher. She retired in 2006. 
She died recently. 
On June 17, 1935, Martha was 
born to John & Goldie McDonald 
in Kemper Mississippi. Her par-
ents, brother Joe Lewis and sister 
Dorothy McDonald preceded her in 
death. Martha was the eldest of four 
children. 
Martha was baptized at the age 
of 12 , she graduated from high 
school at the age of 18. Martha left 
home and joined the United States 
Air Force from 1956-1958. Martha 
moved to San Bernardino and unit-
ed in marriage to her late husband 
Curtis Culberson. Martha then went 
See CULBERTSON, Page A-4 
Council Members r. . ' . 
Nix Intervention-and 
Prevention Part of 
Measure Z 
The Black Voice News 
SAN BERNARDJNO 
By Megan Carter 
"Give it all to the police," was 
the attitude of city council members 
who say they didn't originally sup-
port Measure Z passed by the voters 
in November which added a 1/4 cent 
sales tax to fight crime. "Let tJ\e 
Committee established by Measure 
YY, define itself and move forward 
was another 'suggestion, one tl;i~t 
was rebuffed by the mayor and did-
n't sit well with a majority on the 
City Council. 
The Council succeeded in giving 
the police department the lion'.s 
share of the first money that Wl\S 
slated for prevention, interventiop 
and suppression. The majority of 
councilmembers voiced tlie opinio~ 
that their constituents said they were 
voting for the measure to hire more 
police which was part of the three 
pronged approach to fighting crime 
in the city. 
The proposed fundµig this fir~t 
round was to include $544,000 for 
17 new officers, $228,800 on 
enhanced recruitment efforts, 
$304,600 to outfit 10 additional 
police vehicles, $309,700 for a state 
of the art helicopter contract servic.-
es and $130,000 for an Anti-Gang 
Initiative, (the Police Department is 
developing strategies for.) 
However when the rest of the 
money was to be placed in interven-
tion and prevention, a ma,jority of 
the council members objected. 
Neil Derry, Ward 4th said that hi 
didn't think the money should 
spent on any intervention or preven-
tion programs, he said there are kids 
in his neighborhood who could not 
find jobs and he didn't want this 
money to go to people in low 
income areas. "A lot of "OUR" kids 
in high school can't get a job," he 
said. He represents a more afflueg" 
part of the city. His sentiment wf' 
echoed by Wendy McCammac 
who asked the first question abo~t • 
where the after school programs 
would be housed. She wasn't 
pleased that they would be located 
in high crime area1 A vote to give . 
the police all of the money outright 
offered by Tobin Brinker was 
changed when he said he wanted to 
vote against it. He said he wanted to 
offe~ an anti truancy proposa!J o be 
included and that it would falf in tJie; 
category of intervention, prevention 
and suppression. The four members 
of the council: Neil Derry, Ch4s 
Kelly, Wendy McCammacJs:, an_tl 
See MEASURE Z, Page A-4 · 
Rep. Watson 
Questions $12 Billion 
Disappearing in Iraq 
The Black Voice Newr 
WASHINGTON DC 
Congresswoman Diane ·E : 
Watson today questioned' 
Ambassador Paul Bremer, forme~ 
head of the Coalition Provisional 
Authority in Iraq, about the transfer 
of $12 billion in cash, between May 
2003 and June 2004, from the 
United States to Iraq. To do that, the 
Federal Reserve Bank in New York 
had to pack 281 million individual 
bills, including denominations up' td 
$100, onto wooden pallets to be, 
shipped to Iraq . The cash we ighed 
more than 363 tons and was loaded 
onto C-130 cargo planes to be flown 
into Baghdad. 
Ambassador Bremer appeared 
before the House Committee on 
Oversight and Government Reform, 
of which Congresswoman Watson is 
a member. • 
Congresswoman Watson made 
the following comments: 
"The cash transfer from New 
York to Baghdad of 12 billion dol~ 
lars, weighing 363 tons, certainly 
represents one of the largest cash 
transfers in history. When dealing 
with any sizeable amount of cash, 
and in particular hundreds bf tons of 
See WATSON, Page A-4 
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The ijlack Voice News 
I~ Hudson Continuing "white out" 
Practice At City Hall? 
' 
Apparently the ''white out" continues at city hall with 
the r~ignation of Pedro Payne, Executive Director of the 
River~ide Community Police Review Commission a few 
weeks ago. From all 
reports Payne was for-
bidden to attend commu-
nity meetings by Brad 
Hudson, Riverside City 
Manager, which is or was 
a part of Payne's job 
responsibilities. The 
community is outraged 
by this "ethnic cleansing 
policy" at city hall by 
Hudson and his select cleaning crew. Maybe Hu.-son will 
attend the community meetings and keep the people of 
color abreast of what is going on when it comes to the 
killing of people of color by police officers. Now I have 
tried to setup a meeting with Mr. Hudson so I can better 
understand his actions and policies as they relate to 
recruitment, treatment, retention, dismissal of employees, 
and procurement of business services with the Black and 
Hispanic Community. Now I know that there is no deliber-
ate "~bite out" strategy in city hall but when the 
unplaJ111ed actions of the ''majority" lead to this type of 
reduction of the ''minority" the results are the same. When 
a Black or Latino looks at a company for employment they 
take ~ peek at who is working there before they apply. If 
no one looks like them, they will ask a white friend if they 
will be hired if they apply. Likewise when we witness our 
people being fired or resigning in rapid fire actions we take 
it that some form of discrimination is alive and well in the 
institution. 
In fontrast to Mr. Hudson, Ron Loveridge, the mayor 
has re,sponded to a request to meet with us to discuss this 
''whit~ out". As a matter of fact I had to cancel an earlier 
meeting with the mayor because of cold weather that 
affects my muscle condition. We did reschedule the meet-
ing fof this Thursday in his office .•. In addition the mayor 
has hired a diverse staff to relate to his diverse citizenry of 
Riverside. According to a news article in the Press 
Enterprise, his new community liaison (who is African-
American) said her job is to attend meetings in the com-
munity and ''listen", which is not what I would want but it 
is a start in the right direction. Mayor Loveridge also con-
ducts ; regular community meetings, and supports the 
buildi~g of Grier Pavilion, a meeting room in city hall 
named after Dr.and Mrs. Barnett Grier, a well-known 
Afric~n-American couple who spent the majority of their 
married lives in Riverside. And every year the mayor takes 
time out of his schedule to walk in the Martin Luther 
King,. Jr Walk-a-Thon. Even though I might not agree 
with all of his decisions or actions he is accessible for dia-
logue. 
' 
D~rry and McCaminack "Stuck on 
Stupid" 
When I heard the General of the Army Corp. of 
Engineers during the Katrina fiasco tell the decision mak-
ers in Louisiana "Don't get stuck on stupid" I laughed and 
did not know it was a song. It is a famous blues song and I 
heard: it on the Blues music station shortly after the 
General's remarks ... As usual in most blues songs, the 
lyrics speak of a good relationship being broken by one of 
the lovers. In this song it a man who takes advantage of the 
woman's loving commitment to him. He stays out late with 
the boys, so he says. He has lipstick on his shirt collar that 
is not'her shade. But one day she reaches the end of her 
wits and she tell him, ''you think I'm stuck on stupid. You 
think J believe all this mess you are telling me." As I wit-
nessed the city council of San Bernardino on television the 
other night as they discussed the Measure Z expenditures, 
There'was much discussion by four councilmembers about 
giving all of the money to the police but Mayor Morris, 
Coum:Umembers Esther Estrada, Dennis Baxter and 
Rikke Van Johnson would not budge from their commit-
ment ~o allocate some funds to the intervention and pre-
venti~n of crime. Morris reread the Measure Z statement 
given to the voters to make it clear that the voters wanted 
a foctJs on intervention and prevention as well. Wendy 
Mccammack, Chas Kelly, Neil Derry and Tobin Brinker 
were set on spending the money on vest protectors and 
taser guns of which the police chief had not requested. This 
was something the police association members were 
requesting through their mouth pieces on the city council 
~f which the police union contributes to their campaigns. 
Before the night was over I noticed something happen-
ing to some of the council members. Tobin Brinker 
changed his vote on a motion he made because it was not 
in keeping with Estrada, Baxter and Johnson. He saw the 
light t)lat in order to get his truancy sweeps as a part of the 
fight against crime in the next budget, he would unstick 
himself. Later I saw and heard Chas Kelley agree, with a 
reluctant voice, to follow the recommendation of the chief. 
I said to myself Brinker and Kelly have just 'removed 
them~elves from being "Stuck on Stupid" with 
Mccammack and Derry. It demonstrated to me that 
Brinker and Kelly might be open to other points of view. 
If the editorial signed by law enforcement leaders 
throughout the county of San Bernardino is any indica-
t_ion, •t is clear that they believe that intervention pro-
grams and strategies are needed to reduce crime. The vot-
ers voted for Measure Z last year and a key component in 
addition to more police was intervention and prevention 
strategies must be used to reduce crime and criminals. It is 
in good wholesome activities and programs that give peo-
ple alternatives to illegal activities. It is true and we all say 
it from time to time an "idle mind is the devil's workshop". 
It is also clear that sometimes when people have a good 
education, two parents, come from a middle class income, 
have good neighborhoods, get religious training, and have 
no bad influences they too, sometimes get "stuck on stu-
pid". 
Editorial continued on Page B-7 
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The Bad News and Good ·News of Obsessive Video Games Part 1 
Negative video games reinforce poor 
self-images in Black youth. One of the 
side effects of playing such video games 
for long periods of time is that the anti-
productive images are mentally implant-
ed. In the popular video game Grand 
Theft Aut6: San Andreas, players assume 
the lead character of Carl Johnson, a 
down-on-his-luck Black criminal who 
roams city streets stealing cars and help-
ing gang members knock off rivals in 
drive-by shootings. Recently, I watched 
a DVD with a two 12-year-old boys. The 
movie was called "Inside Man" starring 
Denzel Washington. There is a snfall seg-
ment of the movie where a young Black 
boy is playing a hand-held video game. 
In the game there are Blacks shooting 
Blacks. The wall and street is spattered 
with blood. Both of the boys I watched 
the movie with found that segment excit-
ing. I'm glad I witnessed their reaction. I 
plan to discus the subject with both. 
Psychologists agree that if your race is 
always the thief or killer, then after a 
Richard 0. 
JONES 
while you start co think that's how you 
should be, or you think that's how, your 
people are. 
"If Blacks and Latinos are always por-
trayed as the villains, or as the victims 
who get killed often and easily, that is 
code for powerlessness," said Kansas 
State University psychologist John 
Murray, who's studied violence and 
stereotypes in the media for the past 30 
years. "These image persist because too 
few minorities are in the industry. 
Roughly 80% of video game program-
mers are white, about four percent of 
designers are Latino, and less than three 
percent are Black according to prelimi-
nary results of an International Game 
Developers Association survey. Some in 
the industry believe race in games is a 
serious issue that has been ignored for 
too Jon~. The video industry claims that 
educated, young white males create 
games for other educated, young white 
males and not minorities. Regardless, 
games are an expressive medium. They 
are an art form, just like movies, theater 
and literature. We're seeing, to a large 
extent, that the games that are being 
designed unconsciously include the bias-
es, opinions and reflections of their cre-
ators. And obviously, whites see Blacfcs 
and Latinos as criminals and gradually 
that's how our .children see themselves 
and behave according. 
A 2006 study by the Kaiser Family 
Foundation revealeq that Black youths 
between 8 and 18 years old played video 
and computer games roughly 90 minutes 
a day - almost 30 minutes more than 
white youths. And Latinos play about 10 
minutes more per day than whites . 
Therefore, since Blacks are the most 
obsessive players it stands to reason that 
Blacks are the most negatively effected. 
However experts say that if you've got 
kids who can sit in front of a video game 
for hours, then they have the cognitive 
thought process to learn how to build the 
game. 
The video game industry is all aboul 
money. No one really cares about your 
skin color or gender if you are a well-
trained video game designer or illustra-
tor. The problem is· that our youth and 
adult players see themselves as players 
and not designers or illustrators. 
Therefore unless they're motivated to get 
on the business end versus the player end 
of the video game phenomenon they will 
continue to be iortrayed in a negative 
light and also miss out on a ten billion 
dollar a year industry 
· Early African Inventions And Discoveries 
Early Africans invented and discov-
ered things which ensured their sur-
vival - rafts, crude clothing, tools, 
weapons and traps, the wheel, pottery, 
the marked stick for measuring, and 
ways of making fire and smelting copper 
and iron. No one of the early inventions 
was supreme, as each was important at 
the time. Without fire, African's early 
metal industry could not have been born. 
Although Africans' first weapons were 
tree limbs and stone, they imaginably 
improved on those designs. For exam-
ple, after choosing a split end tree 
branch, someone used the fork with bits 
of vine or thongs (cut from animal hides) 
to form slings for throwing stones. The 
invention of agriculture by Africans 
(?12,000 BC) by means of deliberate 
planting called forth the invention of 
hoes, digging-sticks, and sickles for 
reaping. More intensive cultivation 
became possible, resulting in population 
growth, more settled existences of 
Africans, and more time to engage in 
abstract thought. During this time cattle, 
sheep, goats, horses, i;amels, asses, and 
pigs were captured and tamed. These 
Juanita 
BARNES 
. MR . GRANVILLE T. WOODS 
(!856-19/0): .A man of tremendous 
inventive talents, Granville T. ,Woods 
was called in I 888 " the greatest elec-
trician in the world," by the "American 
Catholic Tribune ." He is best known 
for his invention of an automatic air 
OH WHAT ABOUT THEM 
COLTS!!!! 
Congratulations to Tony Dungy 
and The Indianapolis Colts. In my last 
article, I wrote that the Indianapolis 
Colts would win the Super Bowl. I 
hope that my Sports Fans out there 
went along with me. I enjoyed the 
game at the Spa Resort Casino. It was 
a true game. In the opening play that 
resulted in a kick-off return, I stated 
that this was what Chicago would 
have to rely on in order to win. I also 
feel that they thought the game was 
theirs with such a great run back. 
Ooppss! They were comple tely 
wrong. 
provided a meat source and, as bodily 
changes occurred in the animals under 
domestication, increased milk secre-
tions, wool, and hair for weaving. Early 
on cultivation in small plots was largely 
women's work; herding, men's work. 
Ancient Egyptian wall paintings show 
one of the early plows . It was invented 
by harnessing an animal to the heavy, 
short-handled, long-bladed hoe (which 
is still in use) . However, the plow did not 
become wide-spread outside Africa until 
the succeeding Bronze Age (the period 
between the Stone and Iron Age-
roughly 4000 BC to 2p00 BC). 
The first material made by humans 
was probably the mixture of clay, sand, 
and water-- the first "plastic." It was 
molded or shaped into an article (e.g . 
pottery) and then dried in the sun or 
baked until hard. Cloth making required 
a number of inventions. The fibers that 
grew in nature were short , whether it 
was the hair or wool of animals or the 
fibers of cotton, flax , and other plants. 
They had to be spun into threads which 
could then be worked into cloth. Even 
after the spinning of threads had been 
brake. When he was a boy of ten, he 
worked at bellows qlowing in an 
Australian railroad repair shop. With 
his extra earnings, he paid a master 
mechanic to give him private instruc-
tion. Mr. Woods parents broughJ hirri to 
America at the age of sixteen. He hek/ 
l!.,arious jobs as an engineer. About 
thirty-five patents in various countries 
were taken out by Granville Woods. 
He contributed to the development of 
the "third rail . .., He also invented 
devices which he sole to Bell, Edison 
and Westinghouse. Most of his designs 
were in field of improvements in the 
railroad and electrical industries. 
HELLO MORENO VALLEY 
Kris 
BENZ 
The media held a frenzy because 
for the first time there were not one 
but two African American coaches in 
the Super Bowl. Did this fact make 
them lesser men as head coaches? l 
Think Not!! Outside of their obvious 
complexions, we watched two 
GREAT COACHES who managed 
the two best teams 'in the NFL in the 
Read about the Rosa Parks Street dedication on page B-7 
CONTACT US 
The Black Voice News welcomes letters to the editor. Your letters must include your name, 
address and a daytime telephone number. All letters are subject to editing. Letters of more than 
200 words will be edited. Writers should limit their submissions to one a month. Address letter 
to: The Black Voice News, P.O. Box 1581 • Riverside, CA 92502 • Fax letters to (909) 888-5662 
• e-mail to: leeragin@blackvoicenews.com. 
To reach the editorial department, call (909) 888-5040 
invented, ways had to be fm1nd for 
weaving the threads into fabrics. Twigs 
and reeds were used to make baskets. 
The weaving of baskets and mats was a 
well-developed art in Egypt by 5000 
BC; rope by 4500 BC; elaborate textile 
weaving from flax by 3000 BC; and 
woolen cloth by 1000 BC. An Egyptian 
knife (between 900 and 800 BC) is the 
world's oldest voluntary making of a 
"steeled" piece of iron (Diop, 
Civilization, p285). Meanwhile, they 
were building a body of languages, liter-
ature , art, and music. 
When Africans started to live in vil-
lages and in larger settlements, more 
massive and more permanent structures 
were built-and some with brick. Those 
involved many new inventions. The ear-
liest builders used rocks and dead trees . 
Tools were invented for cutting down 
trees and shaping and cutting stone. At 
first, these tools were themselves wood 
or stone but were later replaced by the 
discovery/invention of metal . Ancient 
Egyptians invented inclined planes to 
raise the great stone blocks of the pyra-
mids into position-some blocks weigh-
If you don't have your Mardi Gras 
Ball tickets hurry and get them. "The 
National Council of Negro Women" 
the Moreno Valley Section invite you 
to share in this fund raiser with them, 
to help change someone's life. The 
Ball will be held at the Marriot Hotel 
in Riverside, Ca. February 17th 2007 
from 6:00 p.rn. to 12:00 a .m. remem-
ber tickets are $45.00 Contact: Mattie 
Mc Henry (951) 242-6952 or Clara 
Stafford (951)924-873 1 or Lois 
Stewart (951)-8193 . 
"THE MORENO VALLEY 
BLACK CHAMBER OF COM-
MERCE COMMUNITY FOUNDA-
Super Bowl. My hat goes down for 
Tony Dungy and Lovie Smith. They 
were not only able to beat the odds, 
they were also able to beat the so-
called best. I think that this fact 
should not be over looked in any way. 
For those of you who would like to 
attend the African American Chamber 
of Commerce Palm Springs meetings. 
The meetings are held on the 1st 
Monday of every month unless the 
first Monday falls on a holiday. For 
· more information contact the AAC-
CPS office at 760-778-5747. 
ing 50 tons. To cut such large pieces of 
stone, shape them, and move them into 
position requifed many inventions. 
Usually, an invention emerged from a 
few key ideas after a long period of trial 
and error; or sometimes by accident. 
Each individual was required to think 
deeply with both sides of their brains 
about every little thing they did that led 
to inventions and ·discoveries. Toe point 
is that no invention ever stands alone but 
rather is built upon the inventions that 
have gone before. Simple as these things 
seem to us now, they were new to the life 
of that early time. Principles underlying 
these inventions and discoveries are still 
fundamental to human existence. 
website: jablifeskills.com 
TION " will present again this year the 
7th "Annual Ebony Fashion Fair 
Show" April, 5th 2007 at the Moreno 
Valley Conference & Recreation 
Center 1407 5 Frederick Street. This is 
to bepefit education and fund scholar-
ships . Regular tickets are , $40 .00 
VIP/Runway tickets $55.00 . F6r infor-
mation: (951 )697-7772 or (951) 924-
9429 or E-mail mvbccf@yahoo.com. 
Let me leave you with this: You 
can't stop the waves , but you can learn 
how to surf. 
BE BLESSED 
J .B. 
In the weeks to come I will give 
you an inside look at what is happen-
ing throughout the Desert. 
I look forward to sitting with you 
next week. As al ways have a 
Profitable New Year!!! 
If you have any comments, ques-
tions or concerns feel free to email me 
at kbenz@whatchaneed.net. You can 
also visit my website at www.whatch-
aneed.net or call me at 760-660-3517 . 
Remember, If I Can't Get it, You 
Don't Need It! !! 
The Black Voice News 
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SHOP THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 8 THROUGH Sl.)NDAY, FEBRUARY 11. 
GREAT GIFTS FOR YOUR VALENTINE, PLUS STOREWIDE -SAVINGS .AND VALUES. 
65% OFF 
NEW REDUCTIONS 
Winter sportswear for 
misses, petites and Macy Woman. 
Some exclusions apply. 
30%OFF 
Hematite heart necklace. 
Reg. $18, sale 12.60. 
Drop earrings, 
reg. $10, sale $7. 
.65%OFF 
New reductions 
on fall coats for her. 







Fine jewelry. Shown: multicolor 
sapphire and diamonds. 
· Earrings. Reg. $1590, sale $795. 
Necklace. Reg. $7990, sale $3995. 
Pendant. Reg. $3990, sale $1995. 
65%OFF 
New reductions on fall sportswear 
and dresses for juniors. 
ONLY 14.9St 
Kiss & Tell: The Book 
Kisses and confessions 
from the world's most 
interesting lips, available 
exclusively at Macy's 
and macys.com. 10% 
of proceeds will benefit 
the American Heart 
Association's Go Red 
For Women movement 
to fight heart disease 
in women. Macy's is a 
proud national sponsor 
of Go Red for Women. 
ONLY 21.S0t 
Clarins Le Rouge Lipstick 
in Passion 350. Macy's will 
donate $1 from every sale 




Red chemise with heart motif. 
S-XL. Reg. $34, sale 25.50. 
Wrap. Reg. S44, sale $33. 
EXTRA SO% OFF 
Entire stock of dress and casual clearance shoes for 
him, for a total savings of 60%-80%. Permanently 
reduced 25%-65 
ONLY 5_95t , 
With any $35 purchase. Kissing Bears. 
These adorable bears kiss on the cheek 
or nose-to-nose. February 1-14, Macy's will 
donate $1 of each purchase, up to $56,256, 
to the Go Red For Women movement. 
* SALE 17 • 99 30"x 54" towel 
Only at Macy'~. Hotel Collection MicroCotton 
bath towel. Ultra-soft, absorbent and 
I 
oversized. Reg, $25, prev. 19.99. The collection, 
reg. $10-$50, prev. 7.99-39.99, sale 6.99-34.99. 
Also shop macvs.com • Use the online Store Locator to find the store nearest you · . 
Sale prices in effed Fe6ruary 8-11. Fine jewelry is a sale in progress February 8-19. tWhile supplies last #Intermediate price reductions may have been taken. • All fine jewelry items are set in 14k gold, except as noted. Jewelry photos may have been enlarged or enhanced. Most 
cultured pearls and colored gemstones have been treated or dyed. Some treatments may not be permanent and some require special care; see a Sales Associate for information. 50% savings excludes diamond solitaire rings and fine jewelry Super Buys. Fine jewelry Super Buys are 
excluded from Savings Passes and all other discount offers.• Advertised items may not be available at your local Macy's, and selection may vary. Prices, promotions and selection may differ on macys.com. Sale merchandise is from specially selected groups unless otherwise described. 
Clearance, closeout, permanently reduced, new reductions, special purchases and Orig./Now items will remain at the advertised prices after this event; these items are available only while supplies last. Some original prices may not have been in effect during the past 90 days. 
Only, value, Always/Everyday Value, Special Purchase and now prices also will remain in effect after the event. Always/Everyday Value prices may be lowered as part of a clearance. Always/Everyday Value items are excluded from sales and from credit card extra savings, Saving 
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Continued from Front Page 
• and 77 for whites ." Only 25% of 
Black high school students complete 
: the courses needed for entrance to 
: the University of California or 
• California State University systems, 
: compared with 41 % of white stu-
dents. Black students dropped out of 
·=MEETING . 
Continued from Front Page 
Marshall. "It's encouraging to hear 
this. But what assurances do we 
• have that our communities will get 
their fair share of jobs, contracts and 
• projects initiated by the 
: Infrastructure Bonds approved by 
• the voters in 2006?" 
. Small Business Officer Sam 
. Wallace responded, "Our efforts to 
increase minority participation in 
• state contracting will not concen-
trate on race or ethnicity, we are pro-
hibited from such practices. Our 
goal as we talk to businesses across 
the state is to make our intentions 
transparent: We want bidders. We 
want to increase the number of cer-
tified contractors from disadvan-
.MEASURE Z 
Continued from Front Page 
Brinker said as they spoke with vot-
ers, their understanding was that 
they were voting for more police, 
not for social programs to help stem 
the tide of the city's high crime 
high school at higher rates than 
white students, 22% compared with 
8%. 
The Caucus wants to require 
schools to tell parents what courses 
their children must take to qualify 
for college, increase the number of 
school counselors and make it easier 
for felons to get jobs. 
"California is economically 
healthy. We want to make sure that 
taged communities. Our goal is to be 
inclusive. We need your help in get-
ting that word out," Wallace told 
publishers. 
Corrections Secretary Tilton told 
the group "Our prisons are woefully 
neglected, dangerously over crowd-
ed, unsafe and unfair." To that end 
he plans to spend $10.9 billion to 
expand prison and jail capacity by 
78 ,000 beds, set aside $1 billion for 
10,000 medical and mental health 
beds and aggressively attack the dis-
ease of recidivism. 
Sounding hopefut Larry Lee, 
President of the Observer 
Newspapers gathered up a large 
stack of data ranging from soup to 
nuts on the rough and tumble of 
state government. "I feel optimist. 
We have the Governor's ear. I think 
we'll see some changes." 
Jarman was represented by Cheryl 
Brown, an Executive Committee 
member of the local branch. She 
said, ,"It is our concern that the use 
of monies generated from Measure 
Z be spent in a manner that not only 
suppresses crime but also be used to 
prevent as well as intervene in our 
youth lives while they are growing 
some of the $43 billion in public 
works bonds passed by voters last 
year is used to hire workers in high 
unemployment neighborhoods," 
said Assembly Majority Leader 
Karen Bass (D-Los Angeles) who 
led the one year study. 
''We will not stop until we see 
everyone get better, that's what this 
effort is about," said 
Assemblymember Laura Richardson 
Across the table Dr. Gloria 
Zuurveen clutching a large stack of 
business cards sounded a note of 
frustration. "It's nice to sit here in 
the seat of power face to face with 
the Governor and his senior staff, 
but these briefings and business 
cards containing the phone numbers 
of important folks with big budgets 
are meaningless unless they trans-
late into growth for our communi-
ties." 
Never has the Black media been 
in such a pivotal position to move 
our agenda forward, said Brown-
Hinds. "There is a feeling among us 
that the Governor is sincere about 
addressing the inequality that for 
decades has kept our industry and 
our communities from sharing in 
Califomia's abundance." 
at no cost to the city for youth 
employment programs. 
Photos by Cheryl Brown 
The San Bernardino City Council deliberates over $1.6 MIiiion Measure 
Z wlnfall. 
Police Chief Billdt asked for 
$75,000 to be included for Police 
Activities League activities, to 
retrofit a police van to help with 
community policing, the Council 
members were not in favor of this. 
Billdt said that these leagues began 
on the East Coast over 60 years ago. 
PAL is a youth crime prevention 
program that utilizes educational, 
athletic and recreational activities to 
create trust, understanding and good 
citizenship between police officers 
and youth. It is based on the philos-
ophy involving young people at an 
early age in programs that develop 
strong, positive attitudes toward 
good citizenship through interaction 
with police officers, will avoid life-
times of anti-social and criminal 
behavior. The feeling seemed to be 
the reason the program was cut was 
because it was ineffective when it 
was funded in the past. However the 
program was cut when the budget 
was cut and the Chief wants to bring 
it back. Resident Terrance Stone 
said the suppression model gets 
young kids used to being in the back 
of a police car early, so when they 
grow up it is no big thing. "Kids will 
be arrested and get used to being in 
the back of a police car. In the words 
·of Sheriff Lee Baca, you cannot 
arrest your way out of the problem," 
.said Stone of' the Young 
Visionaries an anti gang and drug 
intervention program located near 
the city's highest crime area. 
: problems. Councilman Rikke Van 
• Johnson said the people who voted 
• and didn't read were ignorant of 
: what the Meas,ure was; to this 
McCammack took issue and said a 
former councilmember called her to 
say they thought it was for more 
police. Right away she and Derry 
. said the police officers didn 't have 
upgraded vests nor did they have 
• taster guns and indicated that's 
, where the money should be spent. 
Because Measure Z money is pro-
hibited from supplanting general 
fund money the Chief said he has a 
plan to pay for needed items out of 
• the General Fund. 
Esther Estrada, Rikke Van 
Johnson, Dennis Baxter all believe 
the approach should follow the man-
dates of the Measure which included 
a balanced approach to solving the 
crime problems in pockets of the 
community where the problems 
exist. NAACP President Walter 
CULBERSON 
Continued from Front Page 
on to receive her Associate of Art 
degree from San Bernardino Valley 
College and attended Cal State 
University San Bernardino. 
Martha was a faithful member of 
Temple Missionary Baptist Church 
since 1994. She will be remembered 
for her meekness, magnificent style 
of dress and she loved the sight and 
the smell of flowers. Her, hobbies 
were spoiling her grandchildren, 
cooking and shopping. Her passion 
was singing with Voices of Praise 
and earning her rightful seat on the 
Mother's Board. 
She is survived by her daughter 
Jeanette Charles, son-in-law 
Freeman Charles Sr., of Highland, 
four stepchildren Dyanna 
, Montgomery, Cynthia Wilhite of 
San Bernardino, Judy Collins and 
'Curtis Culberson Jr. of Chicago, 
'Illinois. One brother Sammie 
-McDonald of San Bernardino, four 
grandchildren, Freeman Jr., Latoya, 
Eric and Brandon, three step-grand-
children, Qiana Charles, Tyre Jones, 
Mykell Hughes and a host of nieces, 
• nephews, relatives, friends and long 
time friend Lillie Eubanks. 
Donations can be made to 
: Temple Missionary Baptist Church 
· Scholarship Committee for students 
going into the Air Force or the edu-
cation field . 
up, as a former Highway Patrolman, 
I have seen fJCsthand the positive 
impact of programs that prevent 
crime," said Brown reading a state-
ment by Jarman. Jarman said the 
San Bernardino Branch would keep 
an eye on the way money is being 
expended and expects the Oversight 
Committee to do their job to moni-
tor spending to ensure that funds are 
spent in accordance with the intent 
of the measure. 
As the night carried on, the after 
school programs became a topic of 
discussion. "Where are their par-
ents? Mccammack asked. "They 
are locked up in jail," someone 
responded. The $10,000 for the 
programs at recreational sites and 
schools was on the chopping block. 
The Saturday operations at commu-
nity centers for $17,800 not funded, 
even a youth employment program 
matching grant was vehemently 
objected to by Derry. The grant 
would bring an additional $36,000 
By Tat S. Lam, MD 
The Mayor, the chief, three com-
munity speakers, all advocated for 
the Mayor's Operation Phoenix 
three pronged approach with this 
first funding . To no avail the major-
ity on the City Council wants only 
suppression activities so not one of 
the prevention, intervention propos-
als was passed. 
Another speaker, Shirili Smith, 
urged the Council to "spread the 
wealth," so that struggling non prof-
its that provide needs to low 
income/poverty level residents can 
be served. 
It may seem strange for a doctor to discuss heart disease 
and cancer prevention with a healthy 18 year-61d patient dur-
ing a routine physical. But It's no different from parents talking 
with their children about their careers and financial future. For 
both, preparation makes a great difference. We are now 
expected to live longer - according to the U.S. census the age 
group 85 and older is the fastest growing segment of the population! What accounts for this 
longevity is prevention. 
Tobacco and obesity are among the top risk factors for cancer deaths in the United States, 
and together they account for 60' peFcent of all cancer-related deaths. What strikes me about 
these and other 'risk factors" is that they're controllable. Studies show that the best ways to 
improve and maintain health are totally up to us: quit smoking, moderate alcohol intake, 
maintain a healthy weight, keep blood pressure and cholesterol low, eat a lot of fresh fruits 
and vegetables and exercise. 
Obesity is especially difficult for children. For adults (Ner' 18, our fat cells swell in size if 
we gain weight, and shrink when we lose weight. But for infants and children, when they 
gain weight they gain new fat cells, and will have a much more difficult time losing weight 
than if they had gained it during adulthood. As a parent, I've learned that what I do·- more 
than what I say - teaches my children how to live healthy lives. 
The U.S. Census tells us that family incomes are rising, so I was surprised to learn that 
the number of uninsured Americans is also rising - to more than 46 million people. More than 
32 percent of Hispanics and 19 percent of African Americans didn't have health Insurance In 
2005. In California, almost 20 percent of the state's uninsured are children. These numbers 
may seek bleak, but there are many resources for uninsured people - especially children -
to receive health care. It's worth it to take time out of your busy workday to visit the doctor. 
Prevention is essential to both your health and•financial well-being. 
If you do have insurance, set up an appointment! As a doctor, I'm puzzled when people 
with health insurance don't utilize it because it's the key to your future. 
As the Year of the Boar begins, I wish you good health and prosperity! But these auda-
cious goals must be earned - not won. The key to health, wealth, and longevity is in our 
own hands. Talk with your doctor about how to make healthy choices in this New Year. It's 
up to us to choose to live well, live long and thrive. 
Dr. Tat Lam practices family medicine with Kaiser Permanente In Southern California and 
is vice president of communications at Kaiser's Asian Pacific American Network. Email Dr. 
Lam at: doctors-word@kp.org 
This advertorial is written by Kaiser Permanente physicians, based on their experiences. 
Sponsored by Kaiser Permanente and produced by NAM lnfoWire. 
Ji~ KAISER PERMANENTE® 
I, 
(D-Long Beach). 
Researchers, Michael A. Stoll of 
the Center for the Study of Urban 
Poverty at UCLA and Steven 
Raphael of the UC Berkeley 
Goldman School of Public Policy 
found greater civic participation 
among Blacks than other 
Californians. The researchers meas-
ured military enrollment, union 
membership and English fl11ency. 
"We know many Black 
Californians have accumulated 
wealth and have succeeded in real 
estate and entrepreneurship as ,well 
as in corporate America. Black 
Californians ar~ a major contributor 
to the state's economy with major 
purchasing power," said Bass. 
WATSON 
Continued from Front Page 
cash in small denominations, you 
obviously need strict controls in 
place to prevent fraud and abuse. 
But what I heard in the hearing 
today is that the Coalition 
Provisional Authority, which was 
run by the U.S. Government, bad 
not established sufficient manageri-
al , financial , and contractual con-
trols to ensure that the money was 
properly accounted for. 
"What is equally ftisconcerting is 
the attitude of Ambassador Bremer 
who i;aid, and I quote, "I have no 
idea, I can't tell you whether the 
money went ,to the right things or 
didn't - nor do I actually think it's 
important." According to 
Ambassador Bremer, it wasn't 
important because the bulk of the 
transfer - $9 billion of the $12 bil-
lion - was Iraqi , not U.S., money. 
"I believe that attitude is pinda-
mentally misguided. The United 
States has spent tens of billions of . 
taxpayer doll8l"s on the reconstruc-
tion of Iraq. We had to spend that 
money because the Iraqi money was 
squandered. The fact is, if we had 
been better stewards of the Iraqi 
money, the American taxpayers 
could have saved billions . 
"The foundations of democracy 
are transparency and accountability. 
Yet in Iraq, we have onlY, shown the 
Iraqis bow not to build these foun-
dations. our· contracts and recon-
struction plans for Iraq are opaque, 
with no-bid and cost-plus c9ptracts 
being the norm. 
"These are terrible examples for 
Thursday, February 8, 2007 
Improving the state of Black 
California is critical to the overall 
well-being of the Golden State. 
"The lack of respect and dignity 
for African-American families in 
California is astounding." said 
Speaker Nunez. "The entire 
Democratic Caucus is committed to 
move this agenda forward." 
Aubry L. Stone, President/CEO of 
the California Black Chamber of 
Commerce, called the findings a 
critical roadmap for both public and 
private solutions. "This is not just 
about the report. This is a unified 
Cauc~s calling for change. We look 
forward to working together in our 
mutual resolve to address some of 
the most pressing issues brought to 
the fledgling Iraqi government, and 
to a people only now learning to be 
citizens instead of subjects. I do not 
believe there is a military solution in 
Iraq. But I do believe there can be a 
political and diplomatic one. It 
starts with acknowledging and recti-
fying our failures and setting the 
right example of transparency and 
accountability to a people who have 
MISLEADIN.G 
Continued from Front Page 
agendas for the Black population. 
Assembly Majority Leader Karen 
Bass who led the one year effon said the 
repon is a "work in process. We wel-
come the input from the Inland groups. 
My hope is that this report will serve as 
a working document that will attempt to 
narrow the gap in a number of key 
areas." 
Bass said researchers Michael Stoll, 
professor of public policy at UCLA, and 
Steven Raphael, professor of public pol-
light in this report." . 
Each member of the Caucus has 
authored specific legislative propos-
als that will address the gaps out-
lined in the report. Senator Mark 
Ridley-Thomas (D-Los Angeles) 
urged Governor Arnold 
Schwarzenegger and the full 
Legislature to join the • caucus in 
removing the barriers of inequality 
that stand in the way of California's 
African-American community. 
Assemblymember Sandre_ 
Swanson (D-Oakland) said the legis-
lation would be colorblind. "While 
the report is specific to Black 
Californians, all Californians who 
find themselves disenfranchised will 
benefit." 
known too little of either. 
"We must remember that we are 
backing money sent to Iraq with 
U.S. taxpayer dollars that are need-
ed for securing our own homeland, 
such as rebuilding the Gulf Coast 
from Hurricane Katrina and homes 
and businesses recently destroyed 
by massive storms in Central 
Florida." 
icy at UC Berkeley used statistics from 
the 2000 U.S. census, court records, 
death records and state education data, 
among others, to assemble the study. 
''The findings are not cast in stone," 
Stoll anl! Raphael said reacting to the 
concerns raised by Inland representa-
tives. ''The report seeks to build an 
ongoing agenda for corrective communi-
ty and legislative action. Our. goal is to 
point out areas of concern that must be 
addressed. We welcotpe the Inland 
data." 
Woods says the coalition will draft a 
formal response to Bass and Inland 
Assemblymcmber Wilmer Amina Carter 
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:. Phylaxis Society Honors Williams and recognizes 
:"Bucks, Ballots, Brotli~rhood and Books Awardees 
The Black Voice News 
RIVERSIDE 
By Meagan Carter 
Phylaxis Society was the · 
honored guest for the Annual 
4 B's L1mcheon held at the El 
Rancho Verde Country Club · 
John B. Williams, last week. Williams has a 
I President of the International long history of activity with 
.Councilwoman Deborah Robinson presents John Williams with a city 
proclamation. · 
Councilman Rikke Van Johnson receives the Ballots award from I.E. 
' Phylaxls Society President Ras Cannady. 
Master of Ceremonies Ronald 
Robinson, Most worshipful Prince 
Hall Grand Lodge, State of 
Callfomla. 
the Masons. 
Williams, the author of 
high resolution photography, 
has written many articles and 
is published in nationally dis-
tributed magazines as well. 
Born in 1941 , Williams 
attended school' in Miami ,. 
FL. He was so brilliant that 
he left school in the eleventh 
grade to accept an early 
admission to Morehouse 
College in Atlanta, GA. After 
graduation he taught mathe-
matics in middle school 
before enlisting in the Air 
Force making a 20 year 
career out of the military and 
traveling all over the world. 
He became a Master Mason 
in December of 1972. 
Members of both Eastern 
Stars and the Masons frorri as 
far away as Hawaii came to 
the event and paid tribute to 
Williams. Most. called 
Williams dedicated, loving , 
kind, ~d mild mannered. He ' 
was commended for his work 
to preserve the history of 
Prince Hall Masonry. 
The master of ceremonies 
for the event was Ronald 
Robinson, Most Worshipful · 
Past Grand Master, Most 
Worshipful Prince Hall 
Grand Lodge, F &AM- State 
of California kept the pro-
gram mo~ing with his cache 
of jokes and stories. The pro-
gram was complimented with 
the beautiful voice of Estella 
Johnson. 
Dr. Ras Tafari Cannady, 
Cheryl Brown receives award for Books in her Underground Railroad FPS, Life and President of the 
research. Inland Empire Chapter of 
::-r--:--r-~ · Phylaxis made presentations 
John Gr.ay receives award for. Brotherhood. D. Obadiah Nelson 
I 
I , 
to this year's recipients of the 
4B's . Ballots , Bucks, 
Brotherhood and Books. 
Councilman Rikke Van 
Johnson was selected for his 
accomplishments at the ballot 
box for running and winning 
the 6th Ward council seat in 
San Bernardino and encour-
aging others to run for and 
get involved in politics. 
The "Bucks" award was 
presented to Michael · 
Smallwood, a local outstand-
ing Realtor and successful 
businessman. 
For · Brotherhood, John 
Gray's actions were acknowl-
edged for his work to help 
victims of Hurricane Katrina. 
He .is attentive to members of 
the Masons and always help-. 
ful but he went above and 
beyond the call ro duty when · 
he . actually went to New 
Orleans for a week to help 
others following • the hurri-
cane .. 
Cheryl Brown was award-
ed · for "Books" because of 
her research work on the 
Underground Railroad. • 
Minority owned and operated 
Come in and see 
our great deals 
We sell ALL makes 




Sherman Jackson or Andrew Harris 
·for price quotes on any e or model. 
rncluding Honda, Toydta, Mw, MBZ 
1-800-551 ;9331 
or come by at 
4480 C,hlno Hills Parkway Citino, CA 91710 
Celebrating Black History 
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,Karen Briggs: A Night to Celebrate-
The Black Voice ("ews 
RIVERSIDE 
By C.F. Hawthorne 
Pavilon will also be a place· 
where you can experience 
Riverside 's diverse . past. 
Diversity such as John Sotelo 
who was born in Riverside, 
California in 1925 was the 
first Mexican American to be 
elected to the Riverside City 
Council. The Grier Pavilion 
will offer a place where the 
community can share , with 
pride, the way Dr. Barnett and 
Eleanor Jean Grier shared of 
themselves . The· _Griers serve 
as an inspiration to others on 
how two people can effective-
ly work together for the bet-
terment of a community. The 
Grier Pavilion will long stand, 
as a monument to their will ,, 
their spirit, and tpeir contri~u-
tions to common understand-
ings among the people of 
Riverside. 
"1 • 
On February 3, 2007 the 
Riverside Arts Museum, pre-
sented an unforgettable 
Saturday evening of glamour 
and style of Riverside 's elite. 
A room filled with diverse 
pieces of art from the past, 
present and future. Mouth-
watering gourmet bites of 
caramelized sweet onions , . 
which melted in your mouth 
as your taste buds , came 
alive. Crispy , Crab stuffed 
with Andoule Sausage bursts 
in your mouth with zesty 
Cajun spices. Some were fan-
ning their lips from the spicy 
gumbo as their eyes drifted 
from one masterpiece to 
another colorful piece of art, 
donated by various ?,Otewor-
thy artists with 100% of the 
proceeds going toward the 
Grier Pavilion. 
Karen Briggs glided from 
carnal to church all in one 
evening. Her fingers hurrying 
across the strings with divine 
guidance, as her face told the 
story of the music in her 
heart. The bow in her right 
hand hit the strings like a 
thunder storm on a warm 
summer's night. Ms. Briggs 
took us on a journey of a life 
time in just a few minutes as · 
she captivated our souls and 
warmed our hearts with a 
song entitled "Celebration". 
For those several minutes 
Karen Briggs, allowed. her 
enthusiasm to show just what 
the community will experi-
ence, once the doors of the 
Grier Pavilion are open. Ms. 
Briggs ' music offered a 
moment where people nod-
ded in sync, a moment where 
people felt bliss, a moment 
where people drifted from the 
past to the present some even 
slipped into the future. 
Satisfaction was experienced 
throughout the gallery. 
Fight Night at San Manuel 
Artist Charles Bibbs 
The Black Voice News 
By Jon D. Gaede 
BVN Staff 
HIGHLAND 
HIGHLAND -- San Manuel Indian 
Reservation - The local boxing 
faithful were treated to a quality 
evening of competitive boxing. No 
knock outs on the night, but few 
clinches and a plethora of head shots 
on all cards. 
Many came to root for Colton's 
Freddy Barrera in the featured bout 
of the evening. He had the crowd in 
his comer and came right at his 
opponent Jesus Rodriguez. 
Unfortunately for Barrera, 
Gamboa who is a notewor-
thy artist of Riverside County 
donated several of her spec-
tacular pieces to raise money 
for the Grier Pavilion that will 
be located -on the 7th floor of 
City Hall . Charles Bibbs 
another pillar of our commu-
nity humbly donated several 
magnificent pieces of his 
works of art. Two of Mr. 
Bibbs masterpieces entitled 
"All For One" and "We Are 
One" were unveiled in honor 
of the Grier Pavilion. Mr. 
Bibbs and many other artists 
gave of there talent to raise 
money for this wonderful 
community pavilion as did 
Ms. Karen Briggs and her 
flaming violin that made the 
hardwood floors vibrate with 
the colorful sounds of music. 
The sprit of tranquility sur-
rounded her sensational sty le 
of music , while echoes of a 
composition allowed one to 
immerse the soul, full force , 
in the art of life. 
The Grier Pavilion will 
off er an experience of a life-
time to the community of 
Riverside. An · experience 
where people will meet, 
laugh, share, gain knowledge 
and offer wisdom. The 
Rodriguez was lighter and faster. He 
put the charging Barrera on the can-
vas early and beat him to the punch 
the rest of the way. Barrera's eleven 
month layoff left him rusty. He still 
holds a respectable record at 10°2. 
'san Bernardino's Lavelle Nichols 
lost a unanimous decision to Leshon 
Simms in a Jr. Middleweight con-
BUSINESS GUIDE 
NEED EXTRA MONEY? 
.THIS 
COULD 
Looking to refinance your home? Would you 
like to purchase your own h9me? Let us lift 
you into a loan designed just for you. 
BE 













(800ja ..,112a ............. 
Law Offi ces 
RICHARD F. NEVINS 
Flee Initial Consultation 
(951) 686-5193 
3995 Brocldon Ave., Riverside 
Le VIAS & ASSOCIATES 
300 Law Firms 
Working Together 
We will refer you to an 
attorney that special-
izes in whatever your 
.- legal needs might be. 
Ot1r goal is to get you the best serv-
ice possible. 
FILE H . .\\KRrPTCY 
Under New Law 
... _soodlaroflicas_CDJD. 
• $UOdiK atwia,mwww4ftlisa4 
• ~A'ilitalia&ppart 
• !WIINIIIA Appll.AM-



















Chamber of Commerce 
www IU1CC com 
Join The Chamber ' , 
A FREE SERVICE! 1~800-500-7047 
HOME LOANS FOR EVERYONE 
Over 50 mortgage bankers working with 
Le Vias and Associates. We will refer 
you to a mortgage banker that will get 
you a loan. Refinancing or 
Consolidation. Home loans for every-
one. Our job is to get you the best loan 
.possible. 1-800-500-7047 
Call us at (909) 888-5223 for more information 
A Limo For U 
Call Ms. Million at (909) 954-8162 
Be.a Sweetheart! f f 
Valentine Special 
Book Early!.. .... -
4 Hours for the Price of 31 
Free Box of Ca~dy 
12 Passenger T u~edo, • 6 Pa&&~nge( Black 
1.;n/1 
~~ 
Kenichi M. Dixon' 
Office: (909) 476-9600 s··+ 
10707 Town Center Drive ~ 
Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730 · ~-
Email: 2K.Dixon@gmailcom 
WE BUY HOUSES 
IWlo .. ll•hom•• 
L•ncl &. Aparttm•ntt Unltt• 
ANY CONDITION■ 
CASH IN 24 HRS 
CALL TODAY 
SELL TO.NIORROW! 
Avoid The Commission Hassle 
We Pay All Closing Cost-sl 
Avoid Lengthy Delays 
We Solve Problems! 




Naturally Yours Boutique Sy 
O/ufemi 
Sp11cializing 
Sisterlocks n1 /Brother10Cks ™ 






Sun. by Appts. Only We Now Accept ATM 
JACORE ENTERPRISE 
"An Information Consulting Company" 
~ Background Verification 
. • People Locating 
We are in the business of giving you the right Infor-
mation to make sound .decisions. Our Consulting 
Department can locate family, friends, classmates, 
anyone. Our Verification Department will get the 
facts you need to confirm your trust in those which 
you do business. 
PH: 909-875-5330 FAX 909-875-5440 
jacoreenterprise@yahoo.com 
GRANITE COUNTERTOPS 
: Quality Installation of Granite : 
:countertops at Affordable Prices: 
: RESIDENTIAL• COMMERCIAL . : 
: " You Choose A Color, We Do The Rest" 
: - 19 Years Experience -
: • Granite Countertops • Granite Sealing 
: • Custom Edging • Custom Shapes 
: • Variety of Colors • Free Estimates 
: Black C>Mted & Operated - License #796218 
: (888) 7 45-36Zs· . 
! •_riversidegranite.com_• _ 
Photo by Jon Gaede• 
HEAVYWEIGHT RUMBLE - Pomona's Derrick Berry (right) battled but lost 
this decision to Eric Boose. 
test. Middleweights Sammy 
Gonzalez and Enrique Gallegos pro-
vided the most competitive and 
entertaining bout· on the night. 
Gonzales, from Chino, had his fans 
on their feet for most of the fight. 
Gonzales showed superior hand 
speed and great foot work as he 
closed off the ring and improved to 
4-0. 
pointed by a more accurate oppo-
nent in Eric Boose. Now 9-1, 
Boose's punches moyed Berry 
toward the ropes and out pointed 
Berry in the later rounds. ' 
In the only hearyweight bout of 
the ~vening, · Pomona's Derrick 
Berry started out strong, but was out 
Pomona's Jack Mosely was 
among the San Manuel crowd a( 
ringside. Jack has recently been 
reunited with his son "Sugar Shane" , 
Mosely who will fight Luis Collazo 
at Mandalay Bay in Las Vegas on 
Saturday night. ' · 
. ' 
pijon an receive The Black Voice News oc 
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'l\c Blatk Voice News 
Post 'e&e Box 1~81 
Rivei'sioo, C4 92502 
(951 l ~2-6070 
Masle1tlll and ~SA Accepted 
-===""' Law Offices of""""'""""'"" 
Aaron L. Turner 
(909) 383-8480 
• Aggressive Personal Representation 
• Criminal Law 
• Felonies & Misdemeanors 
357 Wes_t 2nd Street, Suite 10 • San Bernardino, CA 92401 
0 
Treehouse Dental Group · 
Dr. Robert Manuel-Gray 
Dr. Barbara Gray 
Providing comprehensive den- · 
tistry for the entire family. 
Experience the Difference at 
Treehouse Dental Group 
S ATURDAY APPOINTMENTS 
AVAILABLE 
Cosmetic Dentistry 
Tooth colored fillings 
, Cro_wns 
Emergency care 




1725 N . Riverside Avenue • Rialto ♦\,.California 
(in the Rialto Professional Arts Building) 
909 .87 4.0400 treehousedental .com 
LEGALS/ C.L ASS IFIED S 
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JOB CONNECTION / EMPLOYMENT 
OPPORTUNITIES 
. I e. I 
PREGNANT? CONSIDERING ADOPTION? Talk with car-
Ing D80llle specializing In matching birthmothers with fami-
lies ·nationwide. Expenses Paid. Toli lree 24/7 Abby's One 
True Gift Adoptions 1·866-910-5610. (Cai-SCAN) 
ANNOUNOEMENTS 
CHRONIC BACK PAIN? Conducting Interviews In San 
Diego a,ea. Chronic back pain sufferers share thoughts on 
treatment options. call Heather for details: 1-800·932-4249 
$100 for 45 Minute Interview. (Cal-SCAN) 
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY 
A CASH COWII 30 Vending Machines/You Approve Each 
Location. Entire Business • $10,970. Hurryl · 1-aoo-836-
3464. (Cal-SCAN) 
ALL CASH CANDY Route. Do you earn $800 a day? 30 
machines and candv for $9,995. MultiVend LLC, 880 Grand 
Blvd., Deer Park, N'\'. 1-888-e25-2405. (Cal-SCAN} 
LEARN TO BUY Foreclosures, tax liens, and rehabs for 
pennies on the dollar. Mentor walks you through each deal 
A-Z to Insure SUCCESS. 1-800-433-4556. (Cal-SCAN) 
START YOUR OWN Landscape Cuming Business- High 
Demand. Low Ovemeads. High Profit. Training Avallabfe. 
Priced from $12,000. 1-800-667-5372. 
www.EdgeMas1er.net (Cal-SCAN) 
BUSINESS SERVICES 
ADVERTISE In 240 Calllornla newspapers. Reach over 6 
lmflllon Californians. Classified One Order, one -price $550/25-words. Call (916) 268-6010; (916) 288-e019 
www.Cal-SCAN.com (Cai-SCAN) 
ADVERTISING EXCELLENCE IN NEWSPAPERS. Only 
$1800 for a 2x2 Display plus Online. 140 print newspapers 
reaching 3.1 mllllon Calllomlans, and 30+ Online newspa-
per websHes. Call (916) 268-6010; (916) 288-6019 
WWW.Cal-SCAN.com (Cal-SCAN) 
EQUIPMENT FOR SALE 
SAWMILLS FROM ONLY $2,990.00--Convert your LOQs to 
Valuable Lumber with your own Norwood portable 6and 
=,~~rwood~"1ustr1e/c'::~d~F~ee lnlo~~tion: 1 ~~:: 
1363 x300-N. (Cal-SCAN) 
FINANCIAL SERVICES 
I BUY MORTGAGE NOTES, Trust Deeds, AITD'S, Lend 
Contracts. Get all cash today. Top Dollar, no red tape. Call 
Mal. Days: 800-843-1111 Evenings: 323-936-2000. (Cal• 
SCAN) 
HEALTH/FITNESS 
START TURNING HEADS Again! Go to www.eDlets.com 
(Cal-SCAN) . 
HEALTH/FITNESS/BEAUTY 
FREE HORMONE TESTr Women/men testing • Vita! for 
Quality of Lile. Natural Hormones/ThyrOld. Testosterone • 
HGH. 1-800-210-9434. Life Wellness Pharmacy. 
www.LlleWellness.com ·with paid pharmacist consult. (Cal• 
SCAN) 
HELP WANTED 
AREA REPRESENTATIVES NEEDED for highly reputed 
student exchange organization. Volunteer basis wtth cost 
reimbursement. Send resume or request for Info to Karen 
Johnson at Karen.asse@comcast.ne1. (Ca~SCAN) 
HELP WANTED / SEASONAL 
PRINCESS TOURS RAIL Services hiring for summer sea-
son In Alaska. Tour Guides, Food and Beverage, 
Maintenance and Retail Stall needed May-Sept 
www.prlncessjobs.com EOE. (Cal-SCAN) 
HELP WANTED/DRIVERS 
ACT NOWI 21 COL-A Drivers Needed. • 36-
43Ctlm/$1 .20pm • $0 Lease New Trucks. CDL-A +3 months 
OTA. 1-800-635-8669. (Cal-SCAN) 
DRIVER· $SK SIGN-ON Bonus for Experienced Teams, 
Temp Control Dedicated (guaranteed miles), Regional 
(home week~~•• Teams, COL-A Grads, LIP, 0/0s. 
Covenant 1 2519 EOE. (Cal-SCAN) , 
DRIVER: Don1 Just Start Your Career, Start It Right! 
Company Sponsored COL training In 3 weeks. Must be 21. 
Have COL? Tuition Relmbursementl wgreen@crst.com 1 • 
800-781-2ne. (Ca~SCAN) 
DRIVER: TAKE CARE of your Family. Join ouni. Conslstent 
~~·me~P~fnal a"8r1v!~lcated L~se Compa~ra,,,i:ald 
www.SwlllTrucklngJobs.com 1 •866-476-e828. EOE. (C~-
SCAN) 
DRIVERS • EXPERIENCED & Trainees Needed. Earn up 
to $40k+ nex1 year. No experience required. SO down. 
CDL Training Available. Central Refrigerated 1-800-727• 
5865 x4n9. (Cal-,SCAN) 
MAKE MORE MONEY In 2007 and get home weektyl 
Drivers with 1 year experience will make $.38/mlle. More 
experience earns morel Heartland Express t-800-441· 
4953, www.HeartlandExpress.com (Cai-SCAN) 
NATIONAL CARRIERS needs Company Drivers for Its 
Regional Operations In Southeast California. Excellent 
Benefits, Generous HomeTime & Outstanding Pay 
Package. CDL·A Required. 1·888-707-7729 
www.NatlonalCarriers.com (Cal-SCAN) 
HELP WANTED/SALES 
A COOL TRAVEL Job. Now hirlng 18-24 Individuals to work 
and travel entire USA. Paid 1ralnlng, transportation and 
iodQlng furnished. Call today, Start today. 1-877-e46-5050. 
(cal-SCAN) 
AWESOME FIRST JOBI! Kay's Naturals, 12 new hires, 
Over 18, Travel USAI $500 sign-on! Cash Dallyl No 
Experience Necessary. Call Kay, today. 1-800-988-0650, 1-
Bn-KAY-CREW, 1-eo2-421-3015. (Cal-SCAN) 
LAND FOR SALE 
1 ST TIME OFFERED • 40 acres • $39,900; 80 acres • 
$8g,900, Near Moses Leke, WA. 300 days of sunshine, Mix 
ol rolling hills and rock outcroppings. Excenent views, pri-
vate aravel roads, ground water and easy access! 
Financing available. Call WALA 1-866-585-5681. (Cal· 
SCAN) • 
LAND FOR SALE/OUT OF STATE 
WYOMING RANCH DISPERSAL 35 acres • $59,900; 75 
acres • $108,900. Snow-capped mountain views. 
Surrounded by gov1 land. Abundant wlldllle. Recreational 
paradise. Low taxes. EZ Terms. Call Utah Ranches, LLC. 1· 
888·703-5263. (Cal-SCAN) 
LANO/ACREAGE 
NEW MEXICO • FIRST Time Offer. Adjacent to Lake 
Sumner. 10 acres - $15,900. Rare riverfront property In NM. 
Incredible setting, Including frequently running Pecos River, 
views and diverse topography. 5 minutes to Recreational 
Leke. Limited number of small ranches. Excellent financing. 
Call NML&R, Inc. 1-888-204-9760. (Cal-SCAN) 
MEDICAL SUPPLIES/EQUIPMENT 
POWER WHEELCHAlflS and SCOOTERS at llttle or no 
cost to seniors/disabled with Medicare, MedlCal or 
lnsurarce. Free Delivery, Training and Warran1Y. ProHealth 
Mobility. 1-877-740-4900. www.ProHealthMobfllty.com 
(Cal-SCAN) 
MISC. FOR SALE/COMPUTER/INTERNET 
HIGH-SPEED INTERNET! Zero Upfront EQulpment Costl 
Tlred of dial-up? Is your Internet connection too slow? High-
Speed Internet available all areas! Call Today 1-800-883-
2895. (Cal-SCAN) 
REAL ESTATE 
IMPERIAL COUNTY TAX SALE: 187 Tax Defaulted 
Properties. Minimum Bids as low as $625. All No Reserve 
Auctions. Preview Nowlll Bid Online: February 17-21; 
www.Bld4Assets.com/PCA4 (Cal·SCAN) 
INVESTOR'S DREAM: Need equity cash at closing? Close 
your deal with no out of pocket cos1s and get $10K·$25K+ 
at closlngl Usted/FSBO's OK. 680+ Credit Score Required. 
Call 24hr: 1-800-777-5821; 1 ·479-855-4222. (Cal-SCAN) 
'LAND AUCTION' 200 Properties must be soldl Low 
down/E•.Z Financing. Free catalog. 1-800-920-9448. 
www.LandAuctlon.com (Cal-SCAN) 
REAL ESTATE LOANS 
FREE MORTGAGE ANALYSIS! Recommended by The TV 
Troubleshooter Judd Mcllvainl •we,1 beat any bona fide 
quote.' Call 1-B77-595-FUND(3863) Ext 334 
www.lWIIIFundYou.com, Downtown Los Angeles. (Cal-
SCAN) 
REAL ESTATE/OUT OF STATE 
ARIZONA'S · BEST BARGAIN • 38AC • $59,900. Perfec1 for 
private retreat. Endless views, beautllul setting wnresh 
mountain air. Abundant wildlife. Secluded with good 
accass. Financing available. Call AZLR 1-877-301 -5263. 
(Cal-SCAN) 
OWN PREMIER TEXAS Hill Country Land. 2-5 Acre 
Homesltes with Riverfront. 
Available In Bandera, TX. Visit: BrfdleGateRanch.com Or 
call: 866.522.5263 X282. 
Warning: The Calllomla Department of Real Estate has not 
Inspected, examined or qualified this offering. (Cal-SCAN) 
REAL ESTATE WANTED 
ELIANA WANTS TO BUY Income Property, Private 
Investor, will look at all properties in any condhlon. 1-866-
204-7546 ext. 100 (24hrs). (Cal-SCAN) 
j. 
. HAVE A POSITION YOU WANT FILLED? 
Advertise it in The Black Voice News 
Contact 
,. Regina .Brown-Wilson 
951.682.6070 x.1 
Don't Pay Another Cent in Rent to your Ludlord 
Before You Read This FREE Special Report! 
Inland Empin: - If you'n: like most n:nters, you feel trapped with-
in the watls of a house or apanment that doesn't feel like yours. 
How could it when you're noc: even permitted to bang in a nail or 
two without a hassle. You feel like you're stuck in the renter's rut 
with no way of rising up out of it and owning your OY.n home. 
Well don't feel tmpped any more! A FREE~pecial Report Entitled 
'"How to Stop Paying Rcnl and Own Your Own Home" has • 
already helped dozens of local renters get out from under !heir 
landlord's finger, and move into a wonderful home they can truly 
call their own. 
To order your FREE copy ef this report, visil 
www.Rjv~rsuhcoronllltopunting.com 
This report is courtesy of Kevin Peete, Tarbell Realtors Not intend-
ed to solicit properties currently listed for sale. 
WAt:(TED 
Baptist Church looking 
for a dependable min-
ister of music for 
morning services and 
other requirements. 
Please contact Pastor 
R. Hooper (951) 688· 
7053. Salary Neg. 
p. 1118, 1/25, 2/1, 2/8 
The following perwn(s) is (are) 
doing business as: 
PET WASH CENTER 
5341 Arlington Ave. 
Riv81Side, CA 92504 
Regina Christine Gonzalez 
10921 Fenton Rd. 
Moreno Valley, CA 92557 
This business is conducted by 
Individual. 
Registrant commenced to trans-
act business under the fictitious 
business name(s) listed above 
on 1/2/07. · 
I declare that al the information 
In this statement Is true and cor-
rect. (A registrant who declares 
as true, Information which he or 
she knows to be false is guilty of 
aaime.) 
sf.Regina Gonzalez 
The flllng ol lhls statement does 
not of ltsett authorize the use In 
this state of a flcti1lous business 
name In violation of the rights of 
another under federal. state, or 
common law (sac. 1440 et seq. 
b &p code) 
Statement filed with the County 
ofRlvfflldeon 1/03/07. 
I hereby certify that this copy Is e 
com,ct copy of the original state-
ment on file In my office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious business 
name statement expires five 
years from the date it was filed in 
the Office of the County Clerk. A 
naw Fictitious Busiress Name 
Statement must be filed before 
that time. The fling of thls state-
ment does not ltsett authorize 
the use in this state of a 
Fictitious Business Name In vio-
lation of the rights of another 
under federal, state or common 
law (See Section 14411, Et Seq .. 
Business and Professions 
Code). 
LARRY W. WARD, County Clerk 
FILE NO.R-2007-00116 
p.1118, 1/l5, 211, 218 
The following person(s) is (are) 
doing business as: 
AWL CARPENTRY 
26111 Ynez Road 
Temecula, CA 92591 
Alan William Labotski Jr. 
723 Volley Crest Drive 
Oceanside, Cslilomla 92054 
This business Is conducted by 
Individual. 
Registrant commenced lo trans-
act business under the fictitious 
buslress name(s) listed above 
on April 1, 2005. 
I declare thal an the Information 
in this statement Is true and «:Jl-
rect. (A registrant who declares Ji 
as true, lnforr¥tion which he or 
she knows to be false Is guilty of 
a crime.) 
s/ .Alan Wiiiam Latskl, Jr. 
The filil"(I of this statement does 
not of itself authorize the use In 
this state of a fictitious business 
name in violation ol the rights ol 
another under federal, state. or 
common law (sec. 1440 el seq. 
b &p code) 
HELP WANTED 
Church is seeking a retired individual to do lite custodial work and to ~ 
open and close the church for group meetings, etc. Monetary com-
pensation is negotiable. Please E-Mail your name and Telephone f 
number to allenamec@aol.com. 
The San Bernardino City Unified 
School District 
is sponsoring a ... 
Teacher Job Fair 
Saturday, February 24, 2007 
8:30 a.m. - 1 :00 p.m. 
The fair will be held at: 
San Bernardino Adult Education 
Building 
1200 North "E" Street, in San 
Bernardino 
For more information & to schedule an 
interview, please call (909) ·q81-1228 
Statement led the County 
of Riverside on f 2128/06. 
I hereby certify that tlis copy is a 
correct copy of the orlglnal state-
ment on file In my off..,, 
NOTICE: This llctltlous business 
name stalement expires five 
years from the date It was filed In 
the Office of the County Clerk. A 
new Fictitious Business Name 
Statement must be filed before 
that time. The filing of this state-
ment does not ltsett authorize 
u&nthissteofa 
Fictitious Busine'II" Ntme Jn vio-
lation of the rights of another 
underJederal, state or common 
law (See Sedion 14411, Et Seq., 
Business and Professions 
Code). 
LARRY W. WARD, County Cieri< 
FILE NO.R-2000-17775 
p.1/fB, 1/l5, 211, 218 
The following per.;on(s) Is (are) 
doing business as: 
JUSTNCASE 
10621 Mendoza Rd. 
Moreno . lley, CA-92557 
Detmarshae Hawthorne (NMN) 
10621 Mendoza Rd. 
Moreno Valley, CA 92557 
Ths busiress is conducted by 
Individual. 
Registrant has not yet begun to 
transact busiress under the ficti. 
tious name(s) listed above. 
RIVERSIDE COUNTY 
D E p A R T M E N T 
BOB DOYLE , SHER IF F• CORONER ~Fi 











I declare lhat all thjl information 
in this statement is true and cor-
rect. (A registrant who declares 
as true, information which he or 
she knows to be false Is guilty of 
a crime.) 
sf.Delmarshae Hawthorne 
The filing of this statement does 
not of Itself authorize the use in 
this stale of a fictitious business 
name in violation of the rights of 
another under federal, state1 or 
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. 
b &p code) 
Statement filed with the County 
of Riverside on 1/02/07. 
I hereby certify that this copy is a 
correct copy of the original state-
ment on file In my office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious business 
name statement expires five 
year.; from the data It was filed In 
the Office of the County Clerk. A 
new Fictitious Busiress Nam~ 
Statement must be filed before 
that time. The filing of this state-
ment does not Itself authorize 
the use in this state of a 
Fictitious Busiress Name In vio-
lation of. the rights of another 
under federal, state or common 
law (See Section 14411, Et Seq., 
' Business and Professions 
Code). 
LARRY W. WARD, County Clerk 
FILE NO.R-2007-00034 
p.1/fB, 1/l5, 211,218 
The following person(s) is (are) 
doing business as: 
ALESSANDRO LIQUER & 
WINE 
1051 Alessandro Blvd. 
Riverside, CA 92508 
Raad Shabo Jebo 
2874 Taurus Circle 
Riverside, CA 92503 
This business Is conducted by 
Individual. 
Registrant has not yet begun to 
transact business under the ficti. 
tious name(s) listed above. 
I declare that al the inlonnation 
in this statement is true and cor-
rect. (A registrant who declares 
as true, Information Which he or 
she knows to be false is guilty of 
acrime.) 
sf.Raad Shabo Jebo 
The filing ol lhis statement does 
not of itself authorize the use in 
this state of a fictitious business 
name In violation of the rights of 
another under federal, state, or 
common law (sec. 1440 et seq. 
b &pcode) 
Statement filed with the County 
of Riverside on 12128/06. 
I hereby certify that this copy is a 
correct copy of the original state-
ment on file In my office. · 
NOTICE: This fictitious business 
name statement expires five 
years from the date ij was filed In 
the Office of the County Cieri<. A 
naw Fictitious Business Name 
Statement musl be filed before 
that time. The fling of this state-
ment does not itself authorize 
the usa in this state of a 
Fictitious Business Name In vio-
lation ol the rights of another 
under federal, stale or common 
law (See Section 14411, El Seq., 
Business and Professions 
Code). 
LARRY W. WARD, County Clerk 
FILE NO.R-2006-17796 
p.1118. 1/l5, 211, 218 
The following person(s) Is (are) 
~as: 
FOUSE MOBILE TAX SERV-
ICE-
146 Ca~ota Way 
Riv81Side, CA 92507 
Steven Edward Fouse 
146 Calfota Way 
Riverside, CA 92507 
This business Is conducted by 
Individual. 
Registrant has not yet begun to 
transact business under the fcti-
tious name(s) listed above. 
I declare that aH the infonnation 
In this statement Is true and cor-
rect. (A registrant who declares 
as true, information which he or 
she knows to be false is guilty of 
a crime.) 
sf.Steven E. Fouse 
The filil"(I of this statement does 
not of Itself authorize the use In 
this state of a fictitious business 
name In violation of the rights of 
another under federal. state,· or 
common law (sec. 1440 et seq. 
b &pcode) 
Statement filed with the County 
of Riverside on 12128/06. 
I hereby certify that this copy is a 
correct copy of the original state-
ment on file In my office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious business 
name statement expires five 
years from the date It was filed In 
the Office of the County Cieri<. A 
new Fictitious Business Name 
Statement must be filed before 
that time. The filing of this state-
ment does not Itself authorize 
the use In this state of a 
Fictitious Business Name In vio-
lation ol the rights of another 
under federal, state or common 
law (See Section 14411, Et Seq., 
Business and Professions 
Code). 
LARRY W. WARD, County Clerk 
FILE NO.R-2006-17756 
p.1/tB, 1f?5, 211, 218 
The lollov.;ng person(•) is (are) 
doing business as: 
THANK•U CARTRIDGES 
7240 WoorJ Rd. 
Riverside, CA 92506 
Deepak Umedchand Shah 
7240 Wood Road 
Riverside, CA 92506 
This business is conducted by 
Individual. 
Registrant has not yet begun to 
transact business under the fictl-
lious name(s) listed above, 
I declare that all the infonnation 
in this statement is true and cor-
rect. (A registrant who declares 
as true, Information which he or 
she knows to be false is guilty of 
a crime.) 
sf.Deepak Shah 
The fling of this statement does 
not of itself authorize the use In 
this state of a fictitious business 
name In violation of the rights of 
another under federal, stale, or 
common law (sec. 1440 el seq. 
b &pcode) 
Statement filed with the County 
of Riverside on 1/09/07. 
I hereby certify that this copy is a 
correct copy of the original state-
ment on file in my office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious business 
name statement expires five 
years from the dale It was filed In 
the Offoca of the County aerk. A 
naw Fictitious Business Name 
Statement mus! be filed before 
that time. The filing of this state-
ment does not itself authorize 
the use in this state of a 
Fictitious Business Name in vio-
lation of the rights of another 
under federal, state or common 
law (See Section 14411, El Seq., 
Business and Professions 
Code). 
LARRY W. WARD, County Clerk 
FILE NO.R-2007-00417 
p.1/18, 1/l5, 211, 218 
The following person(s) Is (are) 
doing business as: 
CAREY AIR 
14314 Morningside Dr. 
Moreno V&lley, CA 92555 
Carey William Roberts 
Thursday, February 8, 2007 
14314 Morningside Dr. 
Moreno Valley, CA 92555 
This business is conducted by 
Individual. 
Registrant has not yet begun to 
transact busiress under the ficti-
tious name(s) listed above. 
I declare that all the information 
In this statement is true and cor-
rect. (A registrant who declares 
as true, infonnation which he or 
she knows to be false is guilty of 
a crime.) 
sf.Carey Roberls 
The filing of this statement does 
not of itseW authortze the use In 
this stale of a fctilious business 
name in violation of the rights of 
another under lederal, state, or 
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. 
b &p code) 
Statement filed with the County 
of Riverside on 1/10/07. 
I hereby certify that this copy is a 
correct copy of the original state-
ment on file in my office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious business 
name statement expires five 
years from the date It was filed in 
the Office of the County Clerk. A 
naw Fictitious Business Name 
Statement must be filed before 
that time. The filing of this state-
ment does not itsett authorize 
the use in this state of a 
Fictitious Business Name in vio-
lation of the rights of another 
under federal, state or common 
law (See Section 14411, Et Seq., 
Business and Professions 
Code). 
LARRY W. WAAD, County Clerk 
FILE NO.R-2007-00473 
p.1118, 1/l5, 211, 218 
Tre following perwn(s) Is (are) 
doing busiress as: 
ADVANCED NETWORK SOLU-
TIONS , 
40162 Gallatin Court 
Temecula, CA 92591 
Jesse W. Simms 
40162 Gallatin Ct. 
Temecula, CA 92591 
This busiress is conducted by 
Individual, 
Registrant has not yet begun to 
transact busiress under the ficti. 
tious name(s) listed above. 
I deciare that all the Information 
In this statement is true and cor-
rect. (A registrant who declares 
as true, Information which he or 
she knows to be false is guilty of 
a crime.) 1 
sf.Jesse W. Simms 
The filing of this statement does 
not of ltsett authorize the use in 
this state of a fictitious business 
name in violation of the rights of 
another under federal, state, or 
common law (sec. 1440 el seq. 
b &p code) 
Statement filed with the County 
of Riverside on t 2128/06. 
I rereby certify that this COIIY is a 
correct copy of the original state-
ment on fife' in my office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious business 
name statement expires five 
years from the date It was filed in 
the Office ol lhe County Clerk. A 
new Fictitious Business Name 
Statement must be filed before 
lhat time. The fiir,a of this state-
ment does not ltseW authorize 
the use in · this state of a 
Fictitious Business Name In vio-
lation of the rights of another 
under federal , state or common 
law (See Section 14411, Et Seq., 
Business and Professions 
Code). 
LARRY W WARO, County Cieri< 
FILE NO.R-2006-17706 
p. 1118, 1/l5, 211, 218 
The following person( s) is (are) 
doing business as: 
UTRAHSFER 
11638 Freedom Trail 
Riverside, CA 92503 
John Pauf Frederick 
11638 Freedom Trail 
Riverside, CA 92503 
This busiress Is conducted by 
Individual. 
Registrant has not yet begun to 
transact busiress under the flcti. 
tlous name(s) listed above. 
I declare that al the Information 
In this statement Is true and cor-
rect. (A registrant who declares 
as true, Information which he or 
she knows to be false Is guilty of 
a aime.) 
sf.John P. Frederick 
The filing of this statement does 
not of itseW authorize the use in 
this state of a fictitious business 
name In violation of the rights of 
another under federal, state, or 
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. 
b &p code) 
Statement filed with the County 
of Riverside on 1 /05/07. 
I hereby certify Iha! this copy is a 
correct copy of the original state-
ment on file in my office. 
NOTICE: This fictitioos business 
name statement expires five 
years from the date it was filed in 
the Office of the County Cleric A 
new Fictitious Business Name 
Statement must be filed before 
lhat tine. The filing of this state-
ment does not ltsett authorize 
the use in this slate of a 
Fictitious Business Name In vio-
lation of the rights of another 
under federal, state or common 
law (See Section 14411, Et Seq., 
Business and Professions 
Code). 
LARRY W. WARD, County Clerk 
FILE NO.R-2007-00238 
p.1118, 1125, 211,218 
The following person(s) is (....,) 
doing business as: 
STUDIO MATH 
25532 Fir Ave. 
Moreno Valley, CA 92553 
Gerald Lee Coleman, Jr. 
25532 Fir Avenue 
Moreno Volley, CA 92553 
This business Is conducted by 
Individual. 
Registrant has not yet begun to 
transact busiress under the ficti-
tious name(s) listed above. 
I declare that all the information 
In this statement Is true and cor-
rect. (A registrant who declares 
as true, information which he or 
she knows to be false is guilty of 
a crime.) 
sf.Gerald Coleman, Jr. 
The filing of this statement does 
not of ltsett authorize the use in 
this state of • fictitious business 
name In violation of the rights of 
another under federal, state, or 
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. 
b &p code) 
Statement flied with the County 
of Riverside on 1/09/07. 
I hereby certify that this copy is a 
correct copy of the original state-
ment on file in my office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious business 
name statement expires five 
years from the date It was filed In 
the Office of the County Clerk. A 
rew Fictitious Business Name 
Statement must be filed before 
that time. The fil ing of this state-
ment does not itself authorize 
the use in this state of a 
Fictitious Business Name in vio-
lation of the rights of another 
under federal, state or common 
law(See Section 14411, Et Seq., 
Business and Professions 
Code). 
LARRY W. WARD, County Clerk 
FILE NO.R-2007-00344 
p. f/18, 1/lS, 211, 218 
The following person(s) is (are) 
doing business as: 
GUiDING HANDS RCFE 
29238 Glenco Lane 
Menifee, CA 92584 
Lucida Ramirez Jocson '~ , 
38947 Lone Circle 
Murrieta, CA 92563 
Federico Rayago Jocson· 
38947 Lane Circle 
Murrieta, CA 92563 
This business is conducted •by 
Individual - Husband & Wife . . 
Registrant has not yet begun to 
transact business under the ficti. 
tious name(s) listed above. 
I dedare that all the inlorpiation 
in this statement is true and cor-
rect. (A registrant who declares 
as true, Information which he or · 
she knows to be false is guilty of 
a crime.) 
sf.Lucida Jocson , 
The filing of this statement does 
not of itself authorize the use in 
this state of a flcliUous business 
name In violation of the rights of 
another under .federal, state, or 
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. 
b &pcode) 
Statement filed with the County 
of Riverside on f/10/07. 
I hereby certify that this copy is a 
correct copy of the original stafe-
ment on file In my office. 
1 
NOTICE: This fictitious business 
name statement expires five , 
year.; from the date ii was filed in"· 
the Office of the County Clerk. ~ 
naw Fictitious Business Name 
Statement must be filed before 
that time. The filing of this state-
ment does not Itself authorize 
the use In this state of a 
Fictitious Business Name in vi0t 
lalion of lhe rights of another 
under federal, state or commpn 
law (See Section 14411, Et Seq., 
Business and Professions 
Code). 
LARRY W. WARD, County Cieri! 
FILE NO.R-2007-00494 
p.1/fB, 1/l5, 211, 218 
Tre follo~ng person(s) Is (arel 
doing _business as: _ 
WITHIN REASON PERSONAL • 
SERVICES 
4555 Pine Street, Unit 16A 
Riverside, CA 92501 
Akila Sharo!e Crane 
4555 Pine Street, Unit 1 SA 
Riverside, CA 92501 
Ths business is conducted by 
Individual. 
Registrant has not yet begun to 
transact business under the fictk 
tious name(s) listed above. _ 
I deciare that all the informalkln 1 
in this statemenl is true and cor-
rect. (A registrant who declare,/ , 
as true, information which he or 
she knows to be false is guilty ot-
a crirne.) 
sf .Alda S. Crane 
The filing of this statement does 
not of itself authorize the use in 
this state of a fictitious business 
name in violation of the rights of ' 
another under federal, state. or 
common law (sec. 1440 el seq. , 
b &p code) 
Statement filed wilh the County 
of Riverside on 1/11/07. , 
I hereby certify that tlis copy is a 1 
correct copy of the original state-
ment on file in my office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious busiress 
name statement expires fivs 
year, from the date It was filed in 
the Office of the County Clari< . .\ 
naw Fictitious Business Name-
Statement must be llled befOre 
that Ume. The fifing of this state-
ment does not itself authorize 
the use In this state of a 
Fictitious Business Name In vio-
lation of th§0 ~ of another 
under federal, state or common 
law (See Section 14411, El Seq., 
Business end Professions ', 
Code). ' 
LARRY W WAAD, County Clerk , 
FILE NO.R-2007-00601 
p.1/fB, 1/l5, fl, 218 
The following person(s) is (are) 
doing business as: 
A.TORTES ( .. COMMUNITY 
SERVICES CONSULTANT 
2573 Mary Street 
Riverside, CA 92506 
Alexandro Doneciano Tortes 
2573 Mary St. 
Riverside, CA 92506 
This business is conducted by 
Individual. 
Registrant has not yet begun to 
transact business under the ficti. 
tlous name(s) listed above. 
I declare that an the inlonnation 
in this: statement is true and cor-
rect. (A registrant who declares 
as true, information which he or 
she knows to be false Is guilty of 
a crime.) 
sf .Alexandro Doneciando Tortes 
The filil"(I of this statement does 
not ol itself authorize the use In 
this stale of a fictitious business 
name in violation of the rights o 
another under federal, state,--or 
common law (sec. 1440 el seq. 
b &p code) 
Statement filed with the County 
Legals contln!Md on B·5 
of Riverside on f/12/07. 
I hereby certify that tlis copy Is a 
correct copy of the original state-
ment on file In my off<:e. 
NOTICE: This fictitious business 
name statement expires five , 
years from the data It was fled In • 
the Office of the County Clerk. A • 
naw Fictitious Business Name , 
Statement must be filed befQre ) 
that tine. The Ning of this state-
ment does not Itself authorize 
NOTICE 
On Thursday, February 
1, 2007, the Housing 1 
Authority of the County • 
of Riverside will issue a 
Request for Proposals 
(RFP). Q ualified agen- i, 
c ies are sought to 
develop and Implement : 
programs to provide 
housing and supportive ' 
services designed to 
prevent homelessness 
for persons with • 
acquired immunodefl 
c iency syndrome 
(AIDS) or related dis- ' 
eases a nd who are 
low-income. Proposals 1 
will be accepted from , 
organizations with prior 
experience in providing , 
housing services to low 
income persons living 
with HIV/AIDS and 
their families. The U.S. 
Department of Housing , 
and Urban ·' 
Development (HUD) , 
makes funds available 
through the Housing , 
Opportunities • Jor 
Persons with AIDS ., 
(HOPWA) program. :: 
Funding Applications 
are available at 5555 
Arlington Avenue in , 
Riverside or by calling · 
(951) 343-541 ![. :: 
Completed proposals ,, 
must be submitted by :: 
5 :00 p.m. on Thursday, ,, 
March 1, 2007, J 
p. 2/8, 2/f 510 
CNS-108231 ,, 
t 
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the use in this state of a 
Fictitious Business Name in vio-
lation of the rights of another 
under federal, slate or common 
law (See Section 14411, Et Seq., 
Business and Professions 
Code). 
LARRY W. WARD, County Clerk 
FILE NO.R-2007-00643 
p.1/18, 1/25, 211, 218 
STATEMENT OF ABANDON-
MENT OF USE OF FICTITIOUS 
BUSINESS NAME 
The following fictitlous business 
name(s) has been abandoned 
by the following person(s): 
K & H INC. 
2261 Galleria @ Tyler 
Riverside, CA 92503 
K&H, Inc. 
CALIFORNIA 
This business is conducted by: 
Corporation 
The fictitious business name(s) 
referred to above was filed in 
Riverside County on Mar. 07, 
2002. 
I declare that all the information 
in this statement is tn,e and cor-
rect. (A registrant who declares 
as true, information which he or 
she knows to be false is guHty of 
a crime.) 
s/ ... Hong Cam Nguyen, 
President 
This statement was filed with the 
County Clerk of Riverside 
Courrty on 01102107. 
LARRY W. WARD, County Clerk 
File No. R-2002--02247 
p. 1/18, 1125, 211, 218 
The following person(s) is (are) 
doing business as: 
ALLIANCE CHEM-DRY 
39550 Via Montero 
1Murriela, CA 92563 
Jason Charles Allen 
39550 Via Montero 
'Murrieta, CA 92563 
/(athleen Elziabeth Allen 
39550 Via Montero 
Murrieta, CA 92563 
Michael David Howard 
39550 Via Montero 
Murrieta, CA 92563 
This business is conducted by a 
General Partnership. 
Registrant has not yet begun to 
'transact business under the ficti-
~tious name(s) listed above. 
/ declare that all the information 
in this statement is tn,e and cor-
rect. (A registrant who declares 
as true, infOOTiation which he or 
she knows to be false is guilty of 
a crime.) 
..st.Kathleen E. Allen , 
The filing of this statement does 
hot of itself authorize the use in 
this state of a fictitious business 
name in violation of the rights of 
another unqer federal, state, or 
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. 
b &p code) 
Statement filed with the County 
of Riverside on 12121106. 
I hereby cenify that this copy is a 
correct copy of the original state-
ment on ije in my office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious business 
name statement expires five 
years from the date it was filed in 
the Office of the County Clerk. A 
new •Fictitious Business Name 
Statement must be filed before 
that time. The filing of this state-
ment does not itseff authorize 
the use in this state of a 
Fictitious Business Name in vio-
lation of the rights of another 
under federal, slate or common 
law (See Section 14411, Et Seq., 
Business and Professions 
Code). 
LARRY W. WARD, County Clerk 
FILE NO.R-2006-17508 
p.1/18, 1/25, 211, 2/8 
Harold Budd Wright 
66554 Estrella Ave. 
Desert Hot Springs, CA 92240 
Maria Guadalupe Kishi 
66554 Estrella Ave. 
Desert Hot Springs, CA 92240 
This business is conducted by 
Joint Venture. 
Registrant has not yet begun to 
transact business under the ficti-
tious name(s) listed above. 
I declare that all the information 
in this statement is true and cor-
recl. (A registrant who declares 
as true, information which he or 
she knows to be false is guilty of 
a crime.) 
sl.Harold Budd Wright 
The filing of this statement does 
not of itself authorize the use in 
this state of a· fictitious business 
name in violation of the rights of 
1 another under federal, state, or 
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. 
b &p code) 
Statement filed with the County 
of Riverside on 112107. 
I hereby certify that this copy is a 
correct copy ol the original state-
ment on file in mY. office. 
NOTICE: This ficlitious business 
name statement expires five 
years rrom the date it was filed in 
the Office of the County Oerk. A 
new Fictitious Business Name 
Statement must be filed before 
that time. The filing of this state-
ment does not itself authorize 
the use in this state of a 
Fictitious Business Name in vio-
lation of the rights of another 
under federal, state or common 
law(See Section 1,1411, Et Seq., 
Business and Professions 
Code). 
~~RJoWR-~to~~oi~~nty Clerk 
p.211, 218, 2115, 2122 
The following person(s) is (are) 
doing business as: 
XCEL INDUSTRIES 
9990 Indiana Ave. #5 
Riverside, CA 92503 
William Chaska Lapham 
14082 Harvey Ln. 
Ri\ler.;ide, CA 92503 
This business is conducted by 
Individual. 
Registrant commenced to trans-
act business under the fictitious 
business name(s) listed above 
on 11110106. 
I declare that all the information 
in this statement is true and cor-
rect. (A registrant who dectares 
as true, information which he or 
she knows to be false is guilty of 
a crime.) 
sl.William C. Lapham 
The fling of this statement does 
not of itself authorize the use in 
this state of a fictitious business 
name in violation of the rights of 
another under federal, state, or 
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. 
b &p code) 
Statement filed with the County 
of Riverside on 1110/07. 
I hereby cernfy that this copy is a 
correct copy of the original state-
ment on file in my offioe. 
NOTICE: This fictitious business 
name statement expires five 
years from the date it was filed in 
the Office of the County Cieri<. A 
new Fictitious Business Name 
Statement must be filed before 
that time. The filing of this state-
ment does not itself authorize 
the use in this state of a 
Fictitious Business Name in vio-
lation of the rights of another 
under federal, state or common .. 
law (See Section 14411, Et Seq., 
Business and Proressions 
Code). 
LARRY W. WARD, County Clerk 
FILE NO.R-2007--00438 
p.211, 218, 2115, 2122 
Running Springs, CA 92382 
This business is -oonducted by 
Other Church. 
Registrant has not yet begun to 
transact business under the ficti-
tious name(s) listed above. 
I declare that all the information 
in this statement is tn,e and cor-
rect. (A registrant who declares 
as true, information which he or 
she knows to be false is guilty.of 
a crime.) 
sl.Annete Hickman 
The filing of this statement does 
not of itseff ~ulhorize the use in 
this state of a fictitious business 
name in Violation of the rights of 
another under federal, state, or 
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. 
b &p code) 
Statement filed with the County 
of Riverside on 1125107. 
I hereby certify that this copy is a 
correct copy of the original state-
ment on file in my office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious business 
name statement expires · five 
years from the date it was filed in 
the Office of the County Clerk. A 
new Fictitious Business Name 
Statement must be filed before 
that time. The fil ing of this state-
ment does not itself authorize 
the use in this · state of a 
Fictitious Business Name in vio-
lation of the rights of another 
under federal, state or common 
law (See Section 14411, Et Seq., 
Business and Professions 
Code). 
LARRY W. WARD, County Clerk 
FILE NO.R-2007--01185 
p.211, vq, 2115, 2122 
The following per.;on(s) is (are) 
doing business as: 
ZARMAR 
2900 Adams St., Bldg. C10.J 
Riverside, CA 92504 
3593 Prospect Ave. 
Riverside, CA 92501 
Silver Link Realty, Inc. 
2900 Adams St. Bldg. C10.J 
Riverside, CA 92504 
CALIFORNIA 
This business is conducted by 
Corporation. 
Registrant has not yet begun to 
transact business under the ficti-
tious name(s) listed above. 
I declare that all the information 
in this statement is true and cor-
rect. (A registrant who declares 
as true, information which he or 
she knows to be false is guilty of 
a crime.) 
sl.Maria Mares, CEO 
The filing of this statement does 
not of itself authorize the use in 
this state of a fictitious business 
name in violation of the rights of 
another under federal, state, or 
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. 
b&p code) 
Statement flied with the County 
of Riverside on 1125107. 
I hereby cenify that this copy Is a 
correct copy of the original state-
ment on file in my office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious business 
name statement expires five 
years ~om the date it was filed in 
the Office of the County Cleric. A 
new Fictitious Business Name 
Statement must be filed before 
that time. The filing of this state-
ment does not itself authorize 
the use in this state of a 
Fictitious Business Name in vio-
lation of the rights of another 
under federal, state or common 
law (See Section 14411, Et Seq., 
Business and Professions 
Code). 
LARRY W. WARD, County Clerk 
FILE NO.R-2007--01229 
p.211, 2/8, 2115, 2122 
The following per.;on(s) is (are) 
doing business as: 
PEOPLE OF PURPOSE 
HANDYMAN SERVICES 
21854 De La Valle St. 
Moreno Valley, CA 92555 
Corona, CA ~2883 
This business is conducted by 
Individual. 
Registrant has not yet begun to 
transact business under the ficti-
tious name(s) listed above. 
I declare that all the information 
in this statement Is tn,e_and cor-
rect. (A registrant who declares 
as true, Information which he or 
she knows to be false is guilty of 
a crime.) 
sf.Robert Gamell Ross 
The filing of this statement does 
not of itself authorize the use in 
this state of a fictitious business 
name in violation of the rights of 
anojher under federal, state, or 
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. 
b"&p code) 
Statement filed with the County 
ol Riverside on 1122107. 
I hereby cenify that this copy Is a 
correct copy of the original state-
ment on file in my office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious business 
name statement expires five 
years from the date It was filed in 
the Office of the County Cleric. A 
new Fictifuus Business Name 
Statement must be filed before 
that time. The filing ol this state-
ment does not ilseff authorize 
the use in this state of a 
Fictitious Business Name in vio-
lation of the rights of another 
under federal, state or common 
law (See Section 14411, Et Seq., 
Business · and Professions 
Code). 
LARRY W. WARD, County Clerk 
FILE NO.R-2007--00971 
p.211, 2/8, 2115, 2122 
AMENDED 
The following person(s) Is (are) 
doing business as: 
HAVE DOCS, WE'LL TRAVEL 
13268 Lasselle St. #1014 
Moreno Valley, CA 92553 
P.O. Box 9871 
Moreno Valley, CA 92552 
Tamelkl LaTrease Welch 
13268 Lasselle #1014 
Moreno Valley, CA 92553 
This business is conducted by 
Individual. , 
Registrant has not yet begun to 
transact business under the ficti-
tious name(s) listed above. 
I declare that all the information 
in this statement is true and cor- • 
rect. (A registrant who declares 
as true, information which he or . 
she knows to be false is guilty of 
a crime.) 
sl.Tamelle L. Welch 
The filing of this statement does 
not of itsetf authorize the use in 
this state of a fictitious business 
name in violation of the rights of 
another under federal, state, or 
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. 
b &p code) 
Statement filed with the County 
of Riverside on 7110/06. 
I hereby certify that this copy is a 
correcl copy of the original state-
ment on file in my office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious business 
name statement expires five 
years from the date it was filed in 
the Office of the County Clerk. A 
new Fictitious Business Name 
Statement must be filed before 
that time. The filing of this state-
ment does not Itself authorize 
the use in this state of a 
Fictitious Business Name in vio-
lation of the rights of another 
under federal, state or common 
law (See Section 14411, Et Seq., 
Business and Professions 
Code). 
LARRY W. WARD, County 'clerk 
FILE NO.R-2006--09727 
p.8.13, 8/10, 8/17, 8124, 11/2, 
1119, 11/16, 11123, 211, 218, 
2115, 2122 
NOTICE OF APPLICATION TO 
SELL ALCOHOLIC BEVER• 
AGES 
Date of Filing Application: 
The lonolJ/ng penlcm(s) Is (ere) 
doing business as: 
The following person(s) is (are) 
doing business as: , 
GUTTERIEZ REAl#,'iNI:'.' · l 1 ·• Lonnie Stanley Pearson 
January a, 2907 
''-'"" To Whorrl ft May Concern: The 
THERESA'S BOUTIQUE 
18661 Lemonwood Ln. 
Riverside, CA 92508 
Theresa Ann Swinney 
18661 Lemonwood Ln. 
Riverside, CA 92508 
i~~J::!/"ess Is conductety 
Registrant has not yet begun to 
transact businesolunder the ficti-
tious name(s) listed above. 
I declare that all the information 
in this statement is true and cor-
rect. (A registrant who declares 
as true, information which he or 
she knows to be false is guilty of 
a crime.) 
sl.Theresa A. Swinney 
The filing of tt-is statement does 
not of itself authorize the use in 
this state of a fictitious business 
name in violation of the rights of 
another under federal, state, or 
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. 
b &p code) 
Statement filed with the County 
of Riverside on 1122107. 
I hereby cernfy that this copy is a 
correct copy ol the original state-
ment on file In my off1ce. 
NOTICE: This fictitious business 
name statement expires five 
years from the date it was filed in 
the Office of the County Clerk. A 
new Fictitious Business Name 
Statement must be filed before 
that time. The filing of this state-
ment does not itself authorize 
the use in this state of a 
Fictitious Business Name in vio-
lation of the rights of another 
under federal, state or common 
law(See Section 14411, Et Seq., 
Business and Professions 
Code). 
LARRY W. WARD, County Clerk 
FILE NO.R-2007--00998 
. p.211, 2/8, 2115, 2122 
The following person(s) is (are) 
doing business as: 
5 STARR ENTERTAINMENT 
1529 Evergreen Ave. 
Beaumont, CA 92223 
Michael Dewayne Aniaga 
1529 Evergreen Ave. 
Beaumont CA 92223 
This business is conducted by 
Individual. 
Registrant commenced to trans~ 
act business under the fictttious 
business name(s) listed above 
on Dec. 20, 2006. 
I declare that all the inlormation 
in this statement is true and cor-
rect. (A registrant who d~clares 
as true, information which he or 
she knows to be false is guilty of 
a crime.) 
sl.Micheel D. Aniaga 
The fling of this statement does 
not of itself authorize the use in 
this state of a fictitious business 
name In violation of the rights of 
another under federal, state, or 
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. 
b&p code) 
Statement filed with the County 
of Riverside on 1117107. 
I hereby certify that this copy is a 
correct copy of the original state-
ment on file in my office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious business 
name statement expires five 
'years from the date it was filed in 
the Office of the County Clerk. A 
new Fictitious Business Name 
Statement must be filed before 
that time. The filing of this state-
ment does not itself authorize 
the use in this stale of a 
Fictitious Business Name in vio-
lation or the rights of another 
under federal , state or common 
law(See Section 14411, Et Seq., 
Business and Professions 
Code). 
LARRY W. WARD, County Clerk 
FILE NO.R-2007-00780 
p.211, 2/8, 2115, 2122 
The following person(s) is (are) 
doing business as: 
BM CONSULTING & ASSOCI-
ATES 
66554 Estrella Ave. 
Desert Hot Springs, CA 92240 
19462 Calendonia Drive , 27854 De La vaµe 
Riversicle, CA 92508 Moreno Valley, <!A 92555 
Gutteriez Realty, Inc. 
CALIFORNIA 
This business is conducted by 
Corporation. 
Registrant commenced to trans-
·act business under the fictitious 
business name(s) listed above 
on 11115106. 
I declare that .all the information 
in this statement Is true and cor-
rect (A registrant who declares 
as true, inlormation which he 6r 
she knows to be false is guilty of 
a crime.) 
st.Rita Gutterlez 
The filing of this statement does 
not of itself authorize the use in 
this state of a fictitious business 
name in violation of the rights of 
another under federal, state, or 
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. 
b &p code) 
Statement filed with the County 
of Riverside on 1/05/07. 
I hereby certify that this copy is a 
correct copy of the original state-
hient on file in my office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious business 
name statement expires five· 
years from the date ii was filed in 
the Office of the County Clerk. A 
new Fictitious Business Name 
Statement must be filed before 
that time. The filing of this state-
ment does not itsell authorize 
the use in this state of a 
Fictitious Business Name in vio-
lation pf the rights of another 
under federal, state or common 
law(See Section 14411, Et Seq., 
Business and Professions 
Code). 
LARRY W. WARD, County Clerk 
FILE NO.R-2007--00239 
p.211, 2/8, 2115, 2122 
The following person(s) is (are) 
doing business as: 
ADVANCED SATELLITE COM-
MUNICATIONS 
24250 Dracaea Ave., Suite #112 
Moreno Valley, CA 92553 
Richard Lee Ward 
24250 Dracaea Ave. #112 
Moreno Valley, CA 92553 
This business is conducted by 
Individual. 
Registrant has not yet begun to 
transact business under the ficti-
tious name(s) listed above. 
I declare that all the information 
• in this statement is true and cor-
rect. (A registrant who declares 
as true, information which he or 
she knows to be false is guilty of 
a crime.) 
sl.Richard Ward 
The filing of this statement does. 
not of itself authorize the use in 
this state of a fictitious business 
name in violation of the rights of 
another under federal, state, or 
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. 
b &p code) 
Statement filed with the County 
of Riverside on 1126107. 
I hereby cernfy that this copy is a 
correct copy of the original state-
ment on file in my offioe. 
NOTICE: This fictitious business 
name statement expires five 
years from the date It was filed In 
the Office of the County Cleric. A 
new Fictitious Business Name 
Statement must be filed before 
that time. The filing of this state-
ment does not itself authorize 
the use in this state of a 
Fk:tilious Business Name in vio-
lation of the rights of another 
under federal, state or common 
law(See Section 14411, Et Seq., 
Business and Professlons 
Code). 
LARRY W. WARD, County Clerk 
FILE NO.R-2007--01342 
p.211, 218, 2115, 2122 
The following person(s) is (are) 
doing business as: 
SANCTUARY OF HOPE 
15615 Tumberry St. 
Moreno Valley, CA 92555 
Annette Faye Hickman 
31240 Oakleaf Dr. 
Wendy Yvette Pearson 
27854 De La Valle 
Moreno Valley, CA 92555 
This business is conducted by 
Individual - Husband & Wife. 
Registrant has not yet begun to 
transact business under the ficti-
tious name(s) listed above. 
I declare that all the information 
in this statement is true and cor-
rect. (A registrant who declares 
as true, ipformation which he or 
she knows to be false is guilty of 
a crime.) 
sl.Wendy Pearson 
The filing of this statement does 
not of ltseff authorize the use In 
this state of a fictitious business 
name in violation of the rights of 
another under federal, state, or 
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. 
b &p code) 
Statement filed with the County 
of Riverside on 1129107. 
I hereby cenify that lhls copy is a 
correcl copy of the original siate-
ment on file in my office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious business 
name statement expires five· 
years from the date it was filed in 
the Office of the County Cieri<. A 
new Fictitious Business Name 
Statement must be filed before 
that time. The filing of this state-
ment does not itself authorize 
the use in this state of a 
Fic:taious Business Name in vio-
lation of the rights of another 
under federal, state or common 
law (See Section 14411, Et Seq., 
Business and Professions 
Code). 
LARRY W. WARD, County Oerk 
FILE NO.R-2007--01405 
p.211, 218, 2115, 2122 
The following per.;on(s) is (are) 
doing business as: 
ALI MOTORS 
28869 Hillside Dr. 
Menifee, CA 92584 
Moiz Roshan Ali 
28869 Hillside Dr. 
Menifee, CA 92584 
This business is conducted by 
Individual. 
Registrant has not yet begun to 
transact business under the ficti-
tious name(s) listed above. 
I declare that all the information 
in this statement is true and cor-
rect. (A registrant who declares 
as true, information which he or 
she knows to be false is guilty of 
a crime.) 
sl.Moiz Roshan Ali 
The filing of this statement does 
not of itself authorize the use In 
this state of a fictitious business 
name in violation of the rights of 
another under federal, state, or 
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. 
b &p code) 
Statement filed with the County 
of Riverside oh 1125107. 
I hereby oenify that this copy is a 
correct copy of the original state-
ment on file in my office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious business 
name statement expires five 
years from the date It was filed in 
the Office of the County Clerk. A 
new Fictitious Business Name 
Statement rrust be filed belore 
that time. The filing of this state-
ment does not itself authorize 
the use in this state of a 
Fictitious Business Name in vio-
lation of the rights of another 
under federal, state a common 
law (See Seclion 14411 , Et Seq., 
Business al')d Professions 
Code). 
LARRY W. WARD, County Clerk 
FILE NO.R-2007--01234 
p.211, 218, 2115, 2122 
The following per.;on(s) is (are) 
doing business as: 
R.G. ROSS PHOTOGRAPHY 
23964 Snowberry Cl. 
Corona, CA 92883 
Robert Garnell Ross 
23964 Snowberry Cl. 
,.,,!-Jame(s) of the ApRlicant(s) 
ls/are: PLANET MARS 
IMPORTS INCORPORATED. 
The applicants listed above are 
applying to the Department of 
Alcoholic Beverage Control to 
sell alcoholic beverages at: 6993 
HAMNER AV.f;., CORONA, CA 
92880-9784. 1"ype of license(s) 
Appled for: 21-0FF•SALE GEN-
ERAL 
p. 211, 2/8, 2115 
The following per.;on(s) is (are) 
doing business es: 
E W H TRUCKING 
28820 Bay Ave. 
Moreno Valley, CA 92555 
Sam Finley, Jr. (NMN) 
Moreno Valley, CA 92555 
George LaWayne Foster 
18665 Grainite Rd. 
Riverside, CA 92508 
This business is conducted by 
Co-Partners. 
Registrant has not yet begun to 
transact business under the ficti-
tious name(s) listed above. 
I declare that all the information 
in this statement is true and cor-
rect. (A registrant who declares 
as true, information which he or 
she knows to be false Is guilty of 
a crime.) 
sl.Sam Finley 
The filing of this statement does 
not of ltsell authorize the use In 
this state of a fictitious business 
name in violation of the rights of 
another under federal, state, or 
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. 
b &p code) 
Statement filed with the County 
of Riverside on 1129107. 
I hereby certify that this copy is a 
correct copy of the original state-
ment on file in my office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious business 
name statement expires five 
years from the date ii was filed in 
the Office of the County Clerk. A 
new Fictitious Business Name 
Statement must be filed befora 
that time. The filing of tt-is state-
ment does not Itself authorize 
the use in this state of a 
Fictitious Business Name in vio-
lation of the rights of another 
under federal, state or common 
law (See Section 14411, Et Seq., 
Business and Professions 
Code). 
LARRY W. WARD, County Clerk 
FILE NO.R-2007--01425 
p. 2/8, 2115, 2122, 2129 
The following person(s) is (are) 
doing business as: 
ADVANCED GENERATOR 
SERVICE 
5166 Brockton Ave. 
Riverside, CA 92506 
Regina Ann \)ately 
5166 Brockton Ave. 
Riverskle, CA 92506 
John William Gately 
5166 Brockton Ave. 
Riverside, CA 92506 
This businqss is conducted by 
Individual - Husband & Wife. 
Registrant has not yet begun to 
transact business under the ficti-
tious name(s) listed above. 
I declare that all the information 
in this statement l~ true and cor-
• rect. (A registrant who declares 
as true, information which he or 
she knows to be false is guilty of 
a crime.) 
sl.John William Gately 
The filing of this statement does 
not of itself authorize the use in 
this state of a fictitious business 
name in violation of the rights of 
another under federal, state, qr • 
common law (scte. 1440 et seq. 
b &p code) 
Statement filed with the County 
of Riverside on 1124107. 
I hereby certify that this copy is a 
correct copy of the original state-
ment on file in my office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious business 
name statement expires five 
Page A-8 
years from the dale ii was filed in 
the Office of the County Clerk. A 
new Fictitious Business Name 
Statement rrust be filed before 
that time. The filing of this state-
ment does not itself authorize 
the use in this state of a 
Fictitious Business Name in vio-
lation of the rights of another 
under federal, state or romnnon 
law (See Section 14411, Et Seq., 
Business and Professions 
Code). 
LARRY W. WARD, County Clerk 
FILE NO.R-2007-01135 
p.2/8, 2115, 2122, 2129 
The following person(s) is (are) 
doing business as: 
WOODS ENTERPRISES 
29138 Willows Landing Dr. 
Romoland, CA 92585 
Thomas Woods (NMN) 
29138 Willows Landing Dr. 
Romoland, CA 92585 
Geneva Mae Woods 
29138 Willows Landing Dr. 
Romoland, CA 92585 
This business is conducted by 
Individual. 
Registrant has not yet begun to 
transact business under the ficti-
tious name(s) listed above. 
I declare that all the information 
in this statement is true and cor• 
rect. (A registrant who declares 
as true, informatioJl which he or 
she knows to be false is guilty of 
a crime.) 
sl.Geneva M. Woods / Thomas 
Woods 
The filing of this statement does 
not of itsell authorize the use In 
this state of a fictitious business 
name in violation of the rights of 
another under federal, state, or 
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. 
b &p code) 
Statement filed with the County 
ofRiverskle on 1129107. 
I hereby cenlfy that this copy is a 
correct copy of the original state-
ment on file in my office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious business 
name statement expires five 
years from the date It was filed in 
the Office of the County Clerk. A 
new Fictitious Business Name 
Statement must be filed before 
that time. The filing of this state-
ment does not Itself authorize 
the use In tttis state of a 
Fictitious Business Name in vio-
lation of the rights of another 
under federal, state or common 
law(SeeSection 14411, Et Seq., 
Business and Professions 
Code). 
LARRY W. WARD, County Cieri< 
FILE NO.R-2007--01408 
p.2/8, 2115, 2122, 2129 
The following person(s) Is (are) 
doing business as: 
ARIGATO ROLL & TERIYAKI 
8151 Ar1lngton Ave., #A-2 
Riverskle, CA 92503 
Ju & Ju US Corp 
41915 Motor Car Pkwy #D&E 
Temecula, CA 92591 
CALIFORNIA 
This bu~ness Is conducted by 
Corporation. 
Registrant has not yet begun to 
transact business under the ficti. 
tious name(s) listed above. 
I declare that all the information 
in this statement is true and cor-
rect. (A registrant who declares 
as true, information which he or 
she knows lo be false Is guilty of 
a crime.) 
sl.Bong Ju Lee, President 
The filing ri this statement does 
not of Itself authorize the use in 
this state of a fictitious business 
name in viotalioo of the rights of 
another under federal, state, or 
common law (sec. 1440 et. sec. 
b &p code) 
Statement filed with the County 
ofRiverskle on 1/18/07. 
I hereby certify that thil a>py ts a 
correct "!'PY of the oriQin;!I ~ 
ment' on file in my office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious business 
name statement expires five 
years from the date It was filed in 
the Office of the County Clerk. A 
new Fictitious Business Name 
Statement must be filed before 
that time. The filing of this state-
ment does not i1self authorize 
the use in this state of a 
Fictitious Business Name in vio-
lation of the rights of another 
under federal, state or common 
law (See Section 14411 , Et Seq., 
Business and Professions 
Code). 
LARRY W. WARD, County Clerk 
FILE NO.R-2007--00889 
p.2/8, 2115, 2122, 2129 
The following person(s) Is (are) 
doing business as: 
ONE AARZU, INC. 
FATBURGER RIVERSIDE 
1223 University Ave. #1 20 
Riverside, CA 92507 
3600 Santa Clara Cir. 
Corona, CA 92882 
One Aarzu'. Ir<:. 
3600 Santa aarar Circle 
Cbrona, CA 92882 
This business is conducted by 
Corporation. 
Registrant has not yet begun to 
transact business under the ficti-
tious name(s) listed above. · 
I declare that aH the information 
In this statement Is true and cor-
rect. (A registrant who declares 
as true, information which he or 
she knows to be false is guilty of 
a crimeJ 
sl.Rizwan Ali Malik, President 
The filing ol this statement does 
not of ltseff authorize the use In 
this state of a fictitious business 
name in violation of the rights of 
another under federal, state, or 
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. 
b &p coce) 
SJatement filed with the County 
of Riverside on 1125/07. 
I hereby certify that this copy is a 
conrect copy of the original state-
ment on file in my office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious business 
name statement expires five 
years from the date It was filed in 
the Office of the County Clerk. A 
new Fictitious Business Name 
Statement must be filed before 
that time. The filing of this state-
ment does not i1self authorize 
the use in this state of a 
Fictitious Business Name in vio-
lation of the rights of another 
under federal, state or colnmon 
law (See Section 14411 , Et Seq., 
Business and Professions 
Code). 
LARRY W. WARD, County Clerk 
FILE NO.R-2007--01232 
p.2/8, 2115, 2122, 2129 
The following person(s) is (are) 
doing business as: 
OLIVE TREE REALTY 
OLIVE BRANCH MORTGAGE 
41120 Elu St., Ste. 214H 
Murrieta, CA 92562 
Thomasina Stancil (NMN) 
29175 Wranger Dr. 
Murrieta, CA 92563 
This business is conducted by 
Individual. 
Registrant has not yet begun to 
transact business under the ficti-
tious name(s) listed above. 
I declare that all the information 
in this statement Is tn,e and cor-
rect. (A registrant who declares 
as true, information which he or 
she knows to be false is guilty of 
a crime.) 
sl. Thomasina Stancil 
The filing or this statement does 
not of Itself authorize the use in 
this state of a fictitious business 
name in violation of the rights of 
another under federal, state, or 
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. 
b &pcode) 
Statement filed with the County 
of Riverside on 1130/07. 
I hereby certify that this copy is a 
correct copy of the original state-
ment on file in my office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious business 
name statement expires five 
year.; from the date It was filed in 
the Office of the County Clerk. A 
new Fictitious Business Name 
Statement must be filed before 
that time. The filing of this state-
ment does not itself authorize 
the use in this state of ' a 
Fictitious Business Name in vio-
lation of the rights of another 
under federal, state or common 
law (See Section 14411 , "Et Seq., 
Business and Professions 
Code). 
. LARRY W. WARD, Courrty Cieri< 
FILE NO.R-2007--01458 
' p.2/8, 2115, 2122, 2129 
The following per.;on(s) is (are) 
doing business as: 
THE P CUSTOM ENTERPRIS-
ES 
1315 Ga~etsonAve. 
Corona, CA 92879 
Kan Ezra Henderson 
1315 Garretson Ave. 
Corona, CA 92879 
This bu~ness is conducted by 
Individual. 
Registrant commenced to trans-
act business under the fictitious 
business name(s) listed above 
on 12128/06. 
I declare that all the information 
in this statement is true and cor-
rect. (A registrant who dectares 
as true, information which he or 
she knows to be false is guilty of 
a crime.) 
sl.Kan E. Henderson 
The filing of this statement does 
not of itself authorize the use in 
this state of a fictitious business 
name In vioiation of the rights of 
another under federal, state, or 
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. 
b &pcoda) 
Statement filed with the County 
of Rlverslde on 1126/07. 
I hereby certify that this copy is a 
correct copy of the original state-
ment on file In my office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious business 
name statement expires five 
years from the date It was fled in 
the Office of the County Clerk. A 
new Fictitious Business Name 
Statement must be filed before 
that time. The filing of this state-
ment does not itseff authorize 
the use in this state of a 
Fk:titious Business Name in vio-
lation of the rights of another 
under federal, state or common 
law(SeeSection 14411, Et Seq., 
Business and Professions 
Code). 
LARRY W. WARD, County Clerk 
FILE NO.R-2007--01341 
p.218, 2115, 2122, 2129 
The following person(s) is (are) 
doing business as: 
XCEL INDUSTRIES 
9990 Indiana Ave., #5 
Riverside, CA 92503 
William Chaska Lapham 
14082 Harvey Ln. 
Riverside, CA 92503 
This business is conducted by 
Individual. 
Registrant commenced to trans-
act business under the fictitious 
business name(s) listed above 
on 11110106. 
I declare that al the information 
in this statement is true and cor-
rect. (A registrant who declares 
as true, information which he or 
she knows to be false is guilty of • 
a crime.) 
s/.Wiliam C. Lapham 
The filing of this statement does 
not of Itself authonze the use In 
this state of a fictitious business 
name in violation of the rights of 
another under federal, state, or 
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. , 
b &p code) 
Statement filed with the County 
of Riverside on 1/10/07. 
I hereby certify that this copy is a 
correct copy of the original state-
ment on Ille in my office. , 
NOTICE: This,tictftiouJ business 
name statement expires five 
x.ears from the date It was filed in 
the Office of the County Clerk. A 
new Fictitious Business Name 
Statement must be filed before 
that time. The fling of this state-
ment does not itself a~thorize 
the use In this state of a 
Fictitious Business Name in-Vio-
lation of the rights of another 
under federal, state or common' 
taw(SeeSection 14411, Et Seq.,, 
Business and Professions 
Code). 
LARRY W. WARD, County Cieri; 
FILE NO.R-2007--00438 
p.218, 2115, 2122, 2129 
The following person(s) is (are) 
doing business as: 
JUST BE YOU! 
978 Eagles Nest Dr. 
Corona, CA 92879 
na Maria Magee 
978 Eaglesnest Dr. 
Corona, CA 92879 
This business is conducted by 
Individual. 
Registrant has not yet begun to 
transact business under the ficti-
tious name(s) listed above. 
I declare that all the information 
" this statement is true and cor-
rect. (A registrant who declares 
as true, Information which he or 
she knows to be false is guilty ri 
a crime.) 
sl.Tia M. Magee 
The filing of this statement does 
not of itself authorize the use in 
this state of a fictitious business 
name in violation of the rights ri 
another under federal, state, or 
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. 
b &p code) 
Statement filed wilh the County 
of Riverside on 2105/07. 
I hereby certify that this copy is a 
correct copy of the original state-
ment on file in my office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious business 
name statement expires five 
years from the date it was filed In 
the Office of the County Clerk. A 
new Fictitious Business Name 
Statement must be filed before 
that time. The filing of this state-
ment does not itself authorize 
the use in this state of a 
Fictitious Business Name in vio-
lation of the rights ri another 
under federal, state or common 
law (See Section 14411 , Et Seq., 
Business and Professions 
Code). 
LARRY W. WARD, County Cieri< 
FILE NO.R-2007-01791 
p.2/8, 2115, 2122, 2129 
The folowing person(s) is (are) 
doing business as: 
RDHS.101 
10552 El Monte Dr. 
Cherry Valley, CA 92223 
Door Consultants Software LLC 
100552 El Monte Dr. 
Cherry Valley, CA 92223 
DELAWARE 
This business is conducted by 
Limited Liability 
Company/Partne<Shlp. 
Registrant commenced to trans-
act business under the fictitious 
business name(s) listed above 
on 711312001 . 
I declare that all the Information 
in this statement is tn,e and cor-
,ect. (A registrant who declares 
as true, information which he or 
she knows to be false is guilty of 
a crime.) 
sl.Albert A. Hershey, Mlember 
The filing of this statement does 
not of itself authorize the use in 
this state of a fictitious business 
name in violation of the rights of 
another under federal, state, or 
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. 
b &pcoce) 
Statement filed with the County 
of Riverside on 2102107. 
I hereby certify that this copy Is a 
correct copy of the original state-
ment on file in my office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious business 
name statement expires five 
years from the date It was filed in 
the Office of the County Clerk. A 
new Fictitious Business Name 
Statement must be filed before 
that time. The fling of this state-
ment does not itself authorize · 
the use in this state of a 
Fictitious Business Name in vio-
lation of the rights of another 
under federal, state or common 
law (See Section 14411, Et Seq., 
Business and Professions 
Code). 
LARRY W. WARD, County Clerk 
FILE NO.R-2007-01720 
p.2/8, 2115, 2122, 2129 
The following person(•) is (are) 
doin!l business as: 
GREAT STEAK & POTATO 
1223 University Ave. #150 
Riverside, CA 92507 
'Chun Ja Park 
Lonnie Sta~ey Pearson 
27854 De La VAiiey 
Moreno Valley, CA 92555 
Wendy Yvette Pearson 
27854 De La Valle 
Moreno Valley, CA 92555 
This business is conducted by 
Individual • Husband & Wife. 
Registrant has not yet begun to 
transact business under the ficti-
tious name(s) listed above. 
I declare that all the information 
in this statement is true and cor-
rect. (A registrant who declares 
as true, Information which he or 
she knows to be false is gully of 
a aime.) 
sl.Lonnie Pearson 
The filing of this statement does 
not of nself authorize the use in 
this state of a fictitious business 13615 Van Hom Circle West 
Chino, CA 91710 
This business is conducted by 
Individual. 
, name in violation of the rights of 
another under federal, state, or 
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. 
b &p code) 
Registrant has not yet begun to 
transact business under the ficti-
tious name(s) listed above. 
I dedare that all the Information 
in this statqmant is true and cor-
rect. (A registrant who declares 
as true, information which he or 
she knows to be false is guilty of 
a crime.) 
sl.Chun Ja Park 
The filing ol this statement does 
not of itself authorize the use in 
this state of a fictitious business 
name in violation of the rights of 
another under federal, state, or 
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. 
b &p coce) 
Statement filed with the County 
of Riverside on 2102/07. 
I hereby certify thet this copy is' a 
correct copy of the onginal state-
ment on file in my office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious business 
name statement expires five 
years from the date It was filed in 
the Office of the County Clerk. A 
new Fk:tltious Business Name 
Statement must be filed before 
that time. The filing of this state-
ment does not Itself authorize 
the use in this state of a 
Fiditious Business Name in vio-
lation of the rights of another 
under federal, state or common 
law (See Sectkm 14411, Et Seq., 
Business and Professions 
Code). 
LARRY W. WARD, County Clerk 
FILE NO.R-2007--01691 
p.2/8, 2115, 2122, 2129 
The following person(s) is (are) 
doing business as: 
QUE-BALL SCHOOL SUP-
PUES/ASSORIES 
11221 Lorenzo Dr. 
Riverside, CA 92505 
Kevin Lamont Wilson 
11221 Lorenzo Dr. 
Riverside, CA 92505 
JaQuetha Deshay Wilson 
11221 Lorenzo Dr. 
Riverside, CA 92505 
This business Is conducted by 
Individual - Husband & Wire. 
Registrant has not yet begun to 
transact business under the ficti-
tious name(s) listed above. 
I declare that all the information 
in this statement is true and cor-
rect. (A registrant who declares 
as true, information which he or 
she knows to be false is guilty of 
a crime.) 
sl.Kevin Wilson 
The fil ing of this statement does 
not of itself authorize the use in 
this state of a fictitious business 
name in violation of the rights of 
another under federal, stale, or 
common law (sec. 1440 et. sec. 
b &p code) 
Statement filed with the County 
of Riverside on 1124/07. 
.. I hereby cenify that this copy is a 
'":'lrrect copy of the original state-
ment on file in my office. 
NOTICE: This flcltttoU9 bueinen ~ 
naffi!' statement expirn fJv, 
ye~ from the date It was filed in 
the Office of the County Clerk. A 
new fictitious Business Name 
Statement must be filed befOfe 
that time.' The filing of this state-
ment does not ltse~ authonze 
the use in this state of a 
Fictitious Business Name in vio-
lation of the rights ol another 
under federal, state or common 
law (See Section 14411, Et Seq., 
Business and Professions 
Code). 
LARRY W. WARD, County Clerk 
FILE NO.R-2007--01158 
p.2/8, 2115, 2122, 2129 
The lollowing person(s) Is (are) 
doing business as: 
PEOPLE OF PURPOSE 
HANDYMAN SERVICES 
27854 De La Valle St. 
Moreno Valley, CA 92555 
Statement filed with the County 
of Rlver.;lde on 1/29/07. 
I hereby oertify that this copy is a 
correct copy of the original state-
ment on file in my office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious business 
name statement expires five 
years frnm the date it was filed In 
the Office of the County.Clerk. A 
new Fictitious Business Name 
Statement must be filed before 
that time. The filing of this state-
ment does not itself authorize 
the use in this state of a 
Fictitious Business Name in vio-
lation of the rights of another 
under federal, state or common 
law (See Section 14411, Et Seq., 
Business and Professions 
Code). 
LARRY w. WARD, County Cieri< 
FILE NO.R-2007-01405 
p.218, 2115, 2122, 2129 
The following person(s) is (are) 
doing business as: 
NEW WORLD CO. 
4224 Shelby Dr. 
Riverside, CA 92504 
Yung Chan Shin 
4224 Shelby Dr. 
Riverside, CA 92504 
This business is conducted by 
Individual. 
Registrant has not yet begun to 
transact business under the ficti-
tious name(s) listed above. 
I dectare that all the information 
in this statement is true and cor• 
rect. (A registrant who declares 
as true, Information which he or 
she knows to be false is guilty of 
a crime.) 
sl. Yung Chan Shin 
The filing of this statement does 
not of itself authorize the use in 
this state of a fictitious business 
name in violation of the rights of 
another under federal, slate, or 
common law (sec. 1440 at. seq. 
b &p code) 
Statement. fled with the County 
of Riverside on 2101107. 
I hereby certify that this copy is a 
correct copy of the original state-
ment on Ile in my office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious business 
name statement expires five 
years from the date it was filed in 
the Office of the County Oerk. A 
new Fictitious Business Name 
Statement must be filed before 
that time. The filing of this state-
ment does not itself authorize 
the use in this state of a 
Fictitious Business Name in Vio-
lation of the rights of another 
under federal, state or common 
law (See Section 14411, Et Seq., 
Business and Professions 
Code). 
LARRY W. WARD, County Cleric 
FILE NO.R-2007-01648 
p.218, 2115, 2122, 2129 
The following person(s) Is (are) 
doing business as: 
ELITE EXTERMINATING 
SERVICE 
83-315, Long Cove Dr. 
Indio, CA 92203 
82371 Priscila eoun 
Indio, CA 92201 
Edward Garcia Hernandez 
82371 Prisicilla Coun 
Indio, CA 92201 
Christian Walker 
83315 Long Cove Dr. 
Indio, CA 92203 
This business is conducted by a 
General Partnership. 
Registrant has not yet begun to 
transact bu~ness under the ficti-
tious name(s) listed above. 
I declare that all the information 
in this statement is tn,e and cor-
rect. (A registrant who declares 
as true, information which he or 
she knows to be false is guilty of 
a crime.) 
Thursday, February 8, 2007 
sl.Edwa(d G. Hernandez 
The filing of this statement does 
not of Itself authorize the use in 
this st1;1te of a ficti~ous business 
name in violation of the rights of 
another under federal, state, or 
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. 
b &p code) 
Statement fled with the County 
of Riverside on 1126107. 
I hereby certify that this copy is a 
correct copy of the original state-
ment on fie in my office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious business 
name statement expires five 
years from the date it was filed in 
the Office of the County Oerk. A 
new Fictitious Business Name 
Statement must be filed before 
that time. The filing of this state-
ment does not Itself authorize 
the use in this stale of a 
Fictitious Business Name in vio-
lation of the rights of another 
under federal, slate or common · 
law(See Section 14411, Et Seq., 
Business and Professions . 
Code). 
LARRY W. WARD, County Clerk 
FILE NO.I-2007--00326 
p.2/8, 2115, 2122, 2129 
NOTICE OF PE!ITION TO 
ADMINISTER ESTATE OF 
MONIQUE E. SHARPE 
CASE NUMBER RIP 091749 
To all heirs, beneficiaries, 
creditors, contingent credi-
tors, and persons who may 
otherwise be Interested In the 
wlll or ostato, or both, of: 
MONIQUE E. SHARPE. A peU-
tlon for probate has been flied 
by: DORIS MOORE In the 
Superior Court of Calttomla, 
County of: RIVERSIDE. The 
Petition for Probate requests 
that: DORIS MOORE be 
appointed aa personal rapre-
santatlva to admlnlstar tha 
·estate of tha decedent. The 
petHfon raquests · authrlty to 
administer the estate under 
the Independent 
Administration of Estates Act. 
(This authority will allow the 
personal rapr&aentatlve to 
take many· actions without 
obtelnlng court approval. 
Befort taking certain very 
important action,, however, 
the personal represntetlve will 
bt required to give notice to 
lntertsted persons unleoa 
they have waived notice or 
consented to Iha proposad 
action.) The Independent 
administration authority will 
be granted unless an Interest• 
ed person files an objection to 
the petition and shows good 
cause why the court should 
no1 grant the authority. A hear-
Ing on the petition wlll be held 
In this court as follows: 2-27-
2007, 9:00 AM DEPT.: 10, 
Superior Court of Calttotnta, 
County of Riverside, ,4050 
Main Streat, Rlverslda, CA 
92501, Central. If you object to 
the granting of the petition, 
you should appear at the hear-
Ing and state your objections 
or fife written objections with 
the court befors tho hearing. 
YCKJr appearance may be In 
person or by your attorney. If 
you are a crtdl.tor or a contin-
gent creditor of the decedent, 
you must file your claim with 
the court and mall a copy to 
the personal representative 
appointed by the court within 
four months from the data of 
first iasuance of letters as pro--
· vlded In Probate Code section 
9100. The time for fillng claims 
• wlll not expire befora four 
months from the hearlng date 
noticed above. You may exam-
ine the m, kept by the court. If 
you are • person Interested In 
the estate, you may file with 
the court a Request for 
Special Notice (form DE-154) 
of the flllng of an Inventory 
and appraisal of estate 11sets 
or of any petition or account 
as l)IOYlded In Probate Code 
section 1250. A Request for 
Special Notice fonn la avail-' 
able from the court cftrf<, 
Attomey for petitioner: 
RICHARD NEVINS, 3995 
BROCKTON AVENUE, 
RIVERSIDE, CA 92501, 951-
686-5193. • 
p.218, 2115, 2122, 2129 
NOTICE OF PETITION TO 
ADMINISTER ESTATE OF 
CLARENCE J. KELLEY 
CASE NUMBER RIP 091758 
, To all heirs, beneficiaries, 
creditors, contingent credi-
tors, and persons who may 
otharwlae be Interested in the 
wlll or estate, or both, of: 
CLARENCE J. KELLEY. A pell• 
lion for probalt has been flied 
by: DELORES J. VINES In the 
Superior Court of California, 
County' of: RIVERSIDE. The 
· Petition for Probate requests 
that: DELORES J. VINES be 
appointed as personal repre-
sentative to administer the 
estate of the decedant. The 
petition requests the dee-
dent's will and codicils, if any, 
be admitted lo probate, Thd 
wlll and any codicils are ava11: 
ablt for examination In the fit 
kept by the court. A hearing on 
the petltton will be held in this 
court as follows: 3113/07, 9:00 
/>M DEPT.: 10, Superior Court 
of California, County of 
Riverside, 4050 Main Street, 
Riverside, CA 92501, Central, 
If you object to the grantlng,ol 
the petition, you shoulct' 
appear at the hearing and 
state your objections or fife 
written objections "(Ith the 
court before the hearing, Youi, 
appearance may be In person 
or by your attorney. If you are, 
a creditor or a contlngentl 
creditor of the decedent, yo11 
must file your claim wHh the 
court and mall a copy to t~ 
personal representative 
appointed by the court within 
four months from the data of 
first l11uance of letters as pro-
vided In Probate Code section 
9100. The time for filing clalms, 
will not expire before foul" 
months from the hearing date, 
noticed above. You may exam-
ine the file kept by the court. If I 
you are a per1on interested In 
the 01tat1, you may flit with 1 
the court a Request for1 
Special Notice (form DE-154) 
of the filing of an lnventonr 
and appraisal of ettele asae!s 
or of any petition or accouric· 
as provided In Probate Code1 
section 1250. A Requeat for( 
Special Notice form Is avail• 
able from the court clerki 
Attomay for petltioner:
1 RICHARD NEVINS, 3995 
BROCKTON AVENUE, 
RIVERSIDE, CA 92501 , 951-
686-5193. 
p.218, 2115, 2122, 2129 
NOTICE OF PETITION TO 1 
ADMINISTER ESTATE OF : 1 
BETTY JANE OLSZANSKI 
CASE NUMBER RIP 091769 , I 
To all heirs, btneflclartes, 
creditors, contingent credi-' 
~~~r:1:: =~:;!,:i°1n ~~ 
will or estate, or both, of:l 
BETTY- JANE OLSZANSK~. A 
petHlon for probate has bee~ 
flied by: JOHN F. MORAN' ln1 
the Superior Court o 
California, County of: RIVER-
SIDE. The Patitlon for Probat91 
requeste that: JOHN ~-
MORAN be appointed .. per-
sonal rapresentetlve to admin-
ister the , estate of the nee,) 
dant. The petHlon requests th 
decdent's will and codicils, If 
any, be admitted to probate'\ 
The wlll and any codlcffs •an,' 
available for examination in 
tho file kept by the court, A 
hearing on tho petition will be 
held tn this court as follows: 
3/13/07, 9:00 />M DEPT.: 1 , 
Superior Court of Callfomla, 
County of Riverside, 4050 
Main Street, Riverside, CA 
92501, Central. H you object to 
the granting of the petition, 
• you should appear at the haar-
lng and state your objections 
or file written objections with 
the court before the hearing. 
Your appearance may bt In 
person or by your attorney. If 
you are a creditor or a contin-
genl creditor of the dacedant, 
you must file your claim with 
the court and malt a copy lo 
the personal representative 
appointed by the court within 
four months from the data of 
first l11uance of letters as pro-
vided In Probate Code section 
9100. The Ume for filing clalma 
will not explra before four 
months from the hearing d 
noticed above: You may exam-
ine tha file kept by the court, If 
yoli are' a person ln\efeated In 
the eatete, you may file wtth 
the court a Requast for 
Special Notice (form DE-154) 
of the filing of an Inventory 
and appraisal of estate essets 
or of any petition or account 
11 provided In Probate CC)<ja 
section 1250. A Request ,fo 
Special Notice form Is ivall-
able from the court cler ,, 
Attorney _tor petltlonar ,1 
RICHARD NEVINS, 39~5
1 BROCKTON AVENUE, 
RIVERSIDE, CA 92501,•~1-
686-5193. 1 
p.218, 2115, 2122, 2129 
EPAR T MEN T 
BOB DOYLE , SHERIFF-CORONER 
2N.D A.NN~J~ 
W@t4JIN1J FrrMm c~~ILlllM@~ 
Need help passing the physical 3Jilityl 
~ pal'Qdpate in our Women's Fitness Challenge. 
~@ffl ~ to help )'OU pass the physical agility. 
DUE TO RIVERSIDE COUNTY'S PHENOMENAL GROWTH.WE HAVE ON-GOING/CONTINUOUS TESTING 
RELIGION n 1 
The Black Voice News Page A-9 Thursday, February 8, 2007 · 
Interfaith Festival For Peace In Our Community 
l'he Black Voice News 
SAN BERNARDINO 
,Ain Interfaith Festival for 
Peace In Our Community will · · 
be held on Sunday, February 
11th from 3:00 to 5:30 pm at 
Roosevelt Bowl at Perris Hill 
Park in San Bernardino. The 
event will bring various reli-
gious groups of San Bernardino 
together to celebrate the rich 
diversity of religion and ethnici-
ty in San Bernardino. Admission 
to the festival is free and people 
of all ages are invited. It is being 
]ointly sponsored by the San 
Bernardino Clergy Association 
and the City of San Bernardino 
Human Relations Commission. 
Rev. Robert Fairley 
American communities. 
Activities for children will take 
place from 4:30 to· 5:30 and will 
include arts and crafts booths 
and story-telling led by mem-
bers of various religious institu-
tions in the 
Bernardino. 
The festival has been created 
in order to bring the religious 
community together to initiate. 
cooperative activities that will 
hopefully help reduce the inci-
dence of violence in the commu-
nity and promote meaningful 
dialogue. 
Serving as masters of cere-
monies at the festival will be 
Father Michael Manning, inter-
nationally known television per-
sonality, and Rev. Bronica 
Martindale of New Hope Baptist 
Church. 
The planning committee for 
the festival includes Trudy 
Freidel of the Inland Society of 
Friends (Quaker), Rabbi Hillel 
Cohn of Congregation Emanu El 
and a member of the Human 
Relations Commission, the Rev. 
Petra Malleis-Stemberg of First 
Congregational United Church 
of Christ, Dr. Dani Doueiri of 
the local Islamic community and 
the Rev. Duong Nguyen of Our 
Lady of the Rosary Cathedral. 
Worship in Truth C.O.G.I.C. 
Pastor K.T. Moreland 
9215 Arrow Rte. 
Rancho Cucamonga, CA 
909.948.2027 
•Sunday Worship Service 10:00am• 
•Wednesday Night Bible Study 7:00pm• 
• Tuesday-Friday Prayer 6:00am • 
We Worship in Spirit and in Truth/ 
Come Worship with us! 
DC>lVI.Il'r~UfSE 
,-,.-,1..-.1st:r1~ s 
Tuesday Night Bible Study 
The festival will feature inspir-
~ng musical presentations by 
choral groups and soloists from 
New 'Hope Missionary Baptist 
Church (African-American), 
O~r Lady of the Rosary 
Cathedral (Roman Catholic), St. 
Prophet Elias (Eastern/Greek 
Orthodox), Congregation 
Emanu El (Jewish), Church of 
Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints 
(Mormon) as well as a combined 
choir representing five major 
Protestant churches (United 
Church of Christ, United 
Rabbi Hillel Cohn 
Methodist, Disciples of Christ, 
Presbyterian and Lutheran) and 
the Islamic, Buddhist, Hindu 
and Native American cornu'.iuni-
ties. Each group will present a 
musical selection emphasizing 
their commitment to peace. The 
program will conclude with all 








A v e . 
(Highland 
a n d 
Valencia) in 
S a n 
Good News 
Community Church 
Dynamic 21st Century Ministry! 
Meeting on Tuesday Nights @ 7pm 
Beginning on September 26, 2006 
.. . 
Following the musical pro-
gram which will begin at 3:00 
and end at 4:30 there will be fes-
tival activities at which all 
attending will be invited to share 
foods ftom various ethnic 
groups including Islamic, 
Jewish, Greek, Hispanic and 
Full Gospel Baptist Fellowship 
178 Iowa Ave. 
Riverside, CA 92507 
951.683.2916 
Weekly Services 
Morning Worship 11 :30 am 
Bible Study (Tues.) 7:00 pm 
Choir Rehearsal (Thurs.) 7 :00 pm Pastor & Mrs. 
Levonzo Gray, Sr . 
Services held at the ... 
ock of Faith Foursquare Church 
Located at 325 W. B Street 
Ontario, CA 91762 
Call 888-825-1720 
ight Church (T.N.C.) 
Walk With.Jesus Cathedral Antioch Missionary·Baptist Church 7547 Emerald Street Life 
Submit your 
,Religious News to: 
"An Arena for the MiracuJous" 
820 Larch Ave. 
Colton, CA 92324 
Riverside, CA. 
(951) 688-7872 
Church Of God In Christ 
(909) 825-2258 
ORDER OF SERVICES 




Rev. M. W. Riley, Pastor 
Equipping Disciples for Kingdom Building Church Motto: 
Sunday Morning Worship 
Sunday Eve, Worship 
Thursday Bible Revival 
Daily "Morning Glory'' 
Weekly schedule of events TRY GREAT THINGS FOR GOD, 
EXPECT GREAT THINGS FROM 
GOD! 
leeragin@blackvoice- Sunday 9:30 Hour of Power 
Prayer. Mon.-FM . 10:00-12 noon 11 :00 Worship Hour 
news.com KPRO RADIO /570AM - WED. 2:00 PM. -
SAT. 5:45 PM. ' 




Noon day Prayer 
Bible Study/Prayer 
Youth Night MIRACLE HEALING 
SERVICE 
Ron & LaVette Gibson 
Pastor/Founder 
, RIA.t;TO CHRl~Tl~N ~l:!'f1:ER 
"Worshipping in Spirit & in Truth" John 4:24 
234 W. Merrill Ave. Rialto CA 92376 
! P.o. Box 1615 Rialto CA 92377 







Kindergarten through 5th 
Grades 
Watch our TV Broadcast 
"LIVING IN FULLNESS 
EVERYDAY" 




Order of Services 
Sunday School 9:00 am 
Worship Service 10:30 am 
Miracle Monday Prayer 10:00 am 
1'~ 7~_'!// 
Z)~~ 
Sunday School lOa.m 
Sunday AM Service llam-l:30pm 
· Sunday PM Service 6pm 
Wednesday Bible Study 7pm 
Tuesday Bible Study 6:30 pm Paator Darryl J . 
6S3-8631 Office • 6S3-8634 Pastor 
6S3-8680 FAX Wednesday Prayer 6:30 pm Udell Sr. 
Radio Broadcast KPRO 1570 AM_ Sat. Co-Paator Rita Udall 
12:00 pm 
23932 Alessandro Blvd. • MORENO VALLEY 
Comer Heacock & Alessandro Right Behind Taco Bell 
MT CALV ARY MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH 
"YOU ARE WORTHY, 0 WRD, TO RECENE 
GWRY AND HONOR AND POWER, FOR YOU 
CREATED ALL THINGS, AND BY YOUR WILL 
THEY EXIST AND WERE 
CREATED." REV.4'11 
5476 34th Street, Riverside, Ca 92509 
Pastor Henry L. Combs Jr. (951) 781-0443 Services 
Randy D. Triplett 









Classes for all ages 
Abeka Curriculum 






The Word Network 
Sunday 2:30 p.m. PST 
Channel 373 
THE CIDJRCH CHANNEL 
Wednesday 8:00 p.m. PST 
Channel 371 
.\J.tlJ lfohicloux Boull'\ arcl ~ KiH•r,icle. C \ 925119 
"" \I .lih'drn1 du" u-,Hk· J!Il! 
('hmd1 '"· 'l~l .1,iu5,i_\.\ I· a, 'l.o.'131.1,x.i.x117 ~ mail: 1..oinoniaronl6• aol.rnm 
We Don't Do Church 
We Do Ministry 
The Ultimate in Gospel Music 
presents 
Highway to Heaven Broadcast 
with 
Rev. LeRoi Lacey, Monday-- Friday at 5:30 PM 
Holy Hip-Hop - Sat. 1 AM-3 AM 
Administrative Office (951) 684-6480 Sunday 8:00am Hour of Power Gospel Grooves - Sun. 4 AM-5 AM 
Inspiration across America Gospel Music 
Countdown Surulay School ..... ............. ... . 9:30 am Sunday 10:30am Worship/Celebration 
Sunday Worship ........... , .. .... .11 :00 am Tuesday 7:00pm Bible Study Phillip & Denise Powell 
Senior Pastor & First Lady 
Saturday, 11 PM • 12 Midnight 
Wednesday Bible Stttdy .. ......... .. . . 1:00 pm 
Brotherhood ( I st Satttrdays) .......... . 8:30 am 
Thursday 11:00am Bible Study Sunday, 12 Midnight - 1 AM 
e-mail: kproval@AOL.com 
Leroilacey@AOL.com 
Pastor Henry Combs Jr. and wife Cassandra 
' Valley Fellowship Seventh Day Adventist Church 
275 East Grove Street 
Rialto, CA 92376 
(909) 874-5851 · Church 
(909) 8.74-5152 - Fax 
Weekly Service 
SATURDAY 
Fellowship, Prayer & Bible Study 9:30 am 
Praise Service & Divine Worship 11:00 am 
Youth Service 5:00 pm 
WEDNESDAY 
Feeding Program 
Bible Study & Prayer 
5:00 pm 
7:00 pm Rev. Robert 
Edwards 
1CIIIIII--Cllllt---- ~4:11 
• Momin9Worsh1p 11 OOAM Gooc Ho" M,s110,.,, a.,·,s· C,o,c, 
• Sunday School 9 lOAM 
• Bible Study (Wed l 7'00PM 
• Friday Night Live 7 OOPM ' - ' 
·a fJl-.d._ .,1.,,,,, ~'°"7 ... '°-Jo'o/ .... ~ tod · 
f'O<moNlnlotmatlol,coH(9S1)6S7-5465ot(951)616,0U5 
i 
I Moreno Valley Mission CME 10800 Hole Ave., Ste #3&4 
!Bright Light Full Golj)CI COGIC 5339 Mission Blvd. 
Highland Unity Church Ministries 2902 Rubidoux Blvd., Suite C 
1Kansas Ave. SDA Church 4491 Kansas Avenue 
I Mt. Moriah Baptist 18991 Mariposa St. 
!Parle Avenue Baptist Church 1910 Martin Luther King B\vd. 
!ToeLiving Word Baptist Church 9191 Colorado Ave. 
New Visions Christian 
'community Church 18461 Mariposa Ave, 
1672 Palm Ave., Highland, CA 92346 
bonaire 1'uBI '6:30 pm 
YOUJ life Tues 6:30 pm 
·a1 Training Sat 9:30 am 
p Services Sat 11 :00 am 
Bethel AME Church 
I 6262 Baseline Avenue 
Fontana, CA 92335 • 909/350-9401 










11 :00 a.m. 
BIBLE STUDY 
Wednesday 7:00 p.m. 
Moreno Valley, CA 925 (951) 812-3509 
Riverside, CA 92509 (951) 782-9904 
Riverside, CA 92509 (951) 222-2115 
Riverside, CA 92507 (951) 682-9810 
Riverside, CA 92508 (951) 780-2240 
Riverside, CA 92507 (951) 684-8782 
Riverside, CA (951) 788-9218 
Riverside. CA 92508 (951) 687-7454 
_, 
Rev. John Cager 
Rev. John Seniguar 
Elder De Wayne Butler 
Rev. C.E. Knott, Sr. 
Jesse Wilson, Pastor 
Rev. Willie Chambers, Jr. 
Rev. L.E. Campbell, Pastor 
Pastor F.D. Bullock 
:,) 
909.425.2615 (909) 688-1570 
f 11 \I 
HOUSE OF PRAYER REFORMATION CHURCH HOLY LAND COGIC 
1024 N. "G" Street• San Bernardino, CA 92410 
COME WORSHIP WITH US 
Sugar Hill School 
24455 Old Country Rd 
Moreno Valley, CA 
Sundays 10:30 a.m. 
Pastor John W Thomas & 
First Lady Evang. Erzel Thomas 
951680-2044 
This could be Your Ad 
(909) 381-2662 
Schedule of Worship Service 
Sunday School 9:30AM 
Sunday Morning Worship 11 :OOAM 
Sunday Night Service 7:00PM 
Tuesday Night Pastoral Teaching 
Bible Study 8:00PM 
Thursday Women's Evag. Service 
Prayer 7:30PM Pastor Lenton H. 
Lenoir 
Bethel African Methodist Episcopal Church 
24480 Sophie Street 
Porns, CA 92570 
(t$1) 157-5705 • FPil. (951) 94&.9935 
Rev. Mary S. Minor. M/l(Re/), MBA Pastor/Sr. Minister 
Sllldn 
Contact Regina Brown-
Wilson for details 
951.682.6070 
Cluth Schad 9 a.m. 
Moml1111 Worship 10:30 a.m. 
Timm 
Teachers'~ Study 6:JJ p.m. 
~ 
Pray« Band 12 Nom 
Ilw!m 
Ttroug, the Bible Study tOa.m. 
SillLllla)'. 
New VtSion Christian Methodist 
Episcopal Church ~368 Beech Ave. 
Rainbow Community Praise Center 15854 Carter Street 
Tree of Life Tabernacle COGIC 214N. PalmAve. Rm. IOI 
New Hope MBC Baptist, SB 1575 Wes1 17th Street 
Community Missionary Baptist 939 Clay Street 
Fusi Baptist Church of Perris 277 E. ftfth Street 
Full Gospel Church of Love 24050 Theda 
Womon's Mssion:vy SOCIU)' {2nd Satunlays) 11 a,m. 
Men's Felowsnp (Sa!\rday befa-e the 41h S111day)8 a.m. 
Fontana, CA 92336 
Fontana, CA 92336 
Rialto, CA 92376 
San Bernardino, 92410 
Redlands, CA 92373 
Perris. CA 92570 








Rev. J. Dwight Jackson 
Dr. D.C. Nosakhere Thomas 
Rev. Derrick E. Callicutt 
Robert L. Fairley, Sr. 
Rev. H. Hubbard 
Rev, Marvin L. Brown 
Pastor/Phortiil;S Laura Bell 
T 
I 
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Steps To A Healthy Marriage 
BRIEFS 
• Steps to 
a Healthy 
Marriage is 




W o r d 
B a P t i s t Rev. F.D. Bullock 
Church on 
Sunday 
evenings from 6:00 p.m. to 
7:30 p.m. In as much as the 
divorce rate 1is nearing 50%, it 
is time for the church to take 
responsibility for saving this 
sacred institution which was 
established by God himself. 
This study series. is 
designed for the married and 
the "about to be married." 
Join us this coming Sunday. 
The address is 1760 Chicago 
Ave., Suite J9, Riverside, CA 
92507. For information con-
tact Rev. F.D. Bullock at 
951.788.9218 . 
• Dear Members and 
friends , I have been contract-
ed to provide another Gospel 
Choir for Easter Morning 
here in Palm Springs. This 
event will take place in a very 
exciting and scenic venue. 
It will be a paid event and 
Breakfast will be provided. 
The event will take place 
around 5:30 am. 
For more information email 
me at info@whatchaneed.net 
• Cops and Clergy Network 
wm present the 7th Annual 
Faith and Justice Summit 
"Giving Our Youth A Future" 
at Trinity Church, 1551 
Announce Your Church Brief in 
The Black Voice News 
Send briefs to: 
leeragin@blackvoicenews.com 
Rev. Jonathan Rhone, Pastor 
Reservoir Rd., Redlands on 
Thursday, February 15, 2007 
beginning at 8:30 a.m. to 3:30 
p.m. 
Workshops will include: 
Child Advocacy; Resources 
for Young Children 0-5; 
Giving Hope to Emancipated 
Foster Youth; Getting 
Youngsters beyond Gangs 
and Drugs; Parenting 
Resources that Saves our 
Children; Providing Positive 
Alternative Programs to 
Teens; and CCN Initiatives. 
Registration includes a 
continental breakfast, work-
shops and lunch. 
Tickets are $25 .00 per per-
son and group rates (1 table 
of 8) is $175.00. For more 
information call (909) 792-
4349. 
4009 Locust St.• Riverside, California 92501 
Phone: (951) 686-9406 / E-Mail: AllenAMEC@aol.com 
Worship Service .. . . ............ : ...... .... . .... . ..... . . . .. .. .. ... Sunday 11:00am 
Church School ................ . . .. .......... ... . . ... .. ..... .. . :. . .. Sunday 9:00 am 
Bi~le S~dy . ... .. . ....................... . ............... .Wednesday 10am & 7pm 
1Children s Church ..................................... .2nd & 4th Sunday at 11:30am 
AMOS TEMPLE 
A Church Built on Sound Preaching and Teaching 
RIVERSIDE LocATION 
Worship Service 8:00 am & 11 :00 am 
(10:00am, 1st and 5th Sundays) 
Bible Study (wed) 12:00pm & 7:00pm 
Children's Church 11:00am Service 
5860 Arlington Avenue • Riverside, CA 92504 
(951) 352-4196 
amostemple@sbcglobal.net Pastor Julio A. Andujo & 
Dr. Patricia L. Andujo 
CROSSWORD Lacy Sykes, Jr., Senior Pastor & his wife, Karen J . Sykes 
CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP CHURCH™ 
remember the Cross ... focus on the Word™ 
Lacy Sykes, Jr., Senior Pastor/feacher 
14950 Riverside Dr.• March Air Reserve Base• Riverside, CA 92518 
951/697-8803 • www .crosswordchurch.org 
Sunday Services: Worship 8:00 a.m. Lessons for Life: 9:30 a.m. Worship 10:45 
a.m. 
Nursery/Child care services are now available at both services. 
Wednesday Services: Prayer Meeting at 7:00 p.m.; Bible Study at 7:30 p .m. 
NEW 8:00 A.M. SERVICE! JOIN Us . . . 
CROSSWORD CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP CHURCH™ is a biblically-
based 
church that is personal, practical and purposeful. 
Teaching, preaching, ministering for life change 
St. Paul African Methodist 
Episcopal Church 
1355 W. 21st Street 
San Bernardino, CA 92411 
(909) 887-1718 
Imani Temple Christian Fellowship 
510 West Monterey Ave., Pomona, CA 91768 
(909) 620-9161 • FAX (909) 620-9981 
email@imanitemple.net 
Sunday Worship Senlces 
Cont~rnporary Worship 7:45 am 
Traditional Worship II :00 am 
Sunday School 9:45 am 
Weekday Opportunities 
Women's Bible Study • Mon. 7:00 pm 
Men's Bible Study . Mon. 7:00 pm 
Mid-w«k Bible Study · Wed, 12 noon 
Prayer Meeting - Wed. 7:00 pm 
Wind of the Spirit Worship 
Ctnter Foursquare Church 
6476 Streeter Avenue, Riverside, 
CA 
(951) 359-o203 . 
Weekly Services 
Sunday School (all ages) 




Tues. Bible Studies 








Rev. Larry E. Campbell 
Pastor & Mrs. 
Michael Edwards 







Seeking Christ Study 
Bible Study 
Service Schedule 
Sunday 8:00 am 
Sunday 9:00 · 9:50 a.m. 
Sunday 10:00 a.m. 
' sunday 10 a.m, 
Tuesday 7:00 p.m. 
Thursday 7:00 p.m. 
5970 Limonite Avenue 
Rivei~ide, California 92509 
(951) 682-4407 
Su11day School: 10:00am 
Morning Sen,ice: 11 :OOam 
Bible St11dy ~ 7:00pm 
Come Grew I Woaht, m Yl 
www.newbcbc.org 
Rev. Jelanl Kaleta 
Second Baptist Church 
29P Ninth St., Riverside, CA 92507 
. P.O. Box 303, Riverside, CA 92502 


















CELEBRATION WORSIDP CHURCH 
"'v~er tire Joy ofChr4K"'IA>'t/ Lt»l#tfr.,, 
Pastor Barry E. Knijlt, Sr. arri La4' Sachem E. Kni[!it 
'Wor.Jhlp l.oQticlJ: 
23200 Eac:.ilyftas Ave (betweer, Fre:terick :;ir,q G r.i b:;im) 
Moreno ¼lley, CA 9.2553 
(951) 24'-C888 orwww ,ce2celelaradon.c•• (vleN tt f/f5/CJT) 
Sa_,.y C~ ~-Sar,<hy Bible Classe @ 9:30am 
Worship Celebratior, (i) 10:30am 
Wtifr,ewl;ay Mvllmlmf Uwlbg (p;i5t~I ~cb1ng) at 7: COpm 
Get your church news pu~lished in The Black Voice 
News Submit church briefs to 
leeragin@blackvoicenews.com SUBJECT: Church Brief 
New Jo Ba tist Church 
5694 Jurupa Ave. • Riverside, CA 92504 
P.O. Box 51027 • Riverside, CA 92517 
(951) 719-0088 • (951) 781-7602 
Weekly Services 
Sunday School_ 8:50 a.m. 
Morning Worship 10: 15 a .m. 
First Sunday Evegiq.g Workshop 5:00 p.m. 
Tuesday Prayer Meeting & Bible Study 7:00 p .m. 
''Life Thro'tigh God's Word" Radio Broadcast 
KPRO Radio 1570 am - Sunday 7:30-8:00 p.m. 
eMcXi1 s· f/'amify eMortuan; 
C@ltapee of :!Pal!rns 
Committed to Quality serolce at Affordable prices. 
Serving all communities 11nd allfafths i11 a time o/11eed. 
• Ask about our Specialty Limo's and our Cremation Packages. 
• Receive a $1000.00 discount on Funeral PackageuA"when you 
bring in this ad. f 
• We honor all types of Insurance and Pre-Need Burial Plans, 
with worldwide shipments and cremation services available to 
everyone. 
For All 01 Your Funeral Heeds 
Call us Today! 
909-822-9595 
16918 Baseline Ave.• Fontana, CA 92336 • FD#1831 
LioNHEART MINISTRIES INT'L. 
Minist~ring Truth to the Wounded Soldiers 
Dr. Dcylyne B. McCampbell Sr. 
Pastor and Founder 
Sunday School 
Morning Worship 
Bible Study (Wed.) 
851 South ML Vemon Ste. 78 
Colton, CA 92324 
10:30 am 
II :45 am 
7:00 pm 
Church Ph.: (909) 824-5466 
Cell Ph.: (951 ) 536-1238 
E-mail; lionheartminist@aof.com 
Kingdom of God Apostolic & Prophetic Ministries International 
CHURCH OF ALL NATIONS (A Five Fold Ministry Church) 
1700 W, HJthland Avenr.te 
San Bernardino, CA 92404 
(909) 887-9616 • (951 ) 675-7201 
www 1brrbua:hoC?llnauansro 
WWW kOirilPPJi ma 
Email: callnationl@aol.com 
ApoSlln , Proph~tt, Era11ttliJts, 
PoSUJn &. T••cl••n 
Wt'EKI Y SER\IICES 
Sunday School: 10:30 a.m. 
Sunday Sttvice 11:30 a.m, 
"~ tetwdll!. C'Olltt.luH: 
KOG•BIBLE l~STITIJTE 6:00 pm 
llau:::IIID •Badldonf'rusr-
£11dm· Mllltnl'Ncrlln 
r ALL e&aun; a.pt. 141151 200t 
"School afthr PROPHETS" 
Wll.Lllll.5. •Sffil(I\I Wg.aalOO , .m. 
J!AltN YOUR D EGREE?!! 
~ 
Rev. & Mrs. 
Wtd11esda1 Prayer 5:00 p .. m. 
Wtd. Bible Study 7:00 p.m. 
FCMfldnN/sill#fdn•Ow:ri,,r 
Apostle M.P. S1rrhn1, DO 
& hl«tl.ady Ro.e 
?.te1-S1ttl. fll, 00 
Chri1ti1n Cov111elin,: • ThffllOI}' 
Chrllll 1a11 Bduc~cion • ►lv,r. PolJ 
Miniatry • 81ble l"rophn;y•Scnor,iol 
Thr Prophct,&mort. 
Acrrrd.WU'ftlltr 











25400 Alessandro Blvd. Suite 6 
Moreno Valley, CA 92553 
(951,) 485-6993 
WEEKLY SERVTCES 
Sunday School 9:30 a.m. 
Sunday Morning Worship 11:00 a.m. 
Mid Day Bible Study, Tues . 12:30 pm 
Mid Week Bible Study, Wed. 7:00 p.m. 
, Celebrating Black History · 
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The Home of the Dora Nelson Museum 
By Cheryl Brown 
The Black Voice News 
The founder, funder and 
heartbeat of the Dora Nelson 
Museum located in Perris, CA 
'are George and Mabel Kearney. 
•The museum was born out of 
,Mrs. Kearney's guilt. She cov-
' ted two beautiful Victorian 
creen doors on the Nelson 
llome when she came to Perris. 
The house was falling apart and 
Mrs. Kearney offered to tear it 
clown. Once it was gone, she 
found out it was the first Black 
Church in Perris. Mrs. Kearney 
was horrified, to her the church 
was everything; and not to be 
pestroyed. After a trip to 
:Washington, D.Q. in the 1970's 
for the unveiling of the 
ational Council of Negro 
Women's Museum she vowed 
to return home and somehow, 
someway honor Nelson. Using 
her Social Security check and a 
few donations she worked 
toward her goal. 
Several years passed and her 












Museum is a reality. Mrs. 




• Dora Nelson was born 
enslaved on February 2, 1852 
Photo by Cheryl Brown 
(Above) The trunk In the corner belonged to Dora Nelson. (Bottom) Dora Nelson's Death Certificate shows 
she was born In 1852 In Georgia just after the passage of the Fugitive Slave Law of 1850. 
in Georgia. In the early 1900s, 
she was invited by her brother-
in-law to come 
take care of her 
sister-in-law, Mary Ann Nelson 
who was very ill. After eman-
cipation Dora Nelson moved to 
Evanston, Indiana but when she 
was called on she moved to 
California. 
went to the former owner of the 
house and offered to tear the 
building down for $25. She 
knew they would not turn her 
down for such a ridiculous 
amount of money. Her motive 
was to get the doors. "I would 
do anything to have those 
scree~ doors," she said. It was-
n't until after the building was 
gone that Phyllis Hughes, a 
newspaper reporter, asked at a 
Human Relation's Committee 
meeting, who on earth tore· 
down that old house. That was 
the fust Black Church in Perris, 
she informed them. "I was 
taught church was everything, 
it was sacred. I felt bad. I was 
indebited to the Black com-
munity," said Kearney. And 
then she found out the house 
belonged to her mother's 
best friend . 
When Dora Nelson came 
to Perris there was not a 
Black church, they were 
allowed to attend the 
Congregational Church 
;{ 
Photo by Cheryl Brown 
George and Mabel Kearney with the remaining Victorian door which is 
the reason for the museum. 
in town but they were not 
allowed to join so they began 
the First Baptist Church. By 
1924 Nelson's house had 
become too crowded and it was 
a hot summer day in August of 
1924 wb~n the growing congre-
gation met under the 
Chinaberry tree to formalized 
the church with Rev. A.F 
Seaton from Ontario Baptist 
Church, Ontario, CA and Rev. 
Cooper, pastor of Second 
Baptist Church in Riverside, 
CA. 
A visit to the Museum takes 
you back to the past and those 
doors she wanted so bad. One 
survived and is in the museum 
along with a plethora of old • 
fashioned turn of the century • 
items. The museum is located : 
at 316 E. 7th Street, Perris, c,( 
The actual story begins with 
the old house that had the most 
beautiful Victorian doors Mrs. 
Kearney h11d ever seen, the 
problem was the rest of the 
building needed to be torn 
down. The city had red tagged 
it for demolition. The 
Kearney's had 11 children and 
Photo by Cheryl Bro 
(left) The only remaining orig Ina I boards from the 1st Baptist Church. (right) The site of the church with ; 
pieces of the foundation lined up. 
Ii. 
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First Non-Indian Landowner in San Jacinto was Former Slave 
By Cheryl Brown 
The Black Voice News 
I 
I California has a history 
teeped in Black people who 
ere formerly enslaved , 
~ . and during and after 
slavery expanded to the West.· 
Coast. The mountains were 
f 9rmidable barriers to travel 
ahd many came by sea. 
:Chose who came into 
~uthern Calif. by land came 
· tljrough the Cajon Pass. 
. 
:One of these people was 
ames Hamilton. Born in 
1122, he was the first resident 
who wasn't a native Indian to 
lfve in the Anza area. The 
year he arrived was 1873, just 
12 years after the 
Emancipation Proclamation 
was signed by President 
Abraham Lincoln. 
According to the "San 
Jacintos " by John F. W. 
Robinson ~nd Bruce Risher, 
Hamilton was sometimes 
called "Uncle Jim" or 
"Nigger Jim" even the down-
grade rode to Anza was 
known as "Nigger Jim" 
Grade. After traveling west 
from Ohio with an · 1847 
Mormon wagon train, he 
lived with Sioux Indians and 
in the early 1850s he arrived 
in San Bernardino. 
He tried to homestead a . Frank, who was a lawman, 
claim on Mexican land and was murdered. 
because the claim was not 
valid he moved on to Vail 
Lake, an area close to 
Temecula. There he and his 
children were again unsuc-
cessful in staking a claim. 
His third try was a charm. He 
successfully obtained 160 
acres located in the area of 
present day Anza. Even by 
today's standards he and his 
sons built a sizable ranch. 
Hamilton and his sons, Joe, 
Henry, and Frank suffered 
discrimination living in the 
area. In 1897 two years 
before his own death, his son 
The family remained in the 
area. Several sections of. the 
land homesteaded by 
Hamilton included the area of 
Kenworthy, Cahuilla ·Valley 
and Anza Valley. Lincoln the 
last of the Hamilton cowboys 
4ied in 1976. 
Today Hamilton's presence 
is still obvious in the naming 
of Hamilton Creek and 
Hamilton School and the 
Hamilton Museum. 
James Hamilton (1823-1897), part African American, was the first non-
lndlan settler In the Cahullla (Anza) Valley area, arriving about 1873. His 
ranch was at the eastern edge of the valley. Bible-toting "Uncle Jim" was 
highly respected 11nd loved. His sons and grandsons continued as cat-
tlemen in the Anza and Garner valley country. - Photo, property of 
Dolores Arnatz 
Photo by Virgil Woolfolk: 
Hamilton School named In honor of James Hamilton Hamilton Creek 
Get a smaller gas bill. 
Enroll in the money-saving CARE program today. 
Save 20% on your gas rate through the California 
Alternate Rates for Energy (CARE) program. Look in 
your bill this month fo; an application. If you meet 
the qualifications, complete and return the application, 
and you'll start receiving the discount once it is 
approved. If you don'~ qualify but know a friend or 
neighbor who might, let them know about our 20% 
rate discount program. 
As part of our commitment to provide exceptional 
service, we also offer other assistance programs that 
may help you save money. 
For more information, 
visit www.socalgas.com/ 
residential/ assistance. 
©2007 Southern California Gas Company. 
All copyright and trademark rights reserved. G 07 1000 Glad to be ~ 
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-·civil War Soldier Buried in Riverside 
Photo from family collection of Lorraine Taylor & Carrie 
'1.' Hamilton 
,, Prince E. Edwards, Jr. 
~Photos & Story By Cheryl Brown 
' . 
•. :f.he Black Voice News 
.., In 1843 when Prince E. Edwards, Jr. was 
·}born there was not a chance in this world that 
'•he would ever be any more than a slave. Just 
. a couple of years before his birth in 1839 
;slaves had revolted on a Spanish ship, the 
, Armistad, just off Cuba. He was too young to 
know about it. He was also too young to 
~1cnow that in 1845 Frederick Douglass pub-
·1hshed his first autobiography. 
'.", In 1850 a stronger Fugitive Slave Law was 
'passed that required ordinary citizens to help 
''sapture freedom seekers and return them to 
·• e"nslavement, since he would have only been 
-seven he wouldn't have understood . This is 
I, 
'.the backdrop for the life of Prince Edwards. 
~:• December 4, 1843 must have given his 
~ ' 
1parents, Celia Dawson and Prince Edwards 
.~r., much joy and much sorrow. Cotton was 
king and the insatiable appetite for it made 
,slaves evell more valuable. The pl,lce of his 
birth was Attala County, Mississippi, the 
.heart of cotton country, and shortly after his 
,birth the Cotton Gin was invented. 
,,·· Not much is known about his younger 
-·years but in 1861 the Civil War began with a 
"eonfederate a tack on Fort Sumter in April · 
·'.an'd in May the Union declared fugitive 
'--s1aves as contraband of war. 
,:, ,n "Lest We Forget," Velma Thomas 
'explains that from the beginning of the war 
'Blacks were forced by the Confederates to 
the Soldiers and Sailors Historical and 
Benevolent Society, at the age of 22 on April 
15,1865, months before the end of the war, 
.Prine~ eoMsted from Mficon, County, GA to 
serve for three years. He was mustered into 
the service at Atlanta, GA as a Private of 
Captain William G. Kingscott's Company A, 
136 Regiment United States Colored 
Volunteer Infantry, Col. Andrew J. Jones, 
commanding, who was succeeded by Col. 
Richard Root. 
The Society said l'rince E . Edwards was in 
all the services of his regiment in the 
Department of 
dig trenches, build forts, and do E 
,.9t11er menial of f\\'1Ef\S\0 
Cout-l'T~ E c11-\.ll:0Rtl~ . f\NERS\0 ' 
o•"~ci-=~ c.•'?- . 
~, ··- _:,_ -· 
~, - ... -_::::::,.,.--·~~ ... ~~:----, 
. ...... -- ~i.--
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, ; tasks. On January 1, 1863 after the 
Emancipation Proclamation was issued 
Colored Troops were first given guard duty 
and later were put into combat. According to 
.. : the "Golden Book of the Civil War" they 
, , were accepted by the White soldiers when it 
: was determined that they would have White 
, ' officers and those officers could get higher 
: pay. Most Colored Troops fought more des-
: pprately to avoid going back into enslave-
.: ment. In March of 1865 the Confederate 
" ': Gongress passed a law allowing the enlist-
: ment of Negro slaves . 
•: It was too late. 
I 
._ According,to the Certificate of Records of 
l~ \ 
I, 
,.iwe .,,._ ~.....,.,. --· 
.. .. rtt4 ."" ,;,,; t':::: ... ' -
..,Gocen •••••• ·~;;;.:i~t~:--------- .. 
·::::::-~:;.::-:~__:----- . _· 
-----... --- __ -:::.--~-- ...... ~ ------..... :;;.,,_ ...... , ----
- ·-------__....--
Georgia and 
was always at his post of duty, 
having achieved a gallant record for meritori-
ous service and soldierly conduct at all times. 
He received a certificate of Honorable 
Discharge at Augusta, GA, January 4 , 1866, 
by reason of expiration of term of service, 
reads the document. 
Prince mru::ned Jennie Cook on January 1, 
1871 · in Fulton County; GA. In 1885 he was a 
wagon master for a· group from Georgia and 
along with. their five children migrated to 
Riverside, San Bernardino County (That is 
before the counties were split). 
In 1889 their youngest Eugene was the first 
Black child to be born in Riverside. He was 
one of four to live to adulthood. The three 
others were: Charles, Thaddeus, and William. 
Eugene moved to Los Angeles after his 
,,I 
Photo by Cheryl Brown 
first marriage. A! the tum of the century, he 
served as chauffeur for the mayor of Los 
Angeles and was a fireman. Charlie joined 
the Ring41l-g Bros,. ,Ci,J;rµs as a Qrnm, ~flj,9,i;., 
and traveled all over_the Uni_ted States. He 
-was also a comedian .µid tap dancer, per-
forming locally. His son William served in 
the 24th U.S. Infantry, Spanish American 
War, from Fort Baird; New Mexico. He was 
also a musician in his Regimental Band and 
served in the engagement of San Juan Hill·, 
Cuba. 
Mr. and Mrs. Edwards were charter mem-
bers of Second Baptist Church in Riverside. 
She was a culinary artis{ and very active in 
the church and community. They were all 
musically talented. 
In 1898 Prince became a member of the 
Odd Fellows Organization and was one of 
the few Blacks who was a member of a pre-
dominately White organization, Post #118, 
Department of California and Nevada Grand 
Army of the Republic. 
On June 28, 1920, Prince Edward's died 
from a stroke. Buried in Evergreen Cemetery 
he is honored as one of the 20 buried in the 
"Walk of Fame". Also buried there is a 
Confederate soldier. 
His great-grandchildren and other descen-
dents still live in Riverside. 
Special thanks to Lorraine Taylor and her 
sister, Carrie Hamilton for the documentation 
for this article. 
Israel Beal Was Also 
a Civil War Veteran 
Israel Beal 
Israel Beal was born a slave near·Richmond, 
Virginia, on April 10, 1849 and was freed by 
the Emancipation Proclamation. He came to 
San Bernardino in 1870, long after the 
Mormon colony was founded. But it was onTy 
five years after the Civil War that Beal made 
his way to California. According to newspapt?r 
clippings he was also a veteran of the wa,r, 
where he served as a teamster with Shermai;i. 
He doesn't have the government issued head-
stone \ienotmg him a Colored soldier. In 1995, 
a community effort led by the Redlands Arna 
Historical Society marked he and his wife 
Martha's grave. He died in 1929 and she lived 
until 1932. 
He marched with Sherman's Army on the 
March to the Sea before answering the call to 
come work in the California mines. 
Beal c·ame to California via Panama to work 
in the gold mines by mine owners who paid 
his passage and landed in San Francisco. He 
worked first in Owens Rivers country then i'n 
Kem County and later in gold mines near 
Carson City, Nevada and still later in Arizona. 
While traveling to Arizona he came upon the 
Mormon settlement in San Bernardino an:d 
remained for a short time. When he returned 
I 
to the area, he found work with Myron H. 
Craft (for whom Crafton Hills was named). 
He rented land for two years prior to187.7 
when he purchased twenty acres in Lugonia. 
In 1870 he was married to Martha Embers, 
daughter of Toby and Hannah Embers, tqe 
slaves of Bishop Crosby, who were brought 
here with the first Mormons. 
Beal was an excellent teamster and expert 
house mover, he devel9ped an excellent, 
lucrative business. He took contracts to dig 
ditches, reservoirs, build roads, haul lumber 
and cement and grade land and plant vine-
yards. He played a role in hauling and build-
ing the Big Bear Lake dam. 
They had ·seven children, three died when 
they were infants. They were members of tne 
Congregational Church. He and his family 
were outstanding citizens of the Redlanqs· 
community. 
Photo by descendant Herbert Rona 
Grave marker of Israel and Martha Embers, decendents of Grief Embers 
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For Many Enslaved San Bernardino Was the First Stop 
LIZZIE fl.AKI:- ont1 o1a,,,tn181ad<"-«-"' MIi ......... She--- ,,,._.-. .. ,,, .. __ _. ___ _ 
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EastCaPI -_,..,,,.,_.<il'fOI 
GAIEFElolBERS--olN_.,_....._. _ _, ; _, 
.,__..,N11151"'-9MLNCIIW0>~ "ljndt'~ 
----....---- HtM\lallltlnhalll ... lllllNtllD ... 
San Bernardino County Museum 
Lizzie Flake was a present to her owner at the age of 4, Grief Embers used to play 6-foot long horn. 
: By Jeqtietta Bellard present. In 1844, The Flakes of the time. These were not the 
Photo by Cheryl Brown 
A memorial in front of San Bernardino County Courthouse llsts the Black founders of San Bernardino. Thlil, 
was also the location of the first settlement In San Bernardino. 
• The Black Voice News . converted to Mormonism. This only forces endangering the 
· • life change eventually led them settler's way of life. 
was the leader's rhetoric, a pre- relations, their three well-liked This was instead of respect~qg 
cise mixture of scripture and children met similar success. them with Mr. and Mrs. 
politics geared toward appeas- Alice, the only girl, reached His pivotal role, in protection 
. One remarkable circum- out of religious persecution in Challengers to slavery, few as ing slavery supporters and crit- two milestones by becoming and an~ouncements of _ a~y 
ics alike. The statement below the first Black college graduate kind, was played out through 
was created after the instruc- from San Bernardino, and the the use of his trumpet. Embers 
tion of political advisor to first known Black teacher of used the instrument, ijot only in 
Brigham Young, white children. Many such community gatherings, but to 
• stance in the recording of histo- Mississippi, to Utah and into they were, aimed to remove 
ry is the tendency to take for San Bernardino County, with their most valuable posses-
. granted some of its most Elizabeth bearing the work- sions . This settling group of 
· important ffgures. Events, load. Mormons, responsible for cre-
·also, which may portray its Her journey was by no ating San Bernardino and intro- groundbreaking events arose announce the assemblages · of_ 
from this second generation all men. From the range of 
Rowan's, a generation still just Embers varied trumpet calls; 
once removed from slavery. the pioneers knew when , to 
writers in an unflattering light means an easy trip. Lizzie, as ducing its first Black 
can be removed altogether she was called, survived · the fa mi -
from the narratives of the past. trails from which male · .. ';··::. 
'The extraction of slavery, from 
California's commonly 
· known history, is one of 
the boldest of these omis-
s ions. Although some his-
torians ignore the occur-
-, ?• · Byron, the oldest child, owned expect an attack and when1 to 
multiple businesses , and emerge for celebration. , ; ~ 
q · . ti I . , -. r I -8-7 j ' maintained them both in San In 1860, nearly a deC\l<ile 
rence of this important _¥~ ·_ · 
. event, a more accurate ver- \ .l 
. ',',, ': ~r;. f]c£0£· 9-E(Jle.~ ;;-_ "- 1_/ v__ £7 ~:::d!nc::!~t: ~!e~~e~~ :[!::, ~t~~t!eth:t:t~;: ~~ . ~ fl v--. ~ tion, and ran his own property owner. Ember~, J:'th 
v ,, , , ,, J - , fie, ~ r;5, _g CJ#- 11:~ ,. garage near a pivotal rail - wife Harriet, became the owner 
m~t/, i~/1 e,vr3 fl~£ ,[.'t> - un\'i' p.icl"li"~s road.' The youn~~st son of a city lot form~rly posses~id 
'-;)?-' 7 -if1-. I} J,, an 681naidin° ~o\nd\\/ldua\. attamed th~ position of by his old master. The trans1-: sion should include it. l \ 
1
~ 
Slavery existed in the territo- . -.• 
• ry after it's admittance to the 
· union in 1850. And though , . 
unacknowledged on a broader ·,\ · 
_ scope, it characterized the lives 
{7{)_(/A- CJ f-.{. pl vf't..., fro~ 5 the race ot t clerk, and was highly respected tion from slave to land 'owiier 
{/ ',? /j Notice · , t 
~ "_,£1/T d\no cou~tV· Thomas L. Kane. as a man who had managed to was a hard fought one for Il;lany san e ernar th 1 f Blacks. Tobi. eventually Joined · · et ernoers ~" . . e _common emp oyment o Y 
rt\t\cate ot or\ hes, earned with "In regard to the Wilmot merual tasks. The exploits of this number. In doings~, both 
• and works of Mormon settlers 
who lived and traveled these 
. treacherous grounds. Selective 
memory is often accounted for 
bias. In addition to the exclu-
sion of the practice itself, this 
. blind observation as ignored 
: 'some of slavery's most incredi-
• ,ble figures. 
, . As a nineteenth century 
Mormon documenting the pio-
neer days of James Flake and 
John Smith, one may not rec-
. bgnize the feats of their accom-
panying slaves as particularly 
• hotable. It's even less likely 
that I would associate these 
, deeds with clever or perceptive 
qualities on the part of the 
slave. These accomplishments, 
tl noted, would be attributed to 
one of two character types for 
. people within this station. So 
what can we say about those 
, Blacks whose feats could not 
. be simplified, and whose char-
~cters forced acknowledge-
ment out of the very bias which 
' · clouded their documenters 
judgment? Fortunately, for San 
Bernardino's· legacy, · the 
actions of a sizable group of 
African Americans were so 
• .admired and remarked upon, 
~ 
- inany such blind eyes were 
: guided toward accuracy. While 
: clescribing the traits and deeds 
• of these men and women,.few 
· guessing games are needed . 
: : Our story begins with· the 
: first of this set known to the 
: jerritory, Mr. Peter Ranne. And 
: ~vid mountain man and skilled 
: ~xplorer, Ranne entered the 
: slfea as one of the fourteen 
: l<.nown to accompany Jedediah 
; Smith ·across Mojave dessert in 
: 1826. The trails met by Ranne 
: lv01,1ld again be trod by a sec-
: ()nd notable individual , one of 
deatti ce . . , dwr\tten them generally ambivalent Proviso, slavery etc., we wish these men were m consequence of these men evaded the no~s 
1't>ove: ~an and masters views toward Black freedom you distinctly to understand to the efforts of those Black of their period. 
alike would not return. During although historically they were that our desire is to leave the pioneers corning before them, Many slaves, unsure of hbw 
winter, she managed to 'lead a not in favor of slavery. They subject to the operations of whom for reputation and pro- to survive 'ri;,' 1 post' " 1'8$0 
team of oxen and care for four converted many southern slave time, circumstances and tom- fessionalism were also posi- California remained with thoir 
small boys while treading owners who brought their mon law. You might safely say tively noted. masters. Some were forcibf.y 
through the ice and snow rid- · property with them. Bitter thatasapeopleweareadverse GriefEmbers,isone ofthese retrieved after 1852, when the 
den grounds of Iowa, on foot. slavery deb.ates, occurring in to slavery, but that we wish not originals . He, along with his legislature passed an act allow-
At .the time, such vast levels of the years between 1848 and to meddle with this subject, but brother Toby, was one of the ing those owners to leave the 
responsibility were not limited 1850 among westward two first recorded Black males state with slaves .in hand·,- ._-if 
to her alone. to enter San Bernardino. It's their arrival had ,occui::t~d 
In 1851 , the communal par- ••:iQil~ believed they accompanied before its addition to the u,nion. 
ticipation among the Mormon's ---~ · Elizabeth on a 150 wagon train Still, more Blacks were dtnic;d 
numbered twenty-six slaves . ..,....- -- to the area. Though adept and the very knowledge of ~~ir 
brought to San Bernardino, skilled , these two were still freedom in California, while 
I 
seems to have mirrored that of subject to the restrictions of the others were denied in reality 
• the group in their trek across 
Utah. Toward Utah, duties 
were so closely entangled that 
the accomplishments of slave 
and prophets, being very simi-
lar, were once confused. 
Suspicions reveal that the 
Mormon leader, Brigham 
Young's, entrance into the Salt 
Lake Valley may have been 
superseded by that of a male 
slave, Green Flake, who had 
been instructed in 1847 to 
forge ahead of the others and 
build a home that was to be 
used upon arrival. The claim 
was supported by a James 
Flake descendant, Augusta, 
who matches Green's account 
when telling of Young's late 
arrival in response· to sudden 
illness . . 
Flake began and ended this 
journey with two other Black 
men, Oscar Crosby and Hark 
Lay, who are suspected in help-
ing him construct structures for 
the arriving group. Their names 
accompany Flake's on a monu-
ment that is still standing in 
Salt Lake City. The Mormon 
path exceeds this crucial rest-
ing site ,_into California, where 
for economic and or religious 
reasons, the Church strived to 
Photos taken from San Bernardino County Museum exhibit 
One of the original Mormon wagons . 
time. Bishop Crosby, an offi- what they knew to be true in 
cial of the . Mormon Church, legislation. 
claimed ownership of these One particular slave brought 
two men . Crosby was likely her protest of such offenses 
aided by bis two slaves in from the slave quarters to the 
efforts to launch the county of courts of law. Her master, John 
San Bernardino and it's nearby Smith, was brought to trial 
lumber mills . Richard D. when she, Biddy Ma~on, 
Thompson, a historian for the claimed· the right to remain in 
area, says the pioneers them- California despite his attempts 
Mormons, helped to form the leave things to take their natu- selves regarded Grief Embers to travel to Texas. Aiding the 
):raditional beliefs which Black ral ca.use." with affection, calling him challenge was none· other than 
settlers would undoubtedly 
encounter well after debates 
had ended. 
Treatment of slaves became 
a tangent of this debate, since 
some owners were disposed to 
physically abusing slaves at 
whim. Others adhered to the 
more acceptable practice of 
taking a disciplinary issue to 
the leader, who in turn would 
dispense advice he perceived 
as just. The leader, Brigham 
Young, was convinced that 
slaves should be treated 
humanely, but contrasted this 
view with a commonly held 
belief that Blacks were the 
descendants of Canaan and, 
thereby, forever destined to be 
"servants of servants." 
In the midst of the politics 
and racism of her day, 
Elizabeth Flake, managed to be 
well liked by nearly all within 
her new community. 
Continuing her services toward 
the Flakes even after the death 
of her mistress in 1852, Lizzie 
raised the four boys until they · 
were abruptly taken. The old-
est, never erased her from his 
memory, and eventually sent 
from Utah the freedom papers 
be felt she was owed. Her for-
mer owners harbored no ill will 
toward her newfound freedom; 
rather their affections grew as 
generations of new Flakes were 
reintroduced to the woman 
who had a hand in raising their 
father. 
"Uncle Grief," a term reserved Elizabeth Rowan, formerly Ms. 
for the respected and elderly. Lizzie Flake. · 
Table 
Names of the Twenty-six Black Slaves "En Route to California" 
According to 1850 United States Census Schedules 
1. Harriett 1 0. Ellen 19. Mary 
2. Hark 11. Biddy 20. Nelson 
3. Charly 12. Hannah 21. Oscar 
4. Jane 13. Tennessee 22. Grief 
5. Nelson 14. Flulemann 23. Toby 
6. Lawrence 15. George 24. Vilote 
7. Ann 16. Nancy 25. Liz 
8. Harriett 17. Rose 26. Gree 
9. Anna 18. Henderson 
Names pf Black Slaves Taken to San Bernardino with the Amasa 











: the first African American create a new settlement. 
This contradiction was one 
of many in the beginning roots 
of San_ Bernardino. Such opin-
ions were formed much earlier 
in the trek from Utah, but 
became traditional mindsets for 
In the following years Ms. 
Flake maried another free · 
Black , Charles Rowan, and 
married. She became one of the 
first women to mother an 
African American family in the 
county. Mr. Rowan owned and 
operated his own barbershop 
here , which supported the pur-
chase of inore property around 
the main business district. In 
professional and communal 




Charles C. Rich 
Daniel M. Thomas 
William Mathews 
William Crosby 




Robert M. Smith 
Robert M. Smith 
Robert M. Smith 
October 1847 
October 1847 
1847 . t 
October 184~., 
October 1848 ' 
October 1848. c 
; women to enter San _ In 1851 a Mormon outpost 
; Bernardino's grounds, formed in San Bernardino. 
: ~ lizabeth Flake. After the final purchase, 
: • Elizabeth was born in the late Elizabeth Flake was an active 
: 1830 's on a North Carolina 
: p lantation. 
: : Four years later, she was sep-
: ~ated from her parents. Small 
, Elizabeth was given to James 
and Agnes Flake as a wedding 
contributor, helping to create 
important sites for the settlers. 
She aided in the construction of 
the community fort , a guard 
against the gold seekers and 
Native defenders of their land 
the powers that be in genera-
tions to follow. Sects of the 
Mormon clan were opposed to 
slavery, a much larger propor-
tion approved, and few num-
bered elite were actually slave-
holders. Amidst all the theory 
Uncle Phil 
Grief Crosby 
Liz Flake Rowan 





8 bther Black slaves 
October 1848 1, 
October 1848 t , 




San Bernardino County Archives 
Table from Dr. Byron Skinner's. "Blacks Origins In the Inland Empire. " 
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PALM SPRINGS BLACK 
·msORY EVENTS 
, Saturday, February 10, 
; 10AM. Basketball Tournament 
($5 per player, James 0. Jessie 
, .Park). 
1 
Friday, February 16, Soul 
' · , Food Dinner & Fashion Show, 
' • $25 per person. 
I 
, Saturday, February 24, 
; 11AM, 20th Annual Parade, 
; Downtown Palm Springs 
.. . 
(Downtown Palm Canyon 
Drive). 
Saturday, February 24, 
12PM-6PM. Town Fair (Palm 
Springs Stadium). 
,,. For more information call 
(760) 416-5715. 
San Bernardino Valley 
College 
February 14-Sweetheart 
Fair/ Club Rush (l lam-2pm) 
35th Lincoln Shrine Open House Features 
Life of Lincoln Special Exhibit 
: The Black Voice News return · again and perform Civil 
War music and tradition.al Irish 
tunes of the era. Bell will offer 
To help celebrate both 
Lincoln's birthday and the 75th 
a,nniversary of its founding, the 
l,ijncoln Memorial Shrine will 
host a special Open House on 
~unday February 11, 2007 from 
;I' - 4 p.m. As part of this year's 
' celebration, a special exhibit on 
, #le lives of Abraham Lincoln 
, :and Shrine founder Robert 
• Watchorn will be unveiled in the 
west wing of the Lincoln Shrine. 
As always , admission is free and 
' tefreshments will be provided. 
Entitled, We Cannot Escape 
ijistory, the special exhibit pays 
' hpmage to Lincoln and 
Watchorn utilizing manuscripts 
aod artifacts from the Shrine's 
' p~n collection. Several new 
., items have recently been 
acquired especially for this 
:exhibit including an 1861 manu-
script penned by Lincoln. Many 
of these displays , including rare 
books from the collection, are 
part of Robert Watchorn's origi-
, nhl donation. During each hour 
-~f the Open House, Shrine 
archivists ·'\'\'ill offer insights into 
L_incoln and Watchorn as con-
. veyed by seven individual dis-
play areas ranging from t\)e 
youthful Lincoln on the frontier 
,;'to his assassination in 1865. 
' ::sill Bell and Company will 
selections from his new CD, The 
Vicar's Son and his ~arlier work, 
Under the· Dome, recorded at the 
Shrine. 
A Civil War encampment will 
be created in the park in front of 
the Shrine by period re-enactors. 
The 5th New York Zouaves will 
pe1form a standard bayonet drill 
of the era culminating with a fir-
ing of the black powder muskets 
at 1 p.m., 2 p.m. and 3 p.m. In 
addition, there will be contin-
gents from the 116th 
Pennsylvania Infantry including 
Larry Duncan 's widely popular 
demonstration of Civil War sur-
$ery, and members of the 20th 
Maine Infantry. Ladies repre-
senting the United States 
Sanitary Commission, a soldier 
support group, will also be pres-
ent in full Victorian era attire. 
For more information , contact 
Don McCue at (909) 798-7632, 
or log on to the Shrine's website 
at www.lincolnshrine.org . The 
Lincoln Shrine is located 125 W. 
Vine Street in Redlands , 
California. It is the only muse-
um, library and research facility 
dedicated to Lincoln in the west-
ern United States. 
Celebrating Black History 
Page B-6 Thursday, February 8, 2007 
on Campus 
This carnival themed event, 
sponsored by the AS-SBVC 
and ICC, is a great event about 
clubs on campus, play games 
for prizes and sample some 
fantastic foods from various 
clubs . 
• 
Cal State San Bernardino 
February 2 & 3- Career 
DeveloP.ment Center 
(Education Job Fair Set up) 
Feb. 2nd- 2:30pm -7:30pm 
Feb. 3rd -7am-9am 
Chaffey College 
Career & Transfer Fair 
WEDNESDAY, APRIL 19 
10:00 a.m. to 1:00 p.m. 
Between Cafeteria and 
Bookstore 
Campus Center East 
Chaffey Colle_ge's annual 
Career and Internship Fair .is 
held in the Spring each year. 
Over 50 recruiters from various 
job fields meet with students in 
· the Free Speech Area . of 
Campus Center East from 
10:00 a.m .. to 1:00 p.m. This is 
an excellent opportunity to net-
• working, gain valuable intern-
ship and career development 
information, and apply for 
employment. 
University of California, 
Riverside (UCR) 
<;:aliFest Hip Hop Festival 
March 8-17 
City of Riverside 
Riverside Black History 
Parade & Expo 
Saturday, February 10, 2007 
10:00am 
Riverside 
Celebrating 28 years, the 
Black History Month 
Committee of Riverside wql 
host the Riverside Blac~ 
History Parade & Expo o(l 
February 10, 2007 at 10:0() 
a.m. beginning at Terracina an(! 
Magnolia. 
Rialto Branch Library Celebrates · 
Black History Month 
On February 22, 2007 at 
6:30pm, Rialto Branch Library 
will be hosting, "I'm tired, oh so 
tired .. . " a one woman play 
about Rosa Parks. This play will 
be performed by Honee Pico't 
who is a native of San 
Bernardino. Join us as we learn 
about Segregation, the 
Montgomery Bus Boycott, the 
Civil Rights Movement, and a 
42 year old Black woman named 
Rosa Parks who started it all. 
''Perhaps the Greatest Battle Is Before Us ... '~-
COMMENTARY 
By Congressman Joe Baca, 
43rd Congressional District 
Black History Month is a time 
to explore, highlight, and create 
awareness of Black history and a 
time to reflect upon the contribu-
tions of Blacks of African 
descent to society. It is also a 
time to recognize the continuing 
growth in the African American 
community; while acknowledg-
ing that the struggle for full 
equality continues. 
The Association for the Study 
of African American Life and 
History (ASALH), which found-
ed Black History Month, has 
designated the 2007 Black 
History theme as "From Slavery 
to Freedom." This theme is ded-
icat~d to the struggles of peopleS' 
of African descent to achieve 
freedom and equality in the_ 
Americas during the age of 
emancipation. Countless African 
Americans throughout each peri-
od in history, from reconstruc-
tion, through the Harlem 
Renaissance, through the depres-
















the Underground Railroad, 
Frederick Douglas, who 
launched a newspaper to advo-
cate abolition, Hiram Revels, 
who became the first Black U.S. 
Senator in 1870, W.E.B Du Bois, 
the NAACP forerunner, the 
artists and writers of the Harlem 
Renaissance, Thurgood 
Marshall, who became the first 
Black Superior Court Justice, 
and civil rights leader Dr. Martin 
Luther King Jr. are just a few 
African Americans who· were 
part of the path to freedom. 
Unfortunately, despite the best 
efforts of these pioneers, al.lµm-
ing statistics exist within the 
African-American community 
/ IL 111 I (I 1< 
rhy\ 
of 
leading me to believe that this 
nation has not done all it can nor 
should to ensure the total free-
dom of Blacks in America. 
Slavery no longer exists by mere 
shackles, chains and a whip . 
Slavery is evident when the 
number of African Americans 
living in poverty has increased 
· by 1.5 million since 2000. 
Slavery is when only 17% of 
African Americans over age 25 
have a bachelor's degree. 
Along with other Democrats 
in Congress I have supported 
efforts to provide a New 
Direction for America. Under 
this New Direction I am fig~ting 
for better pay and for better 
American jobs. This country 
needs a living wage, not just a 
minimum wage. That is why, 
under Democratic leadership, as 
part of the "100 Hours Agenda" 
the House has passed HR. 2, an 
increase in the minimum wage-
after nearly a decade long freeze. 
This increase would benefit 
more than 2.1 million hard-
working African ~ericans. 
I am also fighting to make col-
lege more affordable. As a result, 
• 
e 
CELEBRATING BLACK HISTORY MONTH 
The word 'kamoinge' comes from the Kikuyu/Swahili 
language of East Africa; its literal translation 
is 'a group of people acting together.' It seemed like 
an apt name for a group of black photographers 
in Harlem who, in May 1963, banded together to share 
ideas and experiences, and to alleviate their sense 
of artistic isolation. Today, though Kamoinge has no 
for(llal meeting schedule or rigid requirements, 
when there is again a reason to act together, 
they respond. 
Throughout February, fn celebration of Black History Month, 
we invite you to enjoy the images of the Kamoinge 
photographers at selected Nordstrom stores, and on 
our Web site at nordstrom.com. This particular collection 
will showcase a series of remarkable photographs 
that captures the magic of music, and the role ii plays 
in the everyday lives of us all. 
the House recently passed H.R. 5 
which cuts interest rates on stu-
dent loans in half over five years 
making college more affordable 
and accessible. This will help 
many African-American young 
people attend college. These are 
just a few of the recent change's 
made in the new congress. As 
you can see, America has come a 
long_way from the times of slav.-
ery; however the government of 
this country has the moral 
responsibility to continue pusli-
ing forward. This New 
Direction will help us with that 
goal. 
During the month of February, 
we should remember and learn 
from the past, while continuing 
to learn in the present for prepa.-
ration for a brighter- futun~. 
Knowing and understanding 
Black history is important Mt 
only for African Americaps, but 
also for our entire nation. 
"Perhaps the greatest battle i,s 
before us, the fight for a new 
America: fearless, free, united 
and morally armed." --Mary 
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Palm Springs Kicks Off Black History Montlf NFL Kicks Off Black History 
Month 
We kick off Black 
History Month in 2007 
by making history in the 
National Football 
League. For the first 
time in the history of the 
NFL, there was not just 
one but two Black head coaches in the game. Tony Dungy 
of the Indianapolis Colts and Lovie Smith of the Chicago · 
_Bears shared the spotlight on Sunday February 4, 2007 in 
_Florida as head coaches of these great football teams. It is 
sad that it has taken so long but as life goes you take it any 
way you can get it, as my good friend David Presley Sr. 
might say. The other good thing about this is that Blacks 
who are normally not interested in the game watched and 
talked about it as a good thing. Pride swelled on ~e inside 
as these two good friends off the field matched wits and 
strategy on the sidelines trying to win a football game. It 
was not too long ago that it was easy for Black Americans 
to select their favorite team or the one they wanted to win. 
:rhey would say which team has a Black player on it or I'll 
take the team with the Black guy on it. The Yankees lost a 
lot of loyal die hard Black fans when Brooklyn signed 
'Jackie Robinson in baseball. Blacks have followed profes-
sional basketball through th~ Harlem Globetrotters since 
J.927. We had an interest in golf but it took off like a ~ock-
et when Tiger Woods hit the course. I had never watched 
a full game of golf until Tiger. My late father-in-law, how-
. ever would travel hundreds of mile just to watch a game of 
golf regardless of who was playing. The same is true of 
Charles Seymour of Rialto today. Now I find myself 
watching the game even if Tiger is not playing. 
As we stop having the first time for some of these things 
we will be able to overcome the past injustices of sanc-
tioned legal and illegal discrimination. I also want to say 
-thank you to the owners in the league who established the 
-rule that minority candidates must be interviewed during 
the selection process for coaches. The owners dido ' t say 
you had to hire them but interview them. This is similar to 
'my approach for hiring managers when making a decision 
at Kaiser Permanente Medical Care Program. I had confi-
dence in managers and the minority candidates that if you 
interviewed them, many would be selected based on their 
ability, skills and presentation. There was no guarantee to 
be hired, just considered. Sounds like the late James 
Brown when he sung, "open the door I'll get it myself''. 
What a way to kick off Black History Month 2007. 
State of Black California 
Finding Our Direction 
, One of the things I learned from my dad growing up in 
North Carolina was what to do if you ever get lost. The 
t 
first thing he said was not to panic because you are not lost 
but lost your "bearing" or the direction you are going. The 
t 
~ ond thing he said to do was, check out the location of 
the sun or moon. This way you can know the direction you 
~e from and your forward path. Next estimate how long 
you have been in the daytime - the sun always comes up 
from the east and sets in the west. H at night, locate the 
brightest star in the heavens for it is the North Star and 
~hen map out the direction you want to travel Along the 
way check out the moss on the north side of the trees and 
~he shadow you make from the sun to make sure you keep 
going in the right direction. And he said last, make sure 
you mark your trail so in case you walk in a circle you 
know you have been there. This past year the California 
Legislative Black Caucus, assessing that Black 
Californians wer e losing ground, decided to interview and 
document our condition and last week they released the 
results. We have been traveling this road for some time 
and in many instances we made some turns that have been 
harmful to us as we wandered further into this wilderness 
of despair. H you are a student of the Bible then you know 
it took the Israelites forty years to find their way to the 
Promised Land. We can make the trip in a shorter period 
of time if we use the information documented in this 
"Status of Black Californians" report and work together 
as a people. As a matter of fact I would suggest you read 
that story because everyone did not get to the Promised 
Land. 
: It will require some legislative action from Sacramento 
but the biggest energy will have to come from us. To that 
~nd some bills have already been introduce by the Caucus 
for consideration and a delegation of California Black 
Media, led by Dr. Paulette Brown-Hinds, was in 
Sacramento to document and record the proceedings. 
: The Black Media is committed to report on and work 
with the Caucus to help give our people timely, pertinent, 
~nd substantive information to let you know the progress 
we are making. It is also our commitment to identify road-
blocks that might get in the way of those not carrying their 
~eight in this journey as we attempt to level the playing 
field in all areas of our lives. 
By Kris Benz 
On Saturday, February 3rd, we cele-
brated the Kick-Off of Black History 
Month with the Renaming and 
Dedication of Rosa Parks Road here in 
the Desert Highland Gateway Estates 
Community, which is located in Palm 
Springs. There were over four hundred 
people in attendance at this historic 
event. 
Actress Tanya Wright graced us with 
her presence as our Mistress of 
Ceremonies . She brought with her a 
dynamic presence, which exuded, · 
through the crowd. 
The Keynote speaker was newscaster 
Larry Carroll. His speech was delivered 
with that vibrant energy which has held 
true to form from the beginning of his 
career. 
Palm Springs Mayor Ron Oden, the 
Palm Springs City Council, 
Assemblywoman Bonnie Garcia were 
there to show support. Palm Springs 
Police Chief Jeandron, Lt. Booth and 
Marc Troast representing 
Congresswoman Mary Bono were also 
present. 
Rev. Parker of Ajalon Baptist Church 
presented the Invocation and the 
Community Choir Jed by Linda 
Crawford performed for the celebration. 
Rev. Dennis M. Brown recited, "I Have 
A Dream" and artist Jameel Rasheed dis-
played his_ "Stamp for Rosa". Pearl 
Taylor Devers provided a presentation 
Dear Dr. Levister: l am 15 years 
old and 3 months pregnant. My 
boyfriend wants me to get a DNA 
paternity test. What should I do? 
G.C . 
Dear G.C. If you have had more 
than one partner, it is natural for you 
to want to know who the father of 
your baby is. There are different rea-
sons to establish paternity. You may-
In Need of Help 
Karnil M oore is a fifteen year 
old sophomore at Alta Loma 
H.S . _She is actively involved in 
student life and voluntarily par-
ticipates in many school pro-
grams. One of her favorite club 
memberships is with Best 
Buddies. The primary goal of 
the Best Buddies Program is to 
link general education students 
to their developmentally and/or 
physically disabled peers. This 
inclusionary based program 
allows for students with special 
needs to be a p art of campus life 
from the Rosa and Raymond Parks 
Institute. 
Elder Joe Benitez, Cabazon Band of 
Mission Indians performed a Spiritual 
Blessing, which was followed by the 
Ribbon Cutting and 
Remembrance/Celebration March down 
Rosa Parks Road to the James 0. Jessie 
Desert Highland Unity Center. Which 
then kicked off the 20th Annual Black 
History Month Celebrations hosted by 
Mr. Joe Beaver, Palm Springs 
the }?aim Springs Black History 
Committee. 
On behalf of the Rosa Parks 
Committee Palm Springs we would like 
to thank all of those who helped in mak-
ing this "IDEA" a Reality: The African 
American Chamber of Commerce Palm 
Springs, City of Palm Springs, Desert 
Highland Gateway Estates Community 
Action Association, Elephant Bar and 
Restaurant in Palm Desert (They get a "5 
Paternity Testing 
feel the need to collect child support · 
financially or emotionally, or simply 
for the peace of mind that accompa-
nies knowing for sure . Your question 
suggests that you or your boyfriend 
are unsure who the father of your 
child is. 
Paternity testing typically costs 
between $250.00 and $2,000 .00 
depending on the area which you 
live and the type of paternity testing 
you choose. The American 
Pregnancy Association recommends 
paternity testing from a facility that 
has been accredited by the American 
Association of Blood Banks. Some 
sites offer low-cost testing that is not 
court approved or "curiosity test-
ing". Most centers offer payment 
plans. Be prepared to pay the full 
amount before they release the 
results to you. Paternity testing 
involves no known risks. Results are 
usually given in 14 days. 
Most states have laws that require 
an unmarried couple to fill out an 
Acknowledgement of Paternity 
(AOP) form to legally establish who 
the father is . If you have not been 
married in the last 300 days, no 
father will be listed on the birth cer-
tificate. 
If the father 's identify is in ques-
tion, a court may require you to get 
Letters to Editor 
by creating a safe space where 
all students can meet and make 
new friends . Kamil's' member-
ship in this program shows her 
commitment to human. beings . 
and compassion for all members 
of our society. 
Not only does Karnil actively 
participate in school based 
organizations. She was recently 
in vi ted to become a member of 
the People to People Student 
Ambassador program. This pro-
gram offers college bound stu-
dents the opportunity to experi-
ence the world beyond their own 
communities. This summer, the 
student ambassadors will be 
going to Australia for 18 days. 
Karnil looks forward to learning 
about new cultures and meeting 
new people. 
An experience of this sort 
offers students a chance to 
observe the workings of a non 
American society. While living 
in the home of an Australian 
family, The Renaissance 
Program will provide Kamil 
with a structured educational 
experience by acquainting the 
student with important aspects of 
Australia's culture. The cost of 
this trip is approximately $4500. 
Fat Forks" rating), Palm Canyon Resort 
and Spa, Union Bank of Califoraja' :-
Palm Springs and a very spe<;ial 
THANK YOU to Antoinette Brow~-
Leon and "TV-One," our Title Spons~r'. 
Anyone interested in participating in 
the Parade and Town Fair or any o( the 
activities during the month can contAct 
Jarvis Crawford President of the Black 
History Committee or Will Pellum'·pt 
760-4 16-5715. .: 
, .. 
tested. Paternity testing should·..qe 
done as soon as possible. Be sure 
you ask for a court-approved, t~. 
After the AOP is signed, cour.k;s 
have 60 days to request a DNA t~'t. 
The person listed on the AOP c64ld 
be held legally responsible for1:me 
child even if he is not the biolog'l~a.l 
father. : • ~ • 
Naming a legal father is vital,:,i-n
1 
ensuring that the baby is eligib}o' for 
child support and benefits such ;as 
social security, veterans benefits '31l.d 
he.a!J.h care. ' '' 
' 1 
V i s i ';'t 
www.americanpregnancy.org orii.foe 
or call I 888 404-4363 for te;furg 
locations and more information ... ', 
" 
The needs financial obligati'9p 
of this trip is difficul t for a siqgle 
mother to meet. The final pay-
ment must be submitted no later 
than May 1, 2007 . Kam.ii 's fami-
ly -has already secured her S?.fCe 
by depositing the first $500,for 
the trip; however Kamil and ii.er 
family will need assistance 'flth 
final expenses for this trip. If 
you can help Kami! and her f(n:l-
ily by making this trip a reaJ.ity 
you can do so by donating fubds 
to Kamil Moore c/o Black Vi ice 
News, P.O. Box 912, Riverside, 
CA 92502. 
Civil Rights Movement Must Continue to Evolve to Keep Its Power 
In light of Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.'s 
birthday celebration, USA Today recently 
asked me about the future of the civil rights 
movement half a century or so after it 
began. I told the paper the role of the 
National Urban League and other civil 
rights groups was evolving to cater to the 
younger generation, which possesses no 
memories of a struggle born well before 
they were. 
Today's youth are looking for some-
thing different than their parents and 
grandparents. This is evident in the g\ving 
patterns of young minorities, who are more 
likely to believe that the key to greater 
equality is greater access to financial 
power than political power. 
According to the _City University of 
New York's Center on Philanthropy and 
Civil Society, they are more interested in 
gaining access to W.all Street than march-
ing on Washington. They also tend to sup-
port nonprofits that emphasize individual 
attainment and employ a business model of 
operation. 
Instead of fighting for basic rights guar-
anteed to Americans, we are now fighting 
for our economic future. There is no doubt 
that African Americans have made great 
progress in swmounting past challenges 
and thriving in the 21st century: Our qual-
ity of life has improved as has our future. 
In I 960, 20.1 percent ofBlacks graduat-
ed from high school, which was a little less 
than half the percentage of Whites. Now, 
81.1 percent hold high-school degrees or 
higher - compared to 86 percent of Whites. 
High school dropout rates have fallen to 
nearly one half of what they were in 1975 
- 27.~ perceotto 15.1 percent in 2004, oar- , 
rowing the gap with Whites of 13.4 per-
centage points to three. Since 1970, life 
expectancy bas risen 11.4 years, while that 
of Whites has increased 7 years. 
In The State of Blacks America 2006, 
the National Urban League found the over-
all status of Biacks to be at 73 percent of 
Whites. In tenns of health, education and 
social justice, Blacks were from 74 to 78 
percent of Whites and even surpassed 
Whites in civic engagement. H?wever, 
economically, they lagged substantially pondered the question, "Where do we go 
behind at from here?" 
just 56 He also realized that the move-
percent. ment he helped create was an 
Despite evolving entity. To grow and flour-
education- ish, it couldn't just concentrate on 
a I securing basic liberties for minori-
i m prove- ties. It had to expand into some-
ments, the thing bigger - not only for the sake 
gap in ------'of the future generations but for the 
salaries has actually widened since 1960 legacy of those who gave their lives to the 
when median income of Blacks house- cause. 
holds was roughly $14,000 less than A decade after the birth of the SCLC, 
Whites in 2004 dollars. Now, that differ- Dr. King realized that to keep the move-
ence bas expanded to $21.3 72 despite a ment alive be needed to began to expand 
nearly doubling of household income. its scope to issues standing in the way of 
When it comes to personal wealth, Whites greater equality such as poverty and the 
still outperform Blacks - IO times over. Vietnam War, causing consternation within 
As I said in my keynote address at our the Johnson administration. 
annual conference last July, the idea of After all, it wasn't just about guarantee-
expanding the American dream and table ing basic inalienable rights to African 
to everyone is still relevant now as it was in Americans in the South even back in the 
the 1960s. The fight to sit at the lunch 1960s. It was becoming less a struggle for 
counter was an important one. l3ut what's the rights of Blacks to vote and operate 
the use of winning the right to eat at the freely withinAmerican society. The inner-
lunch counter if you cannot afford the city ghettos in northern cities emerged out 
meal? Now, the civil right struggle is more of poor economic conditions - not neces-
a fight of not only being able to afford sarily out of political circumstance. The 
lunch but being able to purchase the lunch riots of the late 1960s occurred in areas 
counter. whose residents had the right to vote for 
There was a time when African- years and where the first Blacks after 
Americans were denied the right to own Reconstruction won election. 
property. In 2004, home ownership among ''We made O\lf government write new 
Blacks hit an all-time high of nearly SO laws to alter some of the cruelest injustices 
percent. that affected us. We made an indifferent 
For the African American community to and unconcerned nation rise from lethargy 
achieve economic equality with Whites and subpoenaed its conscience to appear 
and be competitive in the global market- before the judgment S6at of morality on the 
place, it is not enough just to own property whole question of civil rights. We gained 
- though it's a very good start. We must manhood in the nation that bad always 
also be able to maintain and secure that called us 'boy'," Dr. King said before the 
ownership for generations to come. And it SCLC's 11th Convention. "But in spite of 
is not enough for our children to just grad- a decade of significant progress, the prob-
uate high school. To obtain the jobs of the !em is far from solved. The deep rumbling 
future, they will need to go to college at the of discontent in our cities is indicative of 
very least to acquire the skills of the future the fact that the plant of freedom has grown 
and gain the financial freedom we desire only a bud and not yet a flower." 
for them. Dr. King realized that economic as well 
In 1%7, at the 11th Convention of the as political empowennent would put the 
Southern Christian Leadership African American community on the track 
Conference, Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. to full equality and prosperity in the United 
States by Blacks - especially the poor --
"the additional weapon of cash" to combat 
discrimination. He foresaw a "host of pos-
itive psychological effects" that would 
result from widespread economic security 
among Blacks. 
''The dignity of the individual will 
flourish when the decisions concerning his 
life are in his own hands, when he bas the 
assurance that his income is stable and cer-
tain, and when he knows that he has the 
means to seek self-improvement. Personal 
conllicts between husband, wife, and chil-
dren will diminish when the unjust meas-
urement of human worth on a scale of dol-
lars is eliminated," he told the SCLC near-
ly 40 years ago. 
At a National Urban League forum in 
Harlem last June discussing the impact of 
the "n-word," one panelist said part of the 
reason why the younger generation 
invokes the word more freely than their 
elders is that they are not as aware of the 
racial epithet's history. They don't feel the 
pain of the word because their elders 
would rather repress bitter memories of the 
past than relive them. But that's the last 
thing we should do in our efforts to move 
forward to be stronger and better than ever. 
When our youth is unaware of what 
carne,before, we are undennining their. 
ability to build upon the movement's 
progress and create a brighter future for 
future generations. Without those memo-
ries, we have no context in which to put 
our aspirations. While the movement bas 
taken on a new form and will serve new 
constituents as the United States evolves 
demographically, we must not forget the 
reason why we embraced this struggle in 
the first place. 
We must concede that the chal)~Jes 
now faced by the Blacks comrnuoithre 
somewhat different from the 1960s. ur 
youth have our legacy in their hands. We 
can either engage them and emerge 
stronger or ignore them and relinquish our 
power. 
Marc H. Moria! is President and Q!O, 
National Urban League • 
.. 
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Dungy Makes History 
The Black Voice News time. most important thing in the world, 
MIAMI I was looking right into his eyes as because there are other things like 
By Leland Stein III his players first gave him the tradition- working in your community, doing 
Former BVN Sports Editor al Gatorade bath, then lifted him on things the right way and taking care of 
It was ordained even before the start their shoulders and gave him the victo- your family. And I'm not taking away 
of Super Bowl XLI. ry ride that all coaches long to have. from this wonderful moment, because 
History was going to be made in the There was a sparking gleam in his it is truly a great thing for me, my play-
-Chicago Bears versus Indianapolis eyes that signaled piu-e joy and at the ers and the city of Indianapolis." 
Colts contest at Dolphin Stadium. same time a sigh of relief. He simply amazes me, the way he 
In a way history was already made "Oh, that was a great feeling being stays the course and never strays from 
when Tony Dungy (Colts) and Lovie on their shoulders," Dungy exclaimed. his principles and convictions as a per-
-Smith (Bears) Jed their collective "You don't know how it's going to son. Those are the qualities that endear 
.teams to the Super Bowl. In the feel, you don't know what to expect. his players to him in a unique and rev-
process they became the first African- For those guys to show that kind of erent way. 
American coaches in the 41-year histo- love, I mean that's what this team is all "He stays consistent," Colts line-
,ry of the "Big Game" to reach the about." backer June Cato said. "He is not up 
NFL's apex. Continued Dungy: "Our leaders on and down with his emotions. That's 
However, as it is with any sports this team have been through some dis- why I think when we get down, the 
.encounter, t~ere has to be a winner and appointments. We endured a 41-0 play- team bounces back and keeps at it." 
T~ny Dungy (center) accepts the Lombardi Trophy 
there has to be a loser, and, in Super off loss, AFC title game losses, a loss Added quarterback and Super Bowl this." I can imagine Manning and 0th-
Bowl XLI it was Dungy's time to revel at home when we had the home field MVP Peyton Manning: 'Tm proud ers thinking, "Yeah• .. right!!!" 
in the glory of hoisting the Vince advantage and some personal things that coach Dungy is our head coach Manning agreed with me as he 
Lombardi Trophy high over his head as (his son died last year) that brought us and my head coach. I'm proud to play recalled his thoughts in the post-game 
confetti streamed from the stadium all together. I think this may not be our for him. He's been right there with us press conference: "It is hard to believe 
rafters. most talented team of the five we have the whole time. Some of those playoff a man when he is saying that after a 
With the Colts 29-17 win over the had, but it was most certainly the one losses when most guys can hardly say tough defeat, but when he says it we 
Bears, Dungy broke a barrier that had that had the most love and connected anything and it's hard to hold your always believe him." · 
stood like the Rock of Gibraltar. and it showed in the way we played." head up, he kept us positive and Dungy, who won a Super Bowl ring 
After too many years of never being Dungy was asked if there were tears believing with his speeches. He is our as a player with Pittsburgh, joined 
afforded opportunities to coach a NFL following his historic coaching mile- leader." Mike Ditka and Tom Flores as the only 
team because of real or imagined per- stone. Manning also explained how after players in NFL history to win titles as 
ceptions, Dungy, in America's biggest "No, the only feeling I was feeling all those tough losses that Dungy a player and head coach. 
worry about my position. As the coach 
you deal with the front office, other 
coaches, the players and the communi-
ty. Winning as a coach is definitely a 
more gratifying experience." 
Dungy acknowledged that being the 
first African-American coach was a 
supreme honor and it made bini very 
proud, but true to forin be deferred to 
others that came before him. 
"There are guys like Jimmy Ray, 
Sherman Lewis and Lionel Taylor that 
were great coaches befire me," he 
explained. "I know they could have 
opportunity. I'm glad the Lord gave 
me the opportunity to do it and kind of 
represent those guys that paved the 
way for me." 
All week long as I · was going to 
press conferences and interviewing 
and observing both Dungy and Smith, 
and I could not chose a coach to root 
for, but fate got it right this time as ihe 
teacher taught his student (Smith) how 
to be a champion. 
Leland Stein can be heard on 107 5 
every Sunday from 11 p .m. to midnight. 
He can be reached at spectacle finally got the ride of a life- was joy," be said. "But it is not the would tell them "we'll be better for "Of course it was great winning as a 
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SALE$295 
Pendant. Reg. $590. 
SALE$395 
Pendant. Reg. $790. 
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SALE$995 
Pendant. Reg. $1990. 
• 
155 te 
a kiss is sweet, a gift is telling 
valentine's day is febrnary 14th 
I 50% off rubies and diamonds for your sweetheart. 
SALE$695 
Earrings. Reg. $1390. 
SALE$995 
Ring. Reg. $1990. 
' 
SALE$495 
IGL-certified ruby and diamond 
earrings in 18k gold. Reg. $990. 
SALE$2995 
Ring. Reg. $5990. 
SALE$1595 
Pendant. Reg. $3190. 
SALE$995 
Ring. Reg. $1990. 
: Also shop macys.com • Use the online Store Locations option at macys.com to find the store nearest you 
. Sale prices In -'feet through February 19, All jewelry items are set in 14k gold, except as noted. Jewelry photos may have been enlarged or enhanced. Most colored gemstones have been treated or dyed. 
• Some treatments may not be permanent and some require special care; see a Sales Associate for infonnatlon. 50% savings excludes diamond solitaire rings and fine jewelry Super Buys. Fine jewelry Super 
; Buys are excluded from Savings Passes and all other discount offers. • Advertised Items may not be available at your local Macy's, and selection may vary. Prices, promotions and selection may differ 
. on macys.com. Regular prices are offering prices and may not have resulted In actual sales • 
SALE $995 
Earrings. Reg. $1990. 
SALE $1995 
Bracelet. Reg. $3990. 
. -
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~$3,350 Dealer Discount 
:$3, 750 Factory Rebate 
7,10 
FFMSR 
'98 ~ORD WINDSTAR - LOW, LOW MILES, 51 K, GREAT FAMILY VAN, INEXPENSIVE! #D66116 ... $5,995 
FORD FOCUS - SILVER, AUTO, GREAT GAS SAVER!, WILL GO FAST! #108691.. .................. $8,995 
114. !.5SAN SENTRA - WHITE, AUTO: ONLY 40K, SUPER CLEAN CAR, HURRY! #902750 ............ $10,995 
-'&F,QRD RANGER XTRA CAB - BLACK, LIFTED, GREAT TRUCK, AUTO, #A38271 .......... ,. .... $10,995 
$2.NISSAN ALTIMA - PEARL WHITE, AUTO, PWR PKG, CRAZY CHEAP! #1 91091 .................. $11,995 
~ tHRYSLER PT CRUISER - BLACK TOURING, PWR, SUPER CLEAN, MUST SEE! #271641 ... $12,995 
~ CsSAN FRONTIER - AUTO, XTRA CAB, NEED A LITTLE TRUCK? THIS IS IT! #416535 ..... $12,995 
w-NISSAN VERSA - THIS CAR IS PERFECT! LOW MILES, LIKE NEW! #354322 ..................... $12,995 
'06 FORD FOCUS - LOW MILES, MUST SELL #146897 ............................................................... $13,995 
'04 NISSAN ALTIMA- WHITE, AUTO, PWR PKG ONLY 42K, MUST SEE THIS DIAMOND! #179116 ..... $13,995 
'06 F~ 500 - CHARCOAL, FULL PWR PKG, LOW MILES, GREAT CAR! #108798 ................. $15,995 
'04 N~ MURANO - ONLY $18,995 FOR A MURANO!!! .CRAZX BUT TRUE #202189 .... ........ $18,995 
''06 FORD'MUSTANG • BLACK,AUTO, ONLY 8,000 Ml., LEATHER, LOADED, PERFECT#183010 .. $18,995 
Save Energy· and Money With SCE 
Sign Up NOWI 
' ' -
The California Alternate Rates for Energy program 
(CARE) offers qualified residential customers 
savings of 20% or more on their monthly electric bills. 
The Family Electric Rate 
Assistance (FERA) program offers 
qualifying households of three or 
more a discount when they exceed 
their baseline electricity usage by 
30% or more. ~ 
Call 1 ~00-798-5723 or Visit, 
see.com to learn more about 
lowering your electric ,bill and 










CAl'II I ,■l'IA "'°lrom• 
Maximum ~ootehol<l lnoome 
Efttctlve Jun• 1, 2008 
lbt•I Combined Annual lr'IClOIM 
CAIII Rl'IA 
up IO '28.800 Nolelgltilt 
up to $33.l!OO ,,_' S33.eo1 • '42,000 
up to - ,5()() '40.!500 • soo.eoo 
up IO $47 .400 S47.o401 • '511,200 
uptoSM.300 '54.301 • '87,800 
$8.llOO M.llOO • '8,1100 
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA 
EDISON~ 
An EDISON INTERNATIONAL Company 
I 
Y E A R S . . . L I F E . P O W E R E D B Y E D I S O N. 
Introducing Callfornla Lottery'• neweat game, 
Mllllon Dollar Raffle. -i. · 
' B~y your ticket toda/ before theJ•;e ~li"~o{d !~~\! eJ~;i~li~:-~Wd~ uallfy 
for all the. draw dates. Your ticket could win more thar, once. 
Mllllon Dollar Draw Date• March 17, 2007. 
Up to 1 O winners wlll win $1 mllllon. 
Prell ml nary Draw Date• • Feb. 17th, Feb. 24th, Mar. 3"', Mar. 1 oth. 
On each date 1 o winners wlll win $10,000. .i , • .t ., ~ 
f ' 
0111r111 odda tor MIiiion Dollar Ra/fie are bttter than 1 In eoo,ooo. F'IHH play r•eponelbly. 
Muet ba 1 e yura or oldar to play. 
